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Triplex-forming oligonucleotides (TFOs) are gene-targeting agents with potential in such 
diverse areas as gene-based therapeutics, functional genomics and molecular biology. These 
molecules bind in the major groove of double-stranded DNA, forming specific hydrogen bonds 
with exposed groups on the duplex base pairs, generating a three-stranded structure. There are 
currently several major limitations to their use: (i) there are no stable means for recognising T A 
or CG base pairs (pyrimidine interruptions) using natural DNA bases; (ii) formation of the 
C+.GC triplet requires conditions of low pH « 6.0), necessary for protonation of the third strand 
cytosine; (iii) the binding of the third strand may not be strong, due to electrostatic repulsion 
between the three polyanionic DNA strands. The work described in this thesis uses DNase I 
footprinting and thermal melting experiments to examine the triplex-forming properties of 
several novel nucleoside analogues that might be used to overcome each of these restrictions. 

The simplest strategy to alleviate the charge repUlsion problem is to incorporate positively 
charged moieties into the TFO by either modifying the backbone, the sugar or the base. 
Triplexes containing three or more substitutions with the bis-amino modified thymidine 
analogue 2'-aminoethoxy,5-propargylamino-U (BAU) were shown to be stable at pH 7.0, even 
though they contain several c.GC base triplets. In contrast, the unmodified TFO produced a 
stable triplex only at pH 5.0 and in the presence of magnesium. These modified TFOs retain 
exquisite sequence specificity, with enhanced discrimination against YR base pairs (especially 
CG) and a requirement for binding in the parallel motif. Several similar analogues containing 
guanidines or dimethylamines at similar positions did not improve upon the stabilisation. 
To overcome the pH dependency of triplex formation 2'-aminoethoxy derivatives of N7G and 

6-oxo-C were examined for their ability to recognise GC base pairs at different pH values. Both 
derivatives produced less stable complexes than C at pH 5.0 but were of a similar stability at pH 
6.0. A better approach was achieved by combining the analogue 3-methyl,2-aminopyridine 
(Mep) with BAU. Oligonucleotides containing three substitutions of each analogue extended 
triplex formation to pH 7.5 with a nanomolar binding affinity. However, the affinity depended 
on the arrangement of substitutions; oligonucleotides in which these analogues were evenly 
distributed throughout the third strand bound much better than those in which they are clustered. 

The recognition of pyrimidine bases within a target oligopurine tract was also investigated 
using modified nucleosides. Of these, a substituted pyrrolopyrimidone-2-one analogue (App) 
selectively recognised CG with the highest affinity. Whilst, the 2'-aminoethoxy modified 
thiazolyl-aniline analogue S recognised T A with the highest affinity but also interacted with 
other base pairs, in particular, CG. To improve on of the stability of the G.T A triplet several 
deoxyguanosine derivatives were also studied. It was shown that the addition of either a 
propargylamino chain to the base or 2'-aminoethoxy group to the sugar resulted in enhancing 
the affinity of this base for GC and not T A. 

By using triplex-forming oligonucleotides that contain four of such modified nucleosides it 
was possible to achieve recognition of each of the four base pairs by triple helix formation at 
physiological pH. Fluorescence melting and DNase I footprinting demonstrated successful 
triplex formation at a polypurine.polypyrimidine target site that contained two CG and two T A 
interruptions. The complexes were pH dependent but were still stable at pH 7.5. Three of the 
four analogues used retained considerable selectivity (BAU, Mep, App) and single base changes 
opposite these residues cause a large reduction in affinity. In contrast, S was less selective and 
tolerated CG base pairs as well as T A 

Lastly, the formation of DNA triple helices at target sites that contain mismatches in the 
duplex target was investigated. The introduction of a duplex mismatch were shown to 
destabilise the C+.GZ, T.AZ and G.TZ triplets, whilst other base combinations, based on non
standard triplets such as C.AZ, T.TZ, G.CZ and A.CZ were stabilised by the presence of a 
duplex mismatch. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Triple helix discovery 

Oligonucleotides can bind in the major groove of double stranded DNA by forming 

hydrogen bonds with exposed groups on the base pairs, generating a triple-helical 

structure (Figure 1.1). This was first demonstrated nearly 50 years ago by Rich and co

workers by mixing the synthetic polyribonucleotides polyU and polyA in the ratio 2: 1 

(Felsenfeld et ai., 1957). Subsequent studies showed that polyC and polyG could also 

generate a similar structure under low pH conditions (Howard et al., 1964) and since 

then a variety of DNA and RNA triple-stranded structures have been identified (Morgan 

& Wells, 1968; Riley et al., 1966; Marck et al., 1978; Lee et al., 1979; Broitman et al., 

1987). Intermolecular triplexes are generated by the binding of a triplex-forming 

oligonucleotide (TFO) to a separate DNA duplex. Intramolecular triplexes are formed 

at homopurine-homopyrimidine mirror-repeat sequences when a single strand of the 

duplex unwinds and folds back on itself. The latter have been identified in plasmids 

under conditions of superhelical stress or low pH (Lyamichev et at., 1985; Frank

Kamenetskii, 1987; Htun & Dahlberg, 1988) and it is possible that such structures form 

in vivo with implications for gene regulation (Rao, 1996; Rustighi et at., 2002; Dey & 

Rath, 2005) and genome instability (Bidichandani et ai., 1998; Wang & Vasquez, 2003; 

Raghavan et al., 2005). 

The realisation that synthetic oligonucleotides could be exploited to recognise unique 

DNA sequences came about in the late 1980s. Proof of principle was first demonstrated 

using a Fe· EDT A-oligonucleotide conjugate to elicit a single specific double-strand 

break within a 628 bp DNA fragment and a yeast chromosome (Moser & Dervan, 1987; 

Strobel & Dervan, 1990). This was later extended to include triplex-induced photo

crosslinking (Le Doan et aI., 1987) and triplex-induced transcriptional repression in 

vitro of the c-myc gene (Cooney et aI., 1988). This strategy was later termed the 

anti gene approach by Helene and co-workers by analogy to the closely related antisense 

approach, where gene expression is controlled by oligonucleotides that hybridise to 

specific single-stranded mRNA targets (Helene, 1990). Since then triplex-forming 

oligonucleotides have received extensive research interest with many recent reviews 

highlighting their potential in such diverse areas as gene-based therapeutics, functional 
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Figure 1.1 Structure of triple helical DNA (taken from http ://www.ibmb.csic.es) . 
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genomics and molecular biology (Rice et ai., 2001; Seidman & Glazer, 2003; Potaman, 

2003). To date the most encouraging advances have shown that TFOs can be used to 

elicit site-specific mutagenesis and to inhibit tumour growth in mice (Vasquez et ai., 

2000; Re et ai., 2004). 

1.1.1 Triplex binding motifs 

The binding of a third strand of DNA within the major groove is asymmetric, as in 

general oligonucleotides only recognise the purine-containing strand of the duplex. The 

binding can be either parallel or anti parallel to the target strand, depending on the base 

composition of the oligonucleotide. 

Pyrimidine-rich oligonucleotides bind under low pH conditions in a parallel orientation 

to the purine strand of the target duplex, with T and protonated C forming two 

Hoogsteen hydrogen bonds with AT and GC base pairs respectively (Moser & Dervan, 

1987; Le Doan et ai., 1987). This generates the base triplets T.AT and C+.GC as shown 

in Figure 1.2A (In this thesis the notation X.ZY refers to a triplet, in which the third 

strand base X interacts with the duplex ZY base pair, forming hydrogen bonds to base 

Z). These triplets are isomorphous, that is if the C-l ' atoms of their Watson-Crick base 

pairs are superimposed, the positions of the C-1 ' atoms are almost identical (Thuong & 

Helene, 1993). This minimizes backbone distortion of both the third strand and duplex 

between adjacent triplets. It is also possible to form a G.GC triplet within this motif, 

though this is not isomorphous with T.A T and C+.GC (Figure 1.2A(iii». The majority 

of this thesis will focus on triplex formation using this binding motif. 

Purine-rich oligonucleotides bind in an antiparallel orientation to the purine strand of 

the target duplex, with A and G forming two reverse-Hoogsteen hydrogen bonds with 

AT and GC base pairs respectively, generating AAT and G.GC triplets (Figure 1.2B) 

(Beal & Dervan, 1991; Durland et al., 1991). In contrast to the parallel triplets, AA T 

and G .GC triplets are not isomorphous, leading to structural distortions at junctions 

between each triplet. As a consequence of this and other factors, the anti parallel motif is 

often less stable than the parallel motif. T.AT triplets can also adopt an anti parallel 

orientation (Figure 1.2B(ii». 
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Since G.GC and T.AT triplets can be formed in both the parallel and antiparallel motifs 

GT -containing oligonucleotides can be designed to bind in either orientation parallel or 

antiparallel. The backbone distortion imposed by the non-isomorphous nature of these 

two triplets means the most stable orientation is dependent on the number of GpT and 

TpG steps (Thuong & Helene, 1993). Energy minimization studies have suggested that 

a greater backbone distortion is exhibited for GT -oligonucleotides binding parallel 

rather than in an antiparallel orientation (Giovannangeli et ai., 1992; Sun & Helene, 

1993). 

1.2 Triplex structure 

The DNA duplex contains two grooves generated by the asymmetric disposition of the 

bases relative to the phosphate backbone. Only one of these, the major groove, is wide 

enough to accommodate a third strand of DNA. Recognition is predominantly by 

hydrogen bonds formed between the third strand and purine-strand of the duplex. These 

are longer than those formed between the bases of a W-C base pair and therefore exhibit 

a shorter lifetime (Cain & Glick, 1998; Rhee et aI., 1999). 

Several studies have been carried out to determine how the binding of an oligonucleotide 

alters the structure of the underlying duplex. Early fiber diffraction studies identified 

mainly sugar-dependent differences; instead of the usual S-type conformation 

characteristic of B-DNA, the sugars were found to assume an N-type conformation, a 

characteristic much closer to A-DNA (Amott et aI., 1973). It was suggested that the 

deeper major groove of A-DNA would be a better acceptor of a third strand than the 

shallow major groove of B-DNA (Amott et aI., 1973). In recent years this view has 

changed. Several high-resolution NMR structures (Radhakrishnan et aI., 1994; Rajopal 

& Feignon, 1989; Macaya et aI., 1992; Asensio et aI., 199811999; Tarkoy et aI., 1998) 

and one X-ray crystal structure (Rhee et aI., 1999) have been determined. These indicate 

only slight pertubations from the standard B-DNA structure. The current view is that the 

binding of an oligonucleotide leads to a slight unwinding of the duplex, resulting in the 

W -C bases becoming more perpendicular to the helix axis and a slight narrowing of the 

minor groove. This does not require any change to the sugar pucker within the duplex, 

with all sugars found predominantly as S-type. 
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The conformation of the third strand is of still some debate with some studies suggesting 

S-type (Bartley et at., 1997; Asensio et ai., 1998; Radhakrisnan et ai., 1994), N-type 

(Raj opal & Feignon, 1989) and a mixture of Nand S-type sugar puckers (Tarkoy et aI., 

1998; Asensio et at., 1999; Rhee et ai., 1999). Generally, protonated C residues favor an 

N-type conformation whilst T residues favor S-type (Tarkoy et ai., 1998; Asensio et ai., 

1999; Rhee et at., 1999). Protonated C residues also lead to an additional narrowing of 

the groove between the central purine strand and the third strand due to electrostatic 

interactions with the backbone (Asensio et at., 1998; Rhee et ai., 1999). These findings 

suggest sequence-dependent differences in the overall third strand conformation. 

1.2.1 Triplex-duplex junction 

Enzymatic and chemical probing studies have suggested structural asymmetry between 

the 5'- and 3 '- triplex-duplex junctions. For example, DNase I exhibits hypersensitivity 

at the 3 '- junction (Chandler & Fox, 1996) whereas ellipticine derivatives preferentially 

intercalate at the 5'- junction (Perrouault et at., 1990). Gel retardation and energy 

minimization have suggested an induced bending of the duplex towards the minor 

groove at the 5'-junction and towards the major groove at the 3 '-junction (Chomilier et 

at., 1993). This has been attributed to a greater stacking interaction at the 5'-junction, 

which in tum may be due to the right-handed nature of the helix (Asensio et at., 1998; 

Alberti et ai., 2002). Further structural studies have identified only minor changes at 

these sites and any induced change in conformation is not propagated far beyond the 

overhanging junctions (Asensio et at., 1998; Rhee et ai., 1999). 

1.2.2 Triplexes composed of RNA strands 

Several studies have looked at the properties of triplexes composed of different 

arrangements of RNA and DNA strands. It was found that the most stable are generally 

formed with central DNA rather than RNA purine strand. Conversely, RNA-TFOs have 

a greater affinity for their duplex targets than DNA-TFOs (Roberts & Crothers, 1992; 

Han & Dervan, 1994; Asensio et at., 1999; Bernal-Mendez & Leumann, 2002). The 

latter has been attributed to the conformation of the sugar pucker, N-type conformations 

(RNA-like) leads to a lower distortion of the purine strand upon binding than S-type 

conformations (DNA-like) (Asensio et at., 1999). The story is less clear for chimeric 

TFOs containing mixtures of RNA and DNA nucleotides. RNA TFOs that contain a few 
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deoxyribonucleotides are only marginally destabilising, agam suggesting sugar

dependent sequence composition effects (Bernal-Mendez & Leumann, 2002). 

1.3 Factors affecting triplex stability 

The stability of a triple helix is generally lower than that of its underlying duplex and is 

typically seen as two separate transitions in a UV melting experiment (triplex-duplex 

and duplex-single strands). Triplex stability is affected by intrinsic factors such as base 

composition and oligonucleotide length as well as external influences such as 

temperature, pH and ionic conditions. 

1.3.1 Mismatches 

Triplex formation is stabilised by specific interactions and is sensitive to single base 

mismatches between third strand and duplex. A single base mismatch results in a typical 

free energy change of - 3 kcal mor l (Roberts & Crothers, 1991; Rougee et aI., 1992). 

The extent of this destabilisation is dependent on the nature and position of the 

mismatch. Central mismatches are more destabilising than terminal ones since they 

disrupt the cooperative interaction between neighbouring triplets (Mergny et aI., 1991; 

Rougee et aI., 1992). A thermodynamic study by Dervan and co-workers showed that T 

binds to AT better than any other base pair by 2: 2.3 kcal mor l
, whereas MeC binds to 

GC better than any other base pair by 2: 1.4 kcal mor l (Best & Dervan, 1995). This 

suggests highly specific interactions with CT-containing oligonucleotides. 

In an attempt to extend the triplex recognition code to include T A and CG base pairs 

(pyrimidine inversions) the least destabilising bases to be positioned opposite each of 

them has been determined. In the parallel binding motif it has been observed that G and 

T are the most stable against TA and CG respectively (Beal & Dervan, 1991; Yo on et 

al., 1992; Chandler & Fox, 1993). In contrast, C and T are the most stable against TA 

and CG base pairs in the anti parallel motif (Beal & Dervan, 1991; Durland et aI., 1994; 

Chandler & Fox, 1996). The use of natural bases to recognise pyrimidine inversions 

will be dealt with in section 1.7.2. 

Interestingly, mismatches found in the duplex strand of a triplex may enhance its 

stability (Sun et ai., 1991). Of the triplets examined, both T.AC and C.GA were 
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identified as being more stable than the canonical T.AT and C+.GC triplets. It has been 

suggested that a mismatch may allow a greater structural flexibility of the duplex strand, 

leading to more favourable interactions with the third strand. 

1.3.2 Length of third strand 

Increasing the length of a third strand increases the stability of a triplex by increasing 

hydrogen bonding and base stacking interactions (Moser & Dervan, 1987). With purine

containing oligonucleotides this is not always observed and has been attributed to the 

non-isomorphous nature of the triplets formed and their effect on stacking andlor 

backbone distortion (Sun et al., 1993) or the high propensity of G-rich oligonucleotides 

to form secondary structures such as G-quartets or G-duplexes (Noonberg et al., 1995). 

Also, as triplex formation involves a structural change of the target duplex, it is likely to 

cost more free energy to convert a longer and more stable duplex than a shorter one 

(Yoon et ai, 1992). 

An increase in triplex length should theoretically lead to an increase in selectivity. In 

practice if the free-energy penalty of a single mismatch is small relative to the total free 

energy of formation of the complex, then the observed specificity of binding may be 

reduced (Plum et al., 1995; Demidov & Frank-Kamenetskii, 2004). This is partly due to 

the mechanism of formation of nucleic acid complexes. The ID-nucleation zipper 

mechanism can accommodate a mismatch more readily than the 3D-shape 

complementarity mechanism for the formation of a protein-small molecule complex 

(Demidov & Frank-Kamenetskii, 2004). Unless modifications to TFO chemistry can 

increase specificity there will be an optimal length of third strand employed before the 

third-strand selectivity is compromised. 

Studies have shown that it is possible to form intramolecular (Wang & Patel, 1995) and 

intennolecular triplexes (Fox et al., 2000) that contain nucleotide bulges (A or T) in the 

third strand. Fox et al. found that TFOs could bind to secondary target sites by forming 

single base bulges. Further studies have shown that single nucleotide bulges are 

generally more stable than dinucleotide, though triplexes can be formed with loops of 

up to nine thymidines (Fox et al., 2000). This suggests that increasing the length of the 

triplex may also increase the affinity for secondary sites. 
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1.3.3 Temperature 

Triplex formation occurs via a quasi-stable intermediate consisting of a few productive 

triplets and is therefore stabilised at low temperatures (Rougee et aI., 1992; Shindo et 

aI., 1993; Xodo et aI., 1995). However, G-rich oligonucleotides are predominantly 

stabilised at higher temperatures due to a destabilisation of any potential secondary 

structure formed that might compete with triplex formation (Svinarchuk et aI., 1994; 

Noonberg et aI., 1995). 

1.3.4 Low pH requirement 

Triplex formation in the parallel binding motif suffers from a requirement for low pH 

conditions necessary for protonation of cytosine at N3. This allows the protonated base 

to form two Hoogsteen hydrogen bonds between its 4-amino group and N3 proton and 

guanines 6-carbonyl and N7 atom respectively. 

The pKa of cytosine is around 4.5 for the free nucleoside but this is often elevated upon 

triplex formation, and is higher in the centre rather than the termini of a triplex (Asensio 

et aI., 1998; Leitner et ai, 2000). Runs of contiguous cytosine residues are destabilising 

as they decrease the pKa of cytosine, lead to protonation competition and/or to a lesser 

degree to electrostatic repulsion between residues (Lee et aI., 1984; Kiessling et aI., 

1992; Volker & Klump, 1994; Asensio et ai, 1998; Leitner et aI., 2000; Sugimoto et aI, 

2001). The most stable triplexes are therefore generated by TFOs containing alternating 

T.AT and C+.GC triplets (Roberts & Crothers, 1996; Keppler & Fox, 1997; James et al., 

2003). 

Several reports have suggested that C+.GC is more stable than T.AT (Keppler & Fox, 

1997; Asensio et aI., 1998; Soto et aI., 2002). This is attributed to electrostatic 

interactions of cytosines positive charge with the phosphate backbone, and/or favorable 

stacking interactions between the charge and the n-stack. More recently it has been 

shown that protonation affects not only the stability of a triplex but also that of the 

underlying duplex, this may have an important affect on the triplex lifetime (Sugimoto 

et aI., 2001; Wu et a!., 2002). 
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1.3.5 Ionic conditions 

The formation of a triplex brings into close proximity three polyanionic strands, 

increasing the negative charge by 50 % relative to the duplex, leading to a high degree 

of charge repulsion. This can be partially screened by using high concentrations (up to 

200 mM) of monovalent (Plum et ai., 1990) or low concentrations (up to 10 mM) of 

divalent metal cations (Moser & Dervan, 1987; Pilch et aI., 1990; Rougee et ai, 1992). 

Triplexes are also stabilised by polyvalent cations such as polyamides and the extent of 

stabilisation is dependent on their charge and composition (Singleton & Dervan, 1993; 

Thomas & Thomas, 1993). Spermine is the most relevant of these as millimolar 

concentrations are present in vivo. 

The parallel motif is most frequently stabilised using magnesium (Kohwi & Kohwi

Shigematsu, 1988) though recent studies have suggested copper may be a more suitable 

alternative requiring between 10-100 times lower concentration. It has been postulated 

that magnesium interacts non-specifically with the anionic oxygen atoms of the 

phosphodiester backbone (Volker & Klump, 1994) whereas copper co-ordinates the N7 

of guanine in the duplex and the N3 of cytosine in the TFO, in a similar manner to 

protonated C (Hom et ai., 2004). The extent of stabilisation by cations is dependent on 

the base composition of the TFO and several reports have suggested that C+.GC has a 

lower requirement for cations than T.AT (Latimer et aI., 1989; Keppler & Fox, 1997; 

James et aI., 2003; Coman & Russu, 2004). 

The antiparallel motif suffers from a higher dependence for charge screemng than 

parallel, predominantly due to the lack of protonated bases in the third strand. 

Stabilisation is greater for the transition metals, such as manganese, than the alkali earth 

metals, such as magnesium (Malkov et aI., 1993). Unlike the parallel motif, high 

concentrations of potassium can stabilise secondary structures such as G-quadruplexes 

or G-duplexes formed by purine-rich oligonucleotides. This ion therefore has an adverse 

affect on triplex formation (Cheng & Van Dyke, 1998). 

1.3.6 Hydration effects 

Bound water molecules have been identified in the grooves fOlmed by a triple-helical 

structure (Radhadkrishnan & Patel, 1994). Fourier transform infrared and gravimetric 
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studies have estimated on average 17 ± 2 molecules of water per nucleotide within a 

triplex, compared to 21 ± 1 in the case of free duplex (Ouali et a!., 1997). The binding 

of a TFO induces the release of this water, producing significant volume and entropic 

changes (Spink & Chaires, 1999). Bound water may also act to partially screen the 

charge repulsion of the three strands but may limit the access of cations. 

Polyethyleneglycol (PEG) has been shown to stabilise triplex formation. This crowding 

agent imitates the intracellular environment. Triplex association in crowded media is 

promoted because it increases the available volume and hence the entropy of the system 

(Goobes & Minsky, 2001). 

1.4 Restrictions 

The use of triplex-forming oligonucleotides as gene-targeting agents has received 

extensive research interest (Fox, 2000; Robles et a!., 2002; Buchini & Leumann, 2003). 

Unfortunately these molecules suffer from several intrinsic limitations (low binding 

affinity, pH dependence and target restrictions) as well as those pertaining to any 

oligonucleotide-based approach (biostability, cell permeability, access to target). The 

aim of this section is to summarise the major strategies that have been employed to 

overcome such limitations and where applicable highlight how modifications to TFO 

chemistry have improved their biophysical properties. 

1.5 Strategies to increase triplex stability 

The low stability of a triplex is determined by several intrinsic factors; (i) the level of 

distortion imposed to the duplex by binding of a third strand (ii) the degree of charge 

repulsion between the negative phosphate groups of the three strands (iii) the extent of 

hydrogen bonding and stacking interactions of the nucleotides. 

1.5.1 Sugar modifications 

Several studies have emphasised that TFOs composed of RNA nucleotides exhibit a 

higher affinity for dsDNA than those composed of DNA nucleotides (Roberts & 

Crothers, 1992; Shimizu et ai., 1992; Escude et ai., 1992, Bemal-Mendelez & 

Leumann, 2002). This has been attributed to a difference in sugar puckering; RNA 

nucleotides predominantly exhibit C3 '-endo (N-type) whereas DNA nucleotides exhibit 
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C2'-endo (S-type) sugar puckers. NMR has confirmed that oligonucleotides containing 

N-type sugars require less distortion of the duplex purine strand upon triplex formation 

and thereby are less destabilising (Asensio et al., 1999). 
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Figure 1.3 Chemical structures of modified sugars with restricted conformations. (i) 2'-OMe 

(ii) LNA (or BNA); (iii) ENA; (iv) bicyclo DNA; (v) tricyclo DNA. 

The conformational equilibrium between Nand S-type sugar puckering is dependent on 

several steric and stereoelectric effects (Imanishi & Obika, 2002; Plavec et aI., 1994). 

The addition of an electronegative group at the 2'-position of the sugar, as in RNA, 

strongly favors the N-type sugar pucker due to the gauche effect (PI avec et ai., 1994). It 

was therefore proposed that the 2'-O-methyl modification (Figure 1.3(i)), naturally 

present in RNA, maybe useful for its triplex-forming properties (Shimizu et aI., 1992; 

Escude et aI., 1992). Thermal melting experiments on fully modified TFOs exhibited a 

higher thermal stability relative to the equivalent RNA or DNA oligonucleotides. N:MR 

studies have confirmed that this increase in stability stems from a lower distortion 

imposed on the purine strand of the duplex and an enhanced rigidity of the triplex due to 

the presence of the methoxy group (Asensio et aI., 1999). 

Other modifications can also be used to conformationally restrict the sugar to one type 

of pucker, this also leads to favorable entropic factors due to a reduction in the 

rotational freedom of the sugar phosphate backbone. The most characterized of these 

modifications is locked nucleic acid (LNA; Figure 1.3(ii)), where a 2'-0,4'-C methylene 

bridge is used to constrain the sugar to N-type. This modification was developed 

independently by both the Wengel and Imanishi groups for use in antisense or anti gene 

applications, respectively (Singh et aI., 1998; Torigoe et aI., 2000). Despite some 

sequence constraints TFOs containing LNA every 2-3 bases are markedly more stable 

than their unmodified counterparts (Torigoe et aI., 2000; Sun et al.. 2004). Two further 

derivatives have also been developed. The first, ENA (Figure 1.3(iii)) contains an 

additional carbon spacer in the bridge and unlike LNA fully substituted ENA-TFOs are 
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not destabilising (Koizumi et ai., 2003). The second, 3'-amino-2',4'-LNA, combines the 

LNA sugar modification with the N3'-PS' modification (see below), this variant is no 

more stable than LNA by itself (Obika et ai., 2003). 

The bicyclo and tricyclo furanose modifications developed by Leumann and co-workers 

represent further attempts to restrict the sugar conformation (Tark6y & Leumann, 1993; 

Steffens & Leumann, 1999). Bicyclo-DNA (Figure 1.3(iv» contains a 3'-O,S'-C 

ethylene bridge that locks the sugar in an S-type conformation. The tricyclo derivative 

(Figure 1.3(v» contains an additional cyclopropane unit locking the sugar in aN-type 

pucker. Studies with TFOs composed of tricyclothymidine showed a 2 °C increase in Tm 

for the addition of each modification at pH 7.0 (Renneberg & Leumann, 2004). 

1.S.2 Addition of positive charges 

The simplest strategy to alleviate the problem of charge repulsion between the three 

negative strands is to incorporate positively charged moieties into the TFO by either 

modifying the backbone, the sugar or the base. 

1.5.2.1 Addition of positive charges to the backbone 

A few studies have centered on the addition of positive charges to the phosphate 

residues within the backbone of pyrimidine TFOs. Studies by Bruice and co-workers 

have looked at replacement of these groups with positively charged guanidinium 

linkages (Figure 1.4(i». A pentameric thymidyl oligomer of DNG with four positive 

charges exhibited an unprecedented high affinity for polyadenine, forming a 2: 1 

thymine adenine complex (Dempcy et al., 1995, Blask6 et aI., 1996). The synthesis of 

its ribose derivative has recently been reported but has yet to be studied for its triplex

forming properties (Park & Bruice, 200S). This derivative may combine the stabilising 

effect of both a positive charge and a favorable sugar conformation. Two fmther 

modifications that replace the phosphate residues with either cationic 

dimethylaminopropyl phosphoramidate linkages (PNHDMAP; Figure 1.4(ii» or N,N

diethyl-ethylenediamine linkages (DEED; Figure 1.4(iii» have also been synthesised 

(Chaturvedi, et aI., 1996; Dagle and Weeks, 1996; Michel et al., 200S). Due to 

phosphorus chirality, oligonucleotides containing these modifications are a mixture of 

stereoisomers with 2n species (n is the number of modifications). It was shown for the 
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PNHDMAP modification that TFOs containing (X-anomers of the bases were more 

stabilising than ~-anomers (Michel et aI., 2005). At pH 7.0, a triplex containing nine or 

more substitutions was more stable than the underlying duplex. Like unmodified TFOs 

containing pyrimidine (X-anomers, these TFOs bind in a reversed anti parallel orientation 

(Thuong & Helene, 1993; Michel et aI., 2005). 

(i) (ii) (iii) 

Figure 1.4 Chemical structures of backbone modifications that introduce a positive charge; (i) DNG. (ii) 

PNHDMAP, (iii) DEED. 

1.5.2.2 Addition of positive charges to the sugar 

Another strategy has centered on the addition of positively charged amino functions to 

various positions of the sugar unit. Different modifications have been attempted at 

either the 2' (Figure 1.5(i)) (Cuenod et aI., 1998) or 4'-positions (Figure 1.5(ii)) 

(Atsumi et aI., 2002). In both cases the best results came from the addition of an 

aminoethoxy side chain with a Tm increase of 3.5 °C and 1 °C per modification at pH 7.0 

for the Y and 4' derivatives (Cuenod et aI., 1998; Atsumi et aI., 2002). The greater 

stabilisation in the case of the 2 '-derivative was attributed via NMR to the formation of 

a salt bridge between the positive charge and a pro-R oxygen of the phosphodiester 

backbone of the purine strand and a favorable N-type sugar pucker (Blommers et al., 

1998). A further modification involves substitution of the furanose oxygen with 

nitrogen, generating pyrrolidine oligonucleotides (Figure 1.5(iii)). Again this positions a 

positive charge next to the pro-R non-bridging phosphate oxygen in the purine strand. 

In this instance the effect of the modification depends on the base that is attached to the 

modified sugar; pseudoisocytosine is stabilising giving a T m increase of 2 °C per 

modification while uracil is destabilising (Mayer et al., 2005). The addition of 

guanidine instead of amino functions to the sugar has also been attempted (Prakash et 
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al., 2004). This modification offers two further advantages. Firstly, it can be applied 

post oligonucleotide synthesis and secondly, the guanidine group is protonated over a 

greater range than the amine. This modification should give typically the same increase 

in stability as with an amine at neutral pH, but in principle should give greater triplex 

stabilisation at pH values above this. 

ow o B 
o~ 

ffi H3Nr o O~ ® 0 
/ NH3 / 

(i) (ii) (iii) 

Figure 1.5 Chemical structure of sugar modifications that introduce a positive charge; (i) 2'

aminoethoxy, (ii) 4'-aminoethoxy, (iii) pyrrolidine. 

1.5.2.3 Addition of positive charges to the base 

As mentioned above, the C+.GC triplet is more stable than T.AT due in part to a charge 

screening effect of the positive charge. With this in mind the base 5-propargylamino-dU 

(Up; Figure 1.6(i» was prepared in order to enhance the affinity of T for AT base pairs 

(Bijapur et al., 1999). This analogue bears a positive charge attached to the 5-position 

of U rather than in the stacked ring system (as in protonated C). TFOs containing 

several substitutions of this analogue are markedly more stable than unmodified TFOs. 

The complexes formed are pH dependent which corroborates the requirement for 

protonation as the main stabilising factor (Bijapur et al., 1999). Unlike protonated C, 

adjacent substitutions of uP are not destabilising, suggesting that the concomitant 

removal of the charge from the IT-stack and appendage to a position away from the base 

maybe a useful approach to stabilising triplexes. The alkynyl moiety of uP also 

contributes to triplex stability by enhancing stacking interactions (see Section 1.5.4). 

The covalent attachment of polyamide groups to different bases has also been 

attempted. The attachment of spermine at the 5-position of uracil (Nara et al., 1995) and 

to the N4 position of methylcytosine (Barawker et al., 1996) (Figure 1.6(iii) and (iv» 

both increase triplex stability at physiological pH, though complexes exhibit a 

decreased selectivity. 
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Combining favorable base and sugar modifications has also been extremely successful. 

Bis-amino-U (BAU; Figure 1.6(ii)) combines the propargylamino modification at the 5-

position of U with addition of an aminoethoxy group at the 2'-position of the sugar 

(Sollogoub et al., 2002). Data at pH 7.0 show that uP or 2AET modifications produce 

!J.Tm values of 27.1 and 12.5 °C, respectively. This compares with 42.4 °C for BAU, 

which is slightly greater than the sum of the other two (Sollogoub et aI., 2002). It has 

been suggested that the two positive charges act in different ways to enhance triplex 

stability: the 2'-aminoethoxy group interacts with a phosphate on the duplex purine 

strand, while the 5-propargylamino group interacts with a third strand phosphate. 
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Figure 1.6 Chemical structures of base modifications that introduce a positive charge; Ci) UP, (ii) BAU, 

and spermine derivatives ofT (iii) and C (iv). 

1.5.3 Backbone modifications 

An alternative method for decreasing the charge repulsion between the three 

polyanionic DNA strands is to use TFOs containing neutral backbones. Examples of 

these are shown in Figure 1.7. Replacement of the phosphate linkage with a 3'-5'-linked 

methyl phosphonate group (Figure 1.7(iii)) was the first to be assessed (Miller et aI., 

1980). Triplex formation was first observed using short oligonucleotides containing 

alternating methylphosponate and phosphodiester linkers (Miller et aI., 1980). 

Subsequent studies with longer fully substituted TFOs showed that this modification 

was destabilising (Kibler-Herzog et aI., 1990; Debart et aI., 1998). However, this may 

have been caused by the diastereoisomeric mixture of methylphosphonate residues 

produced during oligonucleotide synthesis. Other studies showed that a

methylphosphonate TFOs produce stable triplexes (Deb art et aI., 1998). 
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(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) 

Figure 1.7 Chemical structures of modified backbones; (i) DNA; (ii) N3 '-P5 '; (iii) methyl phosphonate; 

(iv) morpholino; (v) PNA. 

Morpholino oligonucleotides are another interesting class of analogues. This 

modification replaces the sugar with a six membered ring, while the phosphodiester 

linkage is replaced by a phosphorodiamidate linkage (Figure 1.7(iv)). TFOs containing 

this modification were less stable than the N3'-P5' modification at high concentration of 

cations but were more stabilising at low ionic strength (Lacroix et aI., 2000; Basye et 

aI., 2001). This modification has recently been employed in a-oligonucleotides (Michel 

et aI., 2003). 

The N3 '-P5' amidate modification (Figure 1.7(ii)), where 03' of the intemucleoside 

phosphate is replaced by NH (Gryaznov et aI., 1995), increases the binding constant at 

neutral pH by nearly two orders of magnitude (Torigoe et aI., 2001). Triplex binding is 

probably improved as this modification favours the N-type modification as discussed 

above. This modification has also been combined with the addition of a cationic 

copolymer. The combination of these two modifications synergistically stabilises triplex 

formation and increases association rates by four orders of magnitude (Torigoe et aI., 

2005). 

The most extensively employed class of uncharged backbone modifications is peptide 

nucleic acid (PNA; Figure 1.7(v)). PNA IS composed of repeating (2-

aminoethyl)glycine units to which nucleobases are linked by methylene bridges 

(Nielsen et ai., 1991; Nielsen, 2001). PNA usually interacts with duplex DNA via a 

mechanism of strand displacement and P-loop formation, requiring two molecules of 
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PNA (Nielsen et aI., 1994), generating a 2: 1 PNA:DNA triplex. Two pyrimidine

containing PNA molecules form a local triplex with the purine-containing DNA strand 

leaving the pyrimidine DNA strand looped out as a single strand. The resulting triplex is 

more stable than the equivalent DNA triplex since there is much lower charge repulsion 

between the strands. In a few instances PNA can form a 1:2 PNA:DNA triplex, by 

simple binding of a PNA third strand to a DNA duplex, though this is usually restricted 

to cytosine-containing PNAs (Wittung et aI., 1997). 

1.5.4 Increasing base stacking 

Base stacking is an important factor that affects the stability and structure of both 

duplex and triplex DNA and stems from interactions between charges in the adjacent 

planar rings. Increasing the aromatic surface area might therefore be expected to 

increase triplex stability. Most such modifications have been based on thymine, by 

adding further aromatic rings across 4 - 5 or 5 - 6 positions, which minimizes 

disruption to the hydrogen-bonding groups (Staubli & Dervan, 1994; Michel et aI., 

1996; Godde, 1998). Surprisingly none of these modifications are stabilising, though the 

non-natural pyrido[2,3-d] pyrimidine nucleoside F recognises AT base pairs with a 

similar affinity to T (Staubli & Dervan, 1994). 

The addition of a hydrophobic substituent at the 5-position of a pyrimidine base 

increases hydrophobic interactions within the major groove. The simplest of these is the 

addition of a methyl group and probably explains why V.AT is more stable than T.AT 

and MeC+.GC is more stable than C+.GC (Xodo, et aI., 1991; Leitner et aI., 2000). The 

addition of a propyne group further extends the hydrophobic surface and each propynyl 

dV substitution increases the Tm by about 2.5 DC relative to thymine at pH 6.0. Propynyl 

dC reduces triplex stability relative to C as it decreases the pKa of the N3 atom of the 

heterocycle. (Froehler et aI., 1992, Phipps et aI., 1998). A recent study on the properties 

of four different C5-amino modified deoxyuridines showed that the order of stability 

produced by 5-substitutions is alkyne > E-alkene > alkane > Z-alkene (Brazier et aI., 

2005). 
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1.5.5 Triplex binding agents 

Several external binding agents have been developed that preferentially bind to triplex 

over duplex DNA acting to stabilise these structures (Escude et ai., 2001). These 

compounds are usually composed of aromatic rings for stacking between the base 

triplets and may also incorporate a positive charge to partially alleviate the triplex 

charge repulsion. 

1.5.5.1 BePI and derivatives 

The first triplex binder to be developed was benzopyridoindole (BePI; Figure 1.8(i)), 

this polycyclic ligand intercalates between base triplets more readily than between base 

pairs (Mergny et ai., 1992). As this compound encompasses a positive charge it favours 

T.AT-rich sequences, minimizing the charge repulsion with C+.GC triplets. Several 

derivatives have since been developed (Escude et ai., 1995/98). The most recent and 

most stabilising is BQQ (Figure 1.8(ii)); 10 11M of this ligand was shown to stabilise a 

14mer triplex by over 40 DC (Escude et ai., 1998). More recently BQQ has been 

conjugated to the minor groove binder neomycin as neomycin by itself has recently 

been shown to stabilise triplexes by binding in the Watson-Hoogsteen groove (Arya et 

aI., 2001; Arya et ai., 2003). An increase in Tm of over 60 DC was seen with the addition 

of 4 11M of this conjugate to a triplex. 

MeO 

MeO 

Figure 1.8 Chemical structures of the triplex stabilising agents BePI (i) and BQQ (ii). 
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1.5.5.2 Napthyquinoline and derivatives 

Another group of triplex stabilising agents have been developed from quinolines, with 

the 2-napthyl derivative giving the highest degree of stabilisation (Figure 1.9(iii)) 

(Wilson et ai., 1993; Strekowski et ai., 2005). This compound encompasses unfused 

aromatic rings allowing a better stacking interaction between the base triplets. In a 

competition dialysis experiment this ligand bound to a poly T.AT triplex by a factor of 

at least 2.5 better than 13 other nucleic acid structures (Chaires et ai., 2003). This 

compound has also been synthesised as a dimer, allowing for bis-intercalation (Keppler 

et ai., 1999a). DNase I footprinting has shown that this compound is at least 3D-fold 

more stabilising than its monomer; at concentrations as low as 0.1 flM it increased 

triplex stability by greater than 1000-fold. 

1.5.5.3 Bi-substituted amidoanthraquinones 

Another class of triplex ligands are the bi-substituted amidoanthraquinones (Figure 

1.9(iv)). This class of molecules are less stabilising than those mentioned above but can 

bind to a broader range of sequences, attributed to a lack of positive charge (Keppler et 

ai., 1993b; Keppler et ai., 2003). The order of triplex affinity decreases in the order 2,7 

> 1,8 = 1,5 > 2,6 and molecular modelling has suggested binding is by intercalation 

positioning the two side groups into the two grooves (Keppler et ai., 2003). 

Me 
H Ie 
'N~NHMe 

(iii) 
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Figure 1.9 Chemical structure of the triplex stabilising agents napthylquinoline (iii) and 2,7 disubstituted 

amidoanthraquinone (iv). 
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1.5.6 Conjugation to other DNA binding agents 

Triplex stability has also been enhanced by covalently attaching other DNA binding 

ligands to the TFO. In this way sequence selectivity is achieved through the 

oligonucleotide while the DNA binding ligand is used as a non-specific anchor to 

enhance the affinity. Examples of such additions include acridine (Asseline et ai. 1991; 

Stonehouse & Fox, 1994), triplex binding ligands (Silver et al.,1997; Keppler, et 

al.,1999), minor groove binding ligands (Robles et aI., 1997) and daunomycin 

(Capobianco et aI., 2005). These additions have also been used to enhance the affinity 

of weaker triplexes that are formed at sites containing pyrimidine interruptions (Kukreti 

et aI., 1997). Triplex-forming oligonucleotides can be attached to psoralen, generating 

cross-links on UV irradiation (Takasugi, 1991). 

1.6 Decreasing the pH dependence of TFOs 

The requirement for low pH in the parallel binding motif, necessary for protonation of 

third strand cytosines, has led to the synthesis of a variety of cytosine mimics. These are 

either based on the pyrimidine ring system (protonated and non-protonated) or the 

purine ring system (non-protonated) and have been designed to incorporate the same 

array of hydrogen bond donors as cytosine. In some instances these have been used in 

combination with sugar or backbone modifications. 

1.6.1 Pyrimidine base analogues 

An intrinsic advantage of using a pyrimidine rather than purine analogue in the parallel 

binding motif is the triplet produced will be isomorphous with T.A T, resulting in less 

distortion of the TFO backbone. Two main types of pyrimidine analogues have been 

employed, those that retain the positive charge and those that mimick the same array of 

hydrogen bond donors as cytosine. 

The simplest modification to the cytosine ring nucleus is the addition of a methyl group 

at the 5-position (MeC; Figure 1.1O(i)). Methylation of cytosine first implicated a means 

of gene regulation in vivo after studies showed that triplexes containing this 

modification could form at physiological pH (Lee et al., 1984). Further studies extended 

its use to TFOs (Povsic & Dervan, 1989). The lower pH dependence and higher affinity 
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relative to cytosine was at first attributed to an increase in basicity, however a pKa 

increase of only 0.1-0.2 pH units is too low to account for this increase alone. It has 

been suggested that the increase in stability might be entropic in origin, resulting from 

greater base stacking or hydrophobic interactions within the major groove (Xodo, et ai., 

1991; Leitner et ai., 2000). Another suggestion was that better stacking increases the 

residence time of the non-protonated base and its lone hydrogen bond, reducing its 

tendency to unstack (Singleton & Dervan, 1992). 

Charged Uncharged 

H, _H"" H H"" 
Rtf/H ... · RQN~~_H"" 

N~O ~ 
I 
dR dR 

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) 

Figure 1.10 Pyrimidine base analogues for recognition of GC base pairs; (i) C (R = H) and MeC (R = 
CH3), (ii) 2-aminopyridine (R = H) and 3-methyl-2-aminopyridine (R = CH3), (iii) pseudoisocytosine 

(iv) PyDDA, (v) 6-oxo-C (R = H) and 5-methyl-6-oxo-C (R = CH3). In each case dR indicates the 

deoxyribose sugar and the hydrogen bonds to the GC base pairs are shown. 

Another charged cytosine analogue to be developed was based on the more basic 

pyridine C-nucleoside. A simple substitution of a carbon at N1 and removal of the 2-

carbonyl gives 2-aminopyridine (P; Figure 1.1O(ii)). This analogue was synthesised 

independently by two research groups (Bates et al., 1996; Hildbrand et aI, 1996). Both 

~ and a-anomers were initially tested as the a-anomer is slightly more basic than the ~

anomer (Bates et ai., 1996; Cassidy et ai., 1997). The ~-anomer exhibited lower pH 

dependence than cytosine, attributed to a pKa of 6.5 but the a-anomer did not bind 

presumably due to structural constraints. Unlike cytosine this analogue can be 

incorporated into TFOs at adjacent positions (Cassidy et ai., 1997). The 3-methyl (Mep) 

and 2-0-methyl (OMep) derivatives were also synthesised and surprisingly neither 

showed any gain in stability (Hildbrand et aI., 1997). 

Pseudoisocytosine ('I' C; Figure 1.1O(iii)) was the first non-charged cytosine mimick to 

be developed. Its 2'-O-methyl derivative formed stable triplexes at pH 7.0 under 
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conditions where C and 2'-O-methyl C did not. As with 2-aminopyridine it exhibited no 

destabilising effects of contiguous substitutions (Ono et a!., 1991). This base isn't 

completely pH independent due to its tautomeric nature. At pH 7.0, the imino proton 

can occupy either Nl or N3 with only the later favouring triplex formation. Several 

derivatives of this base have appeared in the literature over the last few years and 

recently the complicated synthesis has been overcome (Maher & Leumann, 2003). The 

first, a deoxyribose derivative, exhibits a lower affinity for guanine presumably due to a 

less favourable S-type sugar conformation (Chin et ai., 2000). The second, a 

pyrrolidino derivative exhibited a 2.5-3 DC increase in Tm per modification, depending 

on the sequence contexts. This modification can also be used to target contiguous 

guanines (Maher & Leumann, 2003; Mayer et aI., 2005). Pseudoisocytosine has been 

more frequently employed for the pH independent recognition of a DNA by a PNA 

strand binding via Hoogsteen hydrogen bonds (Egholm et aI., 1995). Another analogue 

very similar to pseudoisocytosine is pyrazine (Figure 1.1O(iv», with N found at the 6-

position not I-position. It also exhibits stable triplex formation at pH 7.0 (Krosigk et ai., 

1995). 

6-0xo cytosine (OXOC; Figure 1.1O(v» and its 5-methyl derivatives are another group of 

cytosine mimics to be developed (Berressem & Engels, 1995; Xiang et ai., 1994). At 

low pH this analogue suffered from a much lower stability than cytosine but this was 

alleviated at high pH (Xiang et aI., 1994). Surprisingly, contiguous substitutions are 

destabilising (Xiang et aI., 1996). This was attributed to unfavorable stacking 

interactions and/or steric hindrance due to the 6-carbonyl group. This was overcome to 

some extent by attaching the base to the backbone via an acyclic linker, presumably 

giving greater flexibility (Xiang et ai, 1998). 2'-O-Methyl and ribo derivatives have 

been synthesized and shown to be less stable (Berressem & Engels, 1995; Parsch & 

Engels, 2000). 

1.6.2 Purine base analogues 

The first purine analogues to be tested for pH independent recognition of guanine were 

8-oxo-adenine (Miller et aI., 1992) and its N6-methyl derivative (Krawczyk et aI, 

1992). These bases are forced to adopt a syn orientation due to the presence of the 8-

oxo-group, this presents both the 6-amino and N7 protons for recognition of guanine 

(Figure 1. l1(i». The 7,8-dihydro derivative has also been developed with similar results 
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(Jetter et aI., 1993). These analogues are pH independent and exhibit the same relative 

stability as methyl C at low pH. They can also target contiguous guanine residues. 

A different strategy has looked at the synthesis of N7-purine derivatives. The first to be 

synthesized was N7G (Hunziker et aI., 1995). This base essentially reverses the 

antiparallel G.GC triplet so that it can be incorporated within the parallel binding motif 

(Figure 1. l1(ii)). This base offers good selectivity and pH insensitivity but suffers from 

sequence constraints since it is not isomorphous with the other triplets in the parallel 

motif. A single substitution is as stable as methyl C at pH 7.0 but is less stable at pH 

5.0. When alternate third strand bases are substituted with this analogue the triplex is 

less stable by three orders of magnitude compared to contiguous substitutions. Similar 

characteristics were also exhibited by the further N7 analogues, PI (Koh and Dervan, 

1992; Singleton & Dervan, 1995) and N7-inosine (Figure 1.11(iii) and (iv)) (Marfut et 

ai, 199611997). N7-inosine lacks the amino function of N7G but surprisingly shows 

stable recognition of guanine. This was attributed to an unconventional CH .. O bond 

formed between the carbonyl group of inosine and the CH on guanine. It was postulated 

that this interaction gives a small, positive, direct electrostatic contribution to stability 

(Marfut et aI., 1998). 
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'N N, N N, 

J H" N N 
J H"" dR 0 " J 

dR 0 dR dR 0 

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) 

Figure 1.11 Purine base analogues for recognition of GC base pairs; (i) 8-oxoA, (ii) N7G, (iii) PI, (iv) 

N7I. In each case dR indicates the deoxyribose sugar and the hydrogen bonds to the GC base pairs are 

shown. 

Several strategies have been employed to overcome the sequence constraints imposed 

by the lack of isomorphism of the triplets formed by these bases. An acyclic glycerol 

derivative was employed to attach N7G to the TFO backbone, though the increase in 

flexibility didn't alleviate this constraint (St. Clair et ai, 1998). It may therefore be 

necessary to use a combination of such bases; N7-purines for binding contiguous GC 
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base pairs and pyrimidine analogues for binding to isolated guanines (Singleton & 

Dervan, 1995). An alternative is to develop an isomorphous N7 derivative, for example 

N7 -adenine, for targeting A, though the propensity for purines to bind in an antiparallel 

orientation may create problem. 

1.7 Recognition of pyrimidine interruptions 

Triplex formation is restricted to homopurine.homopyrimidine target sites as the bases 

within a TFO can only recognise purine bases. Although there is an abundance of 

oligopurine target sites within the human genome (Manor et al., 1988; Behe et aI., 

1995; Goni et aI., 2005) this limits the use of triplexes and a method for targeting any 

DNA sequence is highly desirable. The recognition of pyrimidine bases, however, is 

hampered by several restrictions. Firstly, the Hoogsteen face of a pyrimidine base offers 

a single H-bond within the major groove. This therefore leads to triplets of low affinity 

and selectivity. Bases that recognise T may also recognise G as these contain an H-bond 

acceptor at similar positions; similarly the same is true for the recognition of C and 

interactions with A. Thymine presents a further problem, due to the presence of the 5-

methyl group in the major groove, imposing a steric barrier to third strand binding. 

There have therefore been several strategies proposed to overcome each of these 

restrictions. 

1.7.1 Null bases and abasic linkers 

The binding of a third strand of DNA within the major groove is highly asymmetric, a 

TFO can only recognise the purine-containing strand of the duplex and not its partner 

on the opposing pyrimidine-containing strand. Providing the TFO is sufficiently long 

enough to compensate for lack of binding energy it may be possible to position a null 

base or universal base analogue opposite an inversion site. These are usually non

hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic, aromatic analogues that stabilise via stacking 

interactions (Loakes, 2001). Abasic linkers, such as 1,2-dideoxy-D-ribose (0) have 

been tested for skipping the interruption but the binding affinity is low due to the loss of 

stacking interactions (Home & Dervan, 1991). Neither of these approaches has yielded 

stable triple helical structures and both cause a loss of specificity at the skipped base as 

any base pair can be tolerated at this position. 
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1.7.2 Natural bases 

Several studies have been carried out on TFOs to investigate the stability of all possible 

combinations of natural bases opposite each base pair (Griffin & Dervan, 1989; Yoon et 

ai., 1991; Mergny et ai., 1991). These studies have demonstrated that the least 

destabilising combinations for recognising TA and CG base pairs are G.TA and T.CG 

(C.CG) (Figure 1. 12). All three triplets are stabilised by a single hydrogen bond, 

resulting in complexes of lower affinity and selectivity than the canonical triplets; T 

prefers binding AT and G also binds GC with a slightly lower affinity. 

Figure 1.12 Structures of the G.T A and T.CG base triplets. 

The G.TA triplet contains a single hydrogen bond between the exocyclic amino group 

of guanine and the 4-carbonyl group of thymine (Radhadkrisnan & Patel, 1991). This 

hydrogen bond arrangement has been confirmed by using several guanine analogues. 

Removal of the 2-amino group or the 6-oxo group, generating inosine or 2-aminopurine 

respectively, produces triplets which are less stable than guanine (Amosova et aI., 

1999). The later was more surprising as the 6-oxo group is not thought to take part in 

binding, although 2-aminopurine also differs from guanine in lacking a hydrogen atom 

at N1. The stability of the G.TA triplet is affected by the sequence context and flanking 

T.AT triplets (especially on its 3'-side) produces more stable complexes than flanking 

C+.GC. This is thought to be the consequence of the formation of an additional (weaker) 

hydrogen bond with T of an adjacent T.AT triplet (Radhadkrisnan & Patel, 1991). 

Stable complexes can be formed when this triplet is present every fourth position, so 

long as the triplex contains some C+.GC triplets and T.AT is located on the 3'-side of 

each G.TA (Gowers eta!., 1999). 
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The parallel T .CG triplet was first proposed by Y oon et al. (1992) and has been shown 

to involve a single hydrogen bond between 02 of the third strand thymine and the C4-

amino duplex proton on the duplex cytosine (Radhakrishnan & Patel, 1994). This 

hydrogen bonding pattern can also be generated with a third strand cytosine forming the 

C.CG triplet. Up to three consecutive T.CG or G.TA triplets can be tolerated in the 

centre of a triplex, if the interaction is stabilised by a triplex-binding ligand (Gowers & 

Fox, 1997). 

1.7.3 Nucleoside analogues for recognising pyrimidine interruptions 

1.7.3.1 Targeting C of a CG base pair 

The most successful group of analogues designed for the recognition of cytosine within 

an oligopurine tract are based on thymine. This was initially demonstrated in the 

antiparallel motif using pyridine-2-one and pyridine-4-one (Figure 1.13(i) and (ii», 

which utilise carbonyl groups for recognition of cytosines exocyclic amino group 

(Durland et al. 1994). By omitting either the 4-carbonyl or 3-NH groups of T, which are 

used in the recognition of adenine, the selectivity could be increased. 5-methyl

pyrimidine-2-one (4HT; Figure 1.13(iii» was the first such derivative to be synthesized 

(Prevot-Halter & Leumann, 1999); deletion of the C4-carbonyl of T removes hydrogen 

at N3 and abolishes the recognition of adenine. The 2-carbonyl of this derivative may 

also from an unconventional C-H ... O bond at the 5-position of cytosine, an interaction 

that has previously been reported for the N7I.GC triplet (Marfut & Leumann, 1998). 

The 4HT.CG triplet is as stable as T.CG but loses the recognition of adenine (Prevot

Halter & Leumann, 1999). Further derivatives have been synthesised to attempt to 

increase affinity and functionality. The first derivative encompassed an increased base

stacking surface, producing the monomer Q (Figure 1. 13(iv» (Prevot-Halter & 

Leumann, 2001). Unfortunately, triplets formed by this base are no more stable, and Q 

is less selective than 4HT also recognising guanine. This was attributed to intercalation 

as no protonation events were observed. More recently the 2'-aminoethoxy derivative of 

this base has been synthesised, with an increase in Tm of 1.5 °C per modification. A 

further increase in affinity is seen in the context of fully modified 2'-aminoethoxy 

TFOs; this base can be used to recognise up to 5 pyrimidine inversions at pH 6.5 (33% 

pyrimidine content in the purine strand) (Buchini & Leumann, 2004). 
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Another analogue for cytosine recognition IS 2-aminopyrimidine (d2APm; Figure 

1. 13(v)). This base has a pKa of 3.3 and is therefore unprotonated at physiological pH. 

It has a nitrogen atom (H-bond acceptor) that acts as a partner with the exocyclic amino 

group of cytosine. This base gives a 4 °c increase in Tm at pH 7.0 relative to cytosine 

(Chen & McLaughlin, 2000). 

0 F\ NH2 

U 6 MeL (:c N~N """N 

I NAo y N 0 N N 0 
I I I I dR dR dR dR dR 

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) 

Figure 1.13 Base analogues for the recognition of CG base pairs; (i) pyridone-2-one, (ii) pyridone-4-one, 

(iii) 4HT, (iv) Q, (v) d2APm. 

It is possible to compensate for the loss in binding energy at a single pyrimidine 

inversion by combining suitable analogues with sugar and/or backbone modification 

known to increase stability. The LNA modification is one such example, which been 

extensively employed in this manner by the Imanishi group. CO recognition was first 

achieved using LNA bearing a 2-pyridone base (Figure 1.14(i)) (Obika et aI., 2001). A 

TFO containing a single substitution exhibited a Tm 9 °c higher than the same analogue 

attached to deoxyribose, which in tum exhibited the same Tm as thymine. As this 

modification exhibited enhanced AT recognition a fUlther LNA derivative bearing 1-

isoquinone was developed (QB; Figure 1. 14(ii)). It was reasoned that the recognition of 

an AT base pair may be sterically hindered if this bicyclic analogue positions a 

hydrogen in close proximity to thymines 5-methyl group on the opposite side of the 

major groove (Hari et aI., 2003). AT recognition was decreased but at the same time so 

was CO recognition. A variety of analogues attached to LNA were also assessed for 

there ability to recognise pyrimidine inversions. (Figure 1.14(iii) to (v)). Oxazole 

recognised CO slightly better than TA, imidazole was not selective and 2-

aminoimidazole recognised Oc. However, all the triplets formed by these bases were of 

a lower stability than T.AT or C+.OC (Hari et aI., 2005). 
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Figure 1.14 LNA bearing analogues for the recognition of CG base pairs (i) pB, (ii) QB (iii) OB, (iv) IB, 

(v) alB. In each case B is a BNAILNA sugar. 

1.7.3.2 Targeting T of a TA base pair 

The presence of a methyl group at the 5-position of thymine presents a significant 

problem in the development of base analogues designed to interact with this base. One 

strategy that could be used to overcome this problem is the use of a linker that projects 

the analogue past the methyl group to bind to thymine 4-oxo group. To date this has 

only be attempted using 3-oxo-2,3-dihydropyridazine (E), this analogue has been 

attached to a PNA backbone via a ~-alanine linker. This analogue shows a T m increase 

of 5°C relative to guanine in an identical position (Eldrup et aI., 1997). A derivative of 

this analogue, which has reduced flexibility in the linker, due to the presence of a 

double bond, has recently been described and is awaiting assessment (Olsen et aI., 

2003). 

1.7.4 Nucleoside analogues for recognising both partners of the base pair 

Another strategy for recognising pyrimidine inversions uses analogues that are able to 

make contact with both bases of the target, recognising the entire base pair, rather than 

one of the bases. 

1.7.4.1 Recognition of a CG base pair 

4-(3-benzamidophenyl)imidazole (D3; Figure 1.15(i» was the first base designed to 

sterically match the edges of a CG base pair (Griffin et ai., 1992). It was anticipated that 

the imidazole moiety would form a single hydrogen bond to cytosine whilst additional 

stacking interactions would be possible due to the presence of two aromatic rings 
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positioned in the major groove. The rotational freedom present between these two rings 

could maximize these non-bonding interactions. Affinity cleavage showed that D3 

bound to CG and TA base pairs with greater affinity than GC and AT. However, later 

studies showed that this base formed triplets that are less stable when C+.GC was 

present at the 3 '-side (Kiessling et al., 1992). A subsequent NMR study showed that the 

mode of binding was intercalation, effectively skipping the inversion site, with a 

preference for bind at YpA steps (i.e on 3 '-side) (Koshlap et aI., 1993). Two similar 

carbocyclic ribofuranose analogues, Ll and L2 (Figure 1.1S(ii) and (iii)) were also 

developed and both exhibited a preference for binding at pyrimidine inversions, these 

were also proposed to bind via an intercalative mechanism (Lehmann et aI., 1997). 
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Figure 1.15 Nucleotide analogues that recognise YR base pairs by intercalation; (i) D3 (ii) Ll (iii) L2. 

N4 cytosine derivatives have been the most successful for recognition of both partners 

of the CG base pair (Figure 1.16). N4-(3-acetamidopropyl)cytosine (Figure 1. 16(i) 

positions a side chain across the major groove allowing the 3-amino group to form a 

hydrogen bond to the 06 carbonyl of guanine. UV melting showed this base to be more 

stable than the C.CG triplet but less stable than the canonical triplets (Huang et al., 

1993). A further derivative, N4-(6-aminopyridinyl)cytosine (Figure 1.16(ii), contains a 

ring to constrain the rotational freedom of the side chain. This base recognised CG and 

AT, though a broad transition was observed during UV melting, suggesting two modes 

of binding; intercalation and hydrogen bonding (Huang & Miller, 1993; Huang et al., 

1996). 

An interesting attempt to recognise both of the CG partners carne from the synthesis of 

a ureidoisoindolin-I-one homo-N-nucleoside (Figure 1.16(iii)). This compound 

effectively formed a triplet with CG in chloroform, but showed no binding when 
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incorporated into a TFO, probably as it is not isomorphous with the other triplets (Mertz 

et aI., 2004). 

Figure 1.16 Nucleotide analogues for recognising both partners of a CG base pair; (i) AcPrC.CG, (ii) 

AmPy.CG, (iii) ureido napthimidazole.CG. 

1.7.4.2 Recognition of a TA base pair 

The most successful nucleoside analogue for the recognition of T A base pairs is N -( 4-

(3-acetamidephenyl)thiazoyl-2-yl-acetamide (S; Figure 1.17(i». This nucleoside was 

based on the previously reported D3 monomer for the selective recognition of a TA 

interruption (Guianvarc'h et aI., 2001). This base presents donor-acceptor-donor 

hydrogen bonding moieties for the formation of three hydrogen bonds with T A. The 

S.TA triplet was less stable when flanked with C+.GC and the interaction was thought 

not to involve intercalation (Guianvarc'h et aI., 2003). Further derivatives of this 

nucleoside have since been prepared, including Bt (Figure 1. 17(ii), which was designed 

in anticipation that increasing the rigidity of S would improve its triplex-binding 

properties (Guinvarc'h et al., 2002, 2003). This analogue retains a similar H-bonding 
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pattern to S but is conformationally less flexible. Unfortunately this analogue exhibited 

a decrease in affinity and a loss of selectivity, suggesting that it favours an intercalating 

mode of binding. 

Figure 1.17 NucIeotides for recognising both partners of a TA base pair; (i.) S.TA, (ii) Bt.T A. 

A different approach to the recognition of both partners of the base pair has arisen from 

the design and synthesis of a series of 2-aminoquinazolin-5-yl monomers (Figure 1.18). 

These molecules, designated TRIPsides, are designed to bind symmetrically within the 

major groove, forming Hoogsteen hydrogen bonds with both partners of base pair. In 

this strategy only the purine strand of the duplex is read, but because the backbone is 

located in the centre of the major groove, either strand can be recognised by choosing 

the appropriate TRIPs ide (Li et aI., 2003.). To date three of the four monomers antiCG, 

antiTA and antiGC (but not antiAT) have been synthesised and successfully employed 

at pH 7.0 for recognising a 19mer target site in which the purines switch from one 

strand to the other four times (Li et ai., 2004, 2005). 

Recently a series of extended guanine analogues have been suggested for recognition of 

T A interruptions (Van Craynest et aI., 2004). These compounds use 

aminobenzimidazole as an analogue of G for recognition of T (mimicking the G.TA 

triplet). A thymine base is covalently attached to the benzimadazole ring via a linker to 

allow simultaneous recognition of the adenine by either Hoogsteen (N2) or reverse

Hoogsteen (Nl) bonds. Synthesis of the free nucleosides has been reported but these 

have yet to be incorporated into triplex-forming oligonucleotides. 
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Figure 1.18 Structure of the four TRIPs ide nucleotides that have been proposed for recognising all four 

base pairs. 

1.8 Purpose of this work 

Although it is clear that a large number of nucleoside analogues have been prepared for 

overcoming the pH problem and for recognising pyrimidine interruptions, there are very 

few examples in which these have been combined to recognise mixed DNA sequences 

at physiological pH. In most cases only single pyrimidine interruptions, or single GC 

base pairs have been targeted, and the compatibility of these nucleosides remains 

questionable. The studies presented in this thesis examine the triplex-forming properties 

(selectivity, affinity, pH dependence) of several novel nucleosides analogues; initially 

as isolated substitutions and then in combination. The main techniques used to 

characterise these analogues are thermal melting (UV and fluorescence) and 

quantitative DNase I footprinting. All analogues, which can be seen in the appendix, 

were prepared and incorporated into oligonucleotides by the group of Prof. Brown, 

School of Chemistry, Southampton University. 
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2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Methods for studying triplexes 

A variety of biophysical techniques have been applied to the study of triplex structure 

and stability. The main techniques employed in this thesis are DNase I footprinting, 

thermal melting (UV and fluorescence) and circular dichroism. 

2.1.1 Footprinting studies 

Footprinting is a technique that can be used to study the sequence specific binding of 

drugs, proteins or oligonucleotides to a DNA target (Galas & Shmitz, 1978; Van Dyke 

et ai., 1982; Franc;ois et ai., 1988). Briefly, a radiolabelled DNA fragment is incubated 

with ligand and subjected to partial digestion using a suitable DNA-cleavage agent. The 

sequence to which the ligand is bound is protected from digestion, and by separating the 

products of this reaction on a denaturing polyacrylamide gel, can be identified as a gap 

('footprint') in an otherwise continuous ladder of bands (Fox, 1997). This is depicted in 

Figure 2.1. Furthermore footprinting can be used as a quantitative method for estimating 

ligand affinity, by varying the concentration of the ligand over a range that produces 

different target site occupancies (Rehfuss et ai., 1990). The footprint fades at lower 

ligand concentrations and this can be quantified by phosphorimaging. The Cso value, the 

concentration of ligand that reduces the band intensity by half, approximates to the 

dissociation constant of the ligand, so long as the DNA concentration is lower than the 

dissociation constant of the ligand-DNA interaction. 

The choice of DNA-cleavage agent depends on both the fragment used and ligand being 

assessed. The most commonly used and choice for these studies is the endonuclease 

DNase L Other 
. . 
morgamc agents such as methidiumpropyl-EDTA-Fe(II), 

dimethyl sulfate and hydroxyl radicals are also frequently employed. 

2.1.1.1 Deoxyribonuclease I 

DNase I is a double-strand specific endonuclease that generates single strand nicks into 

the phosphodiester backbone by cleaving the 03 '-P bond. The enzyme's optimal 
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Figure 2.1 Schematic of the footprinting protection assay _ The sequence to which a ligand is bound is 

protected from partial digestion by a suitable cleavage agent. When the products of digestion are 

separated on a denaturing polyacrylamide gel , the missing bands show the location of the ligand binding 

site_ X marks the strand that is radio labelled and hence visualised on the gel. 
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activity requires divalent metal cations such as magnesIUm, manganese or calcium 

(Price, 1975). Binding and catalysis occurs by insertion of an exposed loop into the 

minor groove and results in slight bending of the duplex towards the major groove 

(Hogan et aI., 1989; Suck et aI., 1994). GC-rich and An.Tn sequences are poor 

substrates, presumably due to their high rigidity or narrower minor grooves 

respectively. The size of footprints generated by this enzyme are slightly overestimated 

due to its large size (Mr 30,400; 40 A diameter), they are also staggered in the 3 '

direction by 2-3 base pairs, across the two strands. 

DNase I has been widely used as a cleavage agent for studying triplex formation 

(Franyois et aI., 1988; Sollogoub et aI., 2002). As cleavage occurs from the minor 

groove, whereas the TFO binds in the major groove, triplex footprints must be the result 

of structural changes that are induced by the binding of the oligonucleotide and not 

from simple steric block. A further characteristic of triplex footprints is hypersensitivity 

at the triplex-duplex junction, most often observed at the 3 '-side (see Section 1.2.1). 

2.1.1.2 Other agents 

The hydroxyl radical (OH') is frequently employed as a DNA-cleavage agent. Once 

generated, usually via the Fenton reaction, hydroxyl radicals attack C4' from the minor 

groove (Tullius, 1987). Its small size leads to little sequence preference and generates 

high-resolution footprinting patterns. As the primary cleavage point is still accessible 

from the minor groove of a triplex this probe is not employed for footprinting DNA 

triplexes. 

An alternative agent is methidiumpropyl-EDTA-Fe(II) (MPE) (Hertzberg & Dervan, 

1982). This ethidium derivative causes cleavage via a Fe2
+ radical-generating group. 

This compound binds via intercalation and sequences that possess a smaller groove 

width, such as An.Tn, are not digested well (Van Dyke & Dervan, 1983). This agent 

offers a lower resolution compared to other footprinting agents and is not generally 

employed for footprinting triplexes as the methidium moiety is known to enhance 

triplex stability (Mergny et a!., 1991; Fox et ai., 2000). 

Dimethyl sulphate (DMS) is another suitable agent for use in footprinting studies 

(Lawley & Brookes, 1963). Under limiting conditions this agent causes methylation of 
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guanine residues that are not protected by the bound ligand. Subsequent addition of 

piperidine leads to cleavage at methylated G residues. As this agent is specific for the 

N7 group of guanine, a site that is protected from cleavage by the formation of a 

Hoogsteen H-bond, it is suitable for footprinting triplexes (Young et aI., 1991) 

providing they contain GC base pairs. 

2.1.2 Thermal melting studies 

The thermodynamic stability of a nucleic structure can be determined by measuring the 

change of its absorbance of UV light at 260 nm as it is melted in a controlled fashion. 

As the complex dissociates, the substituent bases become unstacked and exposed to 

solvent, thereby causing an increase in absorbance. The melting of a triplex results in a 

biphasic melting profile with the first melt corresponding to the triplex to duplex 

transition and the second the duplex to single strand transition. The melting 

temperature, T m, indicating the midpoint of each transition can be determined. This 

technique has been employed for measuring the stability of a variety of triplex 

structures, including those that contain novel nucleoside analogues (Sollogoub et aI., 

2002, Buchini et ai., 2004). 

(i) 
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Triplex melting ..... 
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Triplex melting 
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Duplex melting 
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Duplex melting 
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Figure 2.2 Schematic representation for the melting of a fluorescently -labelled intramolecular (i) and 

intermolecular (ii) triplex. The purine strand is labelled with a fluorophore (e.g. Fluorescein) and is 

shown in green, whereas the third strand is labelled with a quencher (e.g. methyl red) and is shown in red. 
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A similar method that measures the change in fluorescence yield of oligonucleotides 

containing suitably positioned molecular beacons (Antony et ai., 2001) and a Roche 

LightCycler has been developed (Darby et ai., 2002). Intramolecular triplexes have 

been studied in this way (Sollogoub et ai., 2000, Darby et ai., 2002). In this case the 

central purine strand of the duplex is labelled with a fluorophore (F, fluorescein) and the 

third strand with a quencher (Q, methyl red). Both are in close proximity upon triplex 

formation, and the fluorescence is quenched. When the complex is heated the third 

strand dissociates and a large increase in fluorescence is observed (Figure 2.2). In this 

way the dissociation of the third strand is observed directly, without interference from 

dissociation of the duplex. At the start of this project this technique had not been 

applied to the study of intermolecular triplexes. 

2.1.3 Circular dichroism 

Circular dichroism (CD) is a technique used to measure the conformation of ordered 

structures in solution. CD measures the differential absorption of right-handed and left

chromophore group. The CD spectra of triplex and duplex DNA are different and 

therefore this technique can be used to identify the formation of triplexes. These 

typically show an increased negative band below 220 nm, a characteristic that IS 

associated with A-like DNA conformations (Gray et ai., 1978; Gray et ai., 1995). 

2.2 Materials 

2.2.1 Oligonucleotides 

All oligonucleotides were synthesised by Prof. Brown (Department of Chemistry, 

Southampton University) on an Applied Biosystems ABI 394 automated DNAIRNA 

synthesizer on the 0.2 or 1 f-lM scale using the standard cycles of acid-catalysed 

detritylation, coupling, capping and iodine oxidation procedures. The deprotected 

oligonucleotides were purified by reversed-phase HPLC on a Brownlee Aquapore 

column (C8) using a gradient of acetonitrile in O.IM ammonium acetate. 

Oligonucleotides were diluted in water and stored at -20 DC until required. 

Phosphoramidite monomers were purchased from Applied Biosystems or Link 

Technologies. The novel phosphoramidite monomers studied in this thesis were 
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prepared by Dr Oliver Lack, Dr Yang Wang, Rohan Ranasinghe, James Booth, Vicki 

Powers or Sadie Osbourne (under the supervision of Prof. Brown). 

2.2.2 Chemicals and enzymes 

T4 DNA ligase and all restriction enzymes were purchased from Promega 

(Southampton, UK) and stored at - 20°C. Pfu DNA polymerase and AMV reverse 

transcriptase were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Poole, UK) and stored at - 20°C. 

Redivue radioactive [a_32p] ATP was purchased from Amersham Biosciences (Bucks, 

UK) at a concentration of 3,000 Ci per mmol and stored at 4°C. Bovine DNase I was 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and stored at a concentration of 7200 Ulml in 150 mM 

NaCl and 1 mM MgCb. The napthylquinoline triplex binding ligand was a gift from Dr. 

L. Strekowski (Dept. of Chemistry, Georgia State University) and was stored at a 

concentration of 10 mM in dimethylsulphoxide. pUC18 was obtained from New 

England Biolabs (Herts, UK). The T7 dideoxy sequencing kit was purchased from USB 

corporation (Cleveland, OH, U.S.A). The QuickChange site-directed mutagenesis kit 

was purchased from Stratagene. The QIAprep plasmid preparation kit was obtained 

from Qiagen (Crawley, UK). Both Sequagel (40 % acrylamide;bisacrylamide 19: 1 

containing 8M urea) and Accugel (20 % acrylamide;bisacrylamide 19:1) were 

purchased from National Diagnostics (Hull, UK). 

2.3 Protocols 

2.3.1 Generation of DNA targets 

Several DNA sequences were prepared for the footprinting studies presented within this 

thesis. The tyrT(43-59) DNA sequence was originally generated by cloning the 160 bp 

tyrT sequence into EcoRI and SmaI sites of pUC18 and then mutated so as to introduce 

a 17 -base oligopurine tract between positions 43 and 59 (Brown et aI., 1998). Various 

TFOs and have been targeted to this sequence in the past (Keppler et aI., 1999; 

Sollogoub et aI., 2002). Derivatives of this sequence were generated by site-directed 

mutagenesis for use within this thesis. Several other sequences were also prepared by 

cloning synthetic oligonucleotides into the BamHI site of pUCI8. 
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2.3.1.1 Site-directed mutagenesis 

Three derivatives of the tyrT(43-59) DNA sequence were generated by site-directed 

mutagenesis using the QuickChange method as shown in Figure 2.4. The primers used 

are shown in Figure 2.3A. The derivatives TAl, GC1 and CG1 were generated by the 

mutation of a single AT base pair within the oligopurine tract (highlighted in bold), 

introducing each base pair in tum. The sequences that were produced are shown in 

Figure 2.3B. 

A 

B 

Fragment Primers 

TAl 

GC1 

CG1 

5'-GTGTTAGGAAGAGAATAAAGAACTGGTTGCG-3' 

5'-CGCAACCAGTTCTTTATTCTCTTCCTAACAC-3' 

5'-GTGTTAGGAAGAGAAGAAAGAACTGGTTGCG-3' 
5'-GTGTTAGGAAGAGAAGAAAGAACTGGTTGCG-3' 

5'-GTGTTAGGAAGAGAACAAAGAACTGGTTGCG-3' 
5'-CGCAACCAGTTCTTTGTTCTCTTCCTAACAC-3' 

5'-AATTCCGGTTACCTTTAATCCGTTACGGATGAAAATTACGCAACCAGTTCTTTYTT 
3'-----GGCCAATGGAAATTAGGCAATGCCTACTTTTAATGCGTTGGTCAAGAAAZAA 

CTCTTCCTAACACTTTACAGCGGCGCGTCATTTGATATGAAGCGCCCCGCTTCC-3' 
GAGAAGGATTGTGAAATGTCGCCGCGCAGTAAACTATACTTCGCGGGGCGAAGGGCTC-5' 

Figure 2.3 Sequence of the oligonucleotide primers used in site-directed mutagenesis. A) Sequence of 

primers used for site-directed mutagenesis; B) Sequence of the tyrT(43-59) DNA fragment (ZY is AT) 

used in footprinting studies. TFOs were targeted against different portions of the l7-base oligopurine tract 

between positions 43-59 (underlined). The derivatives TAl, GCl and CGl where generated by 

introducing each base pair in turn at ZY. Footprinting fragments were generated by digesting each 

plasmid with EcoRI and AvaI and then radio labelled at the 3' end of the EcoRi site. 

For the PCR reaction 125 ng of each primer, 1 1-11 of a 10 I-1M dNTP mix,S 1-11 of lOx 

buffer and 1 1-11 of pfuDNA polymerase were added to 1 1-11 of the tyr(43-59) DNA 

template (diluted 1 in 10 from a typical plasmid preparation). The sample was made up 

to a total volume of 50 1-11 with dH20. Samples were cycled in a Pelkin Elmer 

thermocycler using the following parameters; 

Segment 1: Cycle 1: 94°C for 5 minutes 

Segment 2: Cycle 2: 94 °C for 30 seconds, 55°C for 1 minute, and 68 °C for 3 minutes. 
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Figure 2.4 Quickchange site-directed mutagenesis. Three derivatives of the tyrT(43-59) DNA sequence 

were generated using this method. Initially , the plasmid was denatured and the oligonucleotides 

containing the required mutation annealed. PfuTurbo polymerase was then used to extend the primers the 

length of the plasmid and subsequent rounds of peR were employed to amplify the mutated sequence. 

The nonmutated parental DNA was then digested using Dpn I. The plasmid DNA was transformed and 

sequenced. 
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Segment 2 was cycled 16 times and the samples then cooled to 4 0c. 1 /-11 of Dpn 

restriction enzyme was then added to each sample to digest the parental DNA. The 

samples were then briefly spun for 1 minute in a microcentrifuge and left at 37°C for 

greater than 4 hours. Plasmids were then transformed, the colonies grown and 

sequenced (see below). 

2.3.1.2 BamHI cloning 

Five further DNA sequences were generated by cloning synthetic oligonucleotides into 

the BamHI site found in the MCS of pUCI8. Each duplex insert can be seen in Figure 

2.5A. Each of these contained a 19-base oligopurine tract interrupted by several 

pyrimidine bases. The sequences generated are shown in Figure 2.5B. 

A 

B 

Fragment Inserts 

Con 
5' -GATCAGACATAAGAGCATGAGAA- 3' 

3' - TCTGT ATTCTCGT ACTCTTCT AG- 5' 

S.AT 
5' -GATCAGACAAAAGAGCATGAGAA - 3' 

3' -TCTGTTTTCTCGTACTCTTCTAG-5' 

BAU.TA 
5'-GATCAGACATTAGAGCATGAGAA-

3' -TCTGTAATCTCGTACTCTTCTAG- 5' 

Mep.TA 5' -GATCAGACATAATAGCATGAGAA- 3' 

3'-TCTGTATTATCGTACTCTTCTAG-5' 

PpA.TA 5' -GATCAGACAT AAGAGTATGAGAA - 3' 

3' - TCTGT ATTCTCAT ACTCTTCT AG - 5' 

5'-AGCTTGCATGCCTGCAGGTCGACTCTAGAGGATCTTCTCAT8CT6T42TGTCTGAT 
3'-----ACGTACGGACGTCCAGGTGAGATCTCCTAGAAGAGTA7GASA31ACAGACTA 

CCCCGGGTACCAGCTCG----3' 
GGGCCCATGGTCGAGCTTAA-5' 

Figure 2.5 Sequence of the oligonucleotide primers used in BamHI cloning. A) Sequence of the inserts 

used for BamHI cloning into pUC 18; B) Sequence of the DNA fragment used in footprinting studies. 

TFOs were targeted against the 19-base oligopurine tract (underlined). The five fragments differ by single 

bp changes at different positions (1.2, 3.4,5.6 and 7.8). The fragments were generated by digesting each 

plasmid with EcoRI and HindIII and then radiolabelled at the 3' end of the EcoRI site. 

50 /-1M of each duplex strand was mixed and annealed to its complementary duplex 

strand, heated to 95°C and slowly cooled to 4°C. 10/-11 of each of each duplex insert, 2 
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J.lI DNA ligase, 2 J.lI multicore buffer and 4 J.lI of dH20 were added to 2 J.lI alkaline 

phosphatase-treated pUC18 and left at room temperature for greater than three hours. 

The samples were then transformed and grown overnight on blue-white selection plates 

(200 ml agar, 20 mg carbenicillin, 1ml of 100 mM IPTG and 1 ml of 2% X-Gal). White 

colonies were picked and sequenced (see below). 

2.3.2 Preparation of competent cells 

E.coli TG2 cells were grown overnight at 37°C in 2YT media (16 g tryptone, 10 g 

yeast extract,S g NaCI per litre). 500 J.lI of these cells were then transferred to 50 ml of 

media and allowed to grow till the suspension reached an O.D of 0.6-0.8 as measured at 

600 nm. The cells were then pelleted by centrifugation at 5,000 rpm for 5 minutes at 4 

0c. After removal of the supernatant the pellet was resuspended in transformation 

buffer (50 mM CaCh, 10 mM Tris-HCI pH 7.0.4) and placed on ice for 30 minutes. 

This suspension was again centrifuged as above and the supernatant discarded. The 

pellet was resuspended in 3 ml of the transformation buffer and stored at 4 °c ready for 

the transformation procedure. 

2.3.3 Transformation 

200 J.lI of competent cells were added to either 20 J.lI of ligated construct (cloning), or 20 

J.lI of the mutated plasmid (mutagenesis). The mixture was placed on ice for 30 minutes, 

heatshocked at 45°C for 1 minute and placed immediately back on ice. The 

transformed cells were plated on agar plates containing 100 J.lg/ml carbenicillin 

(mutagenesis) or 100 J.lg/ml carbenicillin, 0.5 mM IPTG, and 0.5 mM X-Gal (cloning) 

and left to grow overnight at 37°C. Plates were stored at 4°C until required. 

2.3.4 Plasmid purification 

Colonies were picked and grown overnight in 5 ml of 2YT media containing 100 J.lg/ml 

carbenicillin. Each culture was split between two 1.5 ml Eppendorf tubes and 

centrifuged at 7,000 rpm for 5 mins and the supernatant discarded. The plasmids were 

then purified using a Qiagen QIAprep kit. This involved resuspending the cells in 250 

J.lI of buffer PI (Qiagen), cells lysis by the addition of 250 J.lI buffer P2 (Qiagen) and 
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neutralization by the addition of 350 ).11 of buffer P3 (Qiagen). The solution was then 

centrifuged for 10 minutes at 13,000 rpm and the supernatant transferred to a QIAprep 

spin column. Three separate centrifugation steps were then applied, discarding the flow 

through each time. After the first and second the plasmid was washed with 0.5 ml of 

buffer PB (Qiagen) and 0.75 ml of buffer PE (Qiagen) respectively. After the third the 

column was placed in a 1.5 ml Eppendorf tube and 50 ).11 of buffer EB (Qiagen) was 

added. A final centrifugation step eluted the plasmid in the flow through, this was stored 

stored at - 20°C until required. 

2.3.5 Dideoxy sequencing 

Plasmids were then sequenced using a T7 dideoxy sequencing kit (USB Corporation). 

40 ).11 of plasmid obtained as above was denatured by the addition of 10 ).11 NaOH and 

left at room temperature for at least 10 minutes. The DNA was precipitated by the 

addition of 15 ).11 3M sodium acetate and 300 ).11 ethanol, leaving the sample in dry ice 

for at least 10 minutes. The DNA was then centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 10 minutes, 

the pellet washed in 70 % ethanol and dried in a SpeedVac. The pellet was then 

resuspended in 10 ).11 dH20 and 2 ).11 of both annealing buffer (kit) and universal primer 

added. This sample was incubated at 37°C for 20 minutes and then a further 10 minutes 

at room temperature. For each template, a polymerase mix consisting of 3 ).11 Label Mix 

A (kit), 1.5 ).11 dH20, 0.5 ).11 a_32p dATP and 2 ).11 of polymerase (1:4 ratio with 

polymerase dilution buffer) was made and kept on ice until required. 6 ).11 of this 

solution was added to the template and left for 5 minutes at room temperature. During 

this period tubes containing 2.5 ).11 of one of the 4 dideoxy mixes were incubated at 37 

0c. 4.5 ).11 of the reaction mixture was added to each of these samples and left for 5 

minutes at 37°C. The reaction was then stopped by addition of 5 ).11 of the DNase STOP 

solution (kit). The samples were run on a 10 % (w/v) denaturing polyacrylamide gel at 

1500 V for about 2 hrs and fixed in 10% (v/v) acetic acid. These were transferred to 

Whatman 3MM paper and dried under vacuum at 86°C for 1 hour. The dried gels were 

subjected to phosphorimaging using a Molecular Dynamics Storm phosphorimager. 

Plasmids containing the correctly cloned or mutated sequence were then transfOlmed 

and plated (as above). These were used as stock plates for each plasmid and a streak of 
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colonies was grown when required for labelling and footprinting studies (see below). 

Plates were kept at 4 °C and could be used for up to one month. 

2.3.6 DNA radio labelling 

10 f..ll of MultiCore buffer was added to 40 f..ll of purified plasmid containing either 

TyrT(43-59), TAl, GC1 or CG1 fragments. 1.5 f..ll (20 units) of the restriction enzymes 

Aval and EcoRI were then added and left to incubate at 37°C for greater than 1 hour. 

After this time the fragments were 3 '-end labelled using 1 f..llof [a-32P]dATP and 0.5 

f..ll of AMV reverse transcriptase and left for a further 1 hour. A similar protocol was 

employed for labelling of the BamHI cloned fragments but as their generation requires 

cutting with HindIII and EcoRI which both leave 3' overhangs it was modified. In these 

cases, EcoRI was added first and the fragment labelled as above. Reverse transcriptase 

was then deactivated by heating the sample to 65°C for 10 minutes and the fragment 

was then cut with HindIII. 

All fragments were separated from the remainder of the plasmids on an 8 % non

denaturing polyacrylamide gel (40 cm by 0.3 mm) at 800 V for about 2.5 hrs. The wet 

gel was then exposed to X-ray film for 2.5 minutes and the band corresponding to the 

labelled fragment excised. The DNA was eluted by the addition of 300 f..ll of pH 7.5 10 

mM Tris-HCI containing 10 mM EDTA, at 37°C overnight. The DNA was precipitated 

by the addition of 40 f..ll 3M NaOAc and 600 f..ll ethanol, leaving the sample on dry ice 

for at least 10 minutes. The DNA was then centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 10 minutes, 

the pellet washed in 70 % ethanol and dried in a SpeedVac. The pellet was redissolved 

in pH 7.5 10 mM Tris containing 0.1 mM EDT A to yield approximately 10 cps/f..ll as 

estimated using a hand held Geiger counter. 

2.3.7 DNase I footprinting experiments 

2.3.7.1 Footprinting incubations 

1.5 III of radiolabelled DNA was mixed with 3 III of appropriately diluted 

oligonucleotide and left to equilibrate at 20°C overnight. Experiments at pH 5.0 were 

performed in 50 mM sodium acetate, at pH 6.0 in 10 mM PIPES containing 50 mM 
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NaCI and at pH 7.0 and 7.5 in 10 mM Tris-HCI containing 50 mM NaCl. If binding was 

not evident MgClz was also included in the buffer at various concentrations. The final 

oligonucleotide concentrations varied between 1 nM and 30 )lM depending on the 

triplex study. A control for each experiment was also included, consisting of 

radiolabelled DNA and buffer. 

2.3.7.2 DNase I digestion 

DNase I digestion was carried out under limiting conditions by adding 2 )ll of DNase I 

(typically 0.01 units/ml) dissolved in 20 mM NaCI containing 2 mM MgClz and 2 mM 

MnClz. As the activity of this enzyme varies with temperature, pH, DNA concentration 

and ionic strength the exact concentration varied depending on the reaction conditions. 

The reaction was stopped after 1 min by adding 4 )ll DNase I STOP solution (80% 

formamide, 10 mM EDTA, 10 mM NaOH, and 0.1 % (w/v) bromophenol blue). 

2.3.7.3 GA marker 

A GA marker specific for purines was also prepared for each gel. This was prepared by 

mixing 1.5 )ll radiolabelled DNA, 5 )ll DNase STOP and 25 )ll dH20 and boiled for 1 

hour with the cap open before rapidly cooling on ice and loading onto the gel. 

2.3.7.4 Denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 

The products of digestion were separated on either 9% or 12% polyacrylamide gels 

containing 8M urea. Samples were heated to 100°C for 3 min, before rapidly cooling on 

ice and loading onto the gel. Polyacrylamide gels (40 cm long, 0.3 mm thick) were run 

at 1500 V for about 2 hrs and then fixed in 10% (v/v) acetic acid. These were 

transferred to Whatman 3MM paper and dried under vacuum at 86°C for 1 hour. The 

dried gels were subjected to phosphorimaging using a Molecular Dynamics Storm 860 

phosphorimager. 

2.3.7.5 Footprint quantification 

The intensity of bands within each footprint was estimated using ImageQuant software. 

These intensities were then normalised relative to a band in the digest which is not part 
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of the triplex target site, and which was not affected by addition of the oligonucleotides. 

Footprinting plots (Dabrowiak & Goodisman, 1989) were constructed from these data 

by plotting the oligonucleotide concentration against relative intensity of bands within 

footprint. Cso values, indicating the TFO concentration that reduces the band intensity 

by 50 %, were calculated using Sigmaplot for windows by plotting equation 1. 

Equation 1 1/10 = Csol(L + Cso) 

Where I and 10 are the relative intensity in presence and absence of an oligonucleotide, 

L is the oligonucleotide concentration and Cso is the TFO concentration that reduces the 

band intensity by 50 %. 

This analysis relies on several important assumptions. Firstly, the cleavage reaction 

should be carried out under conditions that leave about 80 % of the DNA target 

undigested ('single hit kinetics'). Secondly, cleavage should be relatively independent 

of the sequence undergoing digestion. Thirdly, the concentration of duplex target should 

be lower than the concentration of TFO. This assures that the amount of oligonucleotide 

bound to its target duplex is dependent on its dissociation constant and is not limited by 

the stoichiometric amount of oligonucleotide to duplex. The amount of duplex DNA has 

been estimated to be about 1 nM in these studies and in most cases this is much lower 

than the TFO concentration employed. Under these conditions, the Cso value 

approximates to the dissociation constant, Ki. 

2.3.8 Spectroscopic studies 

2.3.8.1 UV melting studies 

UV melting experiments on the intermolecular triplexes were carried out using a Varian 

Cary 400 Scan UV -Visible spectrophotometer. Absorbance was determined in Hellma® 

SUPRASIL synthetic quartz cuvettes with a 10 mm pathlength, monitoring at 260 nm. 

The oligonucleotides were prepared in 10 mM sodium phosphate pH 5.8 containing 200 

mM NaCI and 1 mM EDT A. Samples were filtered into the cuvettes with Kinesis 

regenerated cellulose 13 mm, 0.45 ).lM syringe filters. Melting experiments were carried 

out in a total volume of 1.5 ml and contained 1 ).lM duplex and varying concentrations 

of TFO. The complexes were first denatured by heating to 95°C at a rate of 10 °C min-1 
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and left to equilibrate for 10 minutes. The complexes were then cooled to 30°C at a rate 

of 0.1 °C min- I and left to equilibrate for a further 5 minutes before heating to a 

temperature higher than the triplex melting temperature. Recordings were taken during 

both the heating and cooling steps to check for hysteresis. T m values were determined 

from the first derivatives of the melting profiles using the software provided with the 

machine and usually differed by less than 1°C. 

2.3.8.2 Fluorescence melting studies 

Fluorescence melting experiments on intermolecular triplexes were carried out using a 

Roche LightCycler. In these experiments each TFO is labelled at the 5'-end with a 

suitable quencher while the 5'-end of the purine strand of the duplex is labelled with a 

suitable fluorophore. The triplexes were prepared in either 50 mM sodium acetate buffer 

(pH 5.0, 5.5 or 6.0) or 50 mM sodium phosphate (pH 6.5, 7.0 or 7.5) containing 200 

mM sodium chloride. Melting experiments were carried out in a total volume of 20 /11 

and contained 0.25 ~ duplex and concentrations varying between 0.25 and 12 )lM of 

TFO. The complexes were first denatured by rapidly heating to 95°C and left to 

equilibrate for 10 minutes. The complexes were then cooled to between 22 and 30 °C at 

a suitably slow rate to eliminate hysteresis, generally 0.2 °C min-I. After 5 minutes the 

complexes were heated to a temperature sufficiently higher than the triplex melting 

temperature at the same temperature gradient. Although the slowest rate of continuous 

temperature change in the LightCycler is 0.1 °C sec-I, slower melting profiles were 

obtained by increasing the temperature in 1 °C steps, leaving the samples to equilibrate 

for a suitable amount of time. Recordings were taken during both the heating and 

cooling steps to check for hysteresis. Tm values were determined from the first 

derivatives of the melting profiles using the software provided with the machine and 

usually differed by less than 0.5 °C. 

2.3.8.3 Circular dichroism 

Circular dichroism on intermolecular triplexes was carried out using a JASCO J-710 

spectropolarimeter. Spectra were collected between 320-210 nm, at 100 nrnfmin, 1 s 

response time, 1 nm bandwidth in Hellma® synthetic quartz cuvettes with a 5 mm 

pathlength. The oligonucleotides were prepared in 50 mM sodium acetate pH 6.0 
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containing 200 mM NaCl. Melting experiments were carried out in a total volume of 1.5 

ml and contained 5 j.lM duplex and 5 j.lM TFO. The samples were filtered into the 

cuvettes using 0.2 j.lM syringe filters. The complexes were first denatured by heating to 

95 DC and were slowly cooled to 4 DC. Recordings were taken at 25 DC and each 

spectrum was accumulated sixteen times, smoothed and the spectrum of the buffer was 

subtracted. 
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3 THE STABILITY OF INTERMOLECULAR TRIPLEX FORMATION 

AS DETERMINED BY FLUORESCENCE MELTING 

3.1 Introduction 

A novel approach for measuring the melting profiles of higher order nucleic structures 

using molecular beacons and a Roche Lightcycler has recently been developed and 

applied to the study of intramolecular triplexes (Darby et aI., 2002; Sollogoub et a!., 

2002). In these experiments the central purine strand of a duplex is labelled with a 

fluorophore (F, fluorescein) and the third strand with a quencher (Q, methyl red). These 

are in close proximity upon triplex formation, and the fluorescence is quenched. When 

the complex is heated the third strand dissociates and a large increase in fluorescence is 

observed (Figure 2.2). In this manner, the dissociation of the third strand is observed 

directly, without interference from dissociation of the duplex. This technique should be 

especially useful for separating the melting transitions of triplexes that are as stable or 

more stable than their under! ying duplexes, such as those containing modified 

nucleosides. 

At the start of this work this approach had not been applied to the study of 

intermolecular triplexes. The difference III molecularity between intra- and 

intermolecular triplexes profoundly affects the experimental parameters required to 

accurately measure their melting profiles. For example, the formation of an 

intermolecular triplex is at least a bimolecular reaction (between the duplex and the 

third strand) dependent on the concentration of reactants, with several studies 

suggesting slow rates of formation (Craig et aI., 1971; Porschke & Eigen, 1971; Rougee 

et al., 1992; Alberti et aI., 2002). In contrast, intramolecular triplex formation is 

unimolecular and is therefore independent of reactant concentration and is expected to 

be much faster. It is also less susceptible to the formation of competing secondary 

structures, due to the structural constraints imposed by the loops positioned between 

each of the strands. 

This chapter assesses the validity of this approach for measuring the stability of several 

unmodified intermolecular triplexes that are used for reference in later chapters. Several 

experimental parameters are assessed, such as the rate of temperature change and the 

choice of the reporter groups used. In addition, several factors that affect triplex 
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Figure 3.1 Oligonucleotides and molecular beacons used in fluorescence melting experiments. A) The 

duplexes are labelled with fluorescein (F) at the 5'-end of the purine strand and with methyl red serinol, 

methyl red threoninol or pyrene butyryl threoninol (Q) at the 5'-end of the TFO. For the single 

substitution studies; ZY is each base pair in turn (AT, TA, GC, CG) and X is A, G, C or T; B) Chemical 

structures of the fluorophores and quenchers used in this study; (i) fluorescein, (ii) methyl red, (iii) 

pyrene; C) These reporter groups were attached to the oligonucleotide directly to deoxyribose (i) or via a 

threoninol (i) or serinol (ii) linker. 
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Stability are examined, such as mismatches between the third strand and the duplex, the 

length of triplex and the effect of ionic and pH conditions. 

3.2 Experimental design 

The sequences of the oligonucleotides used in the fluorescence melting experiments are 

shown in Figure 3.1A. These were designed to generate 18mer parallel triplexes, 

asymmetric in nature, containing a single variable central triplet flanked on either side 

by T.AT triplets. The purine-containing strand of the duplex was labelled at the S'end 

with fluorescein (F; Figure 3.1B(i», whilst the third strand was labelled at the S' end 

with either methyl red or pyrene (Q; Figure 3.1BCii) and (iii». The quencher was placed 

on the third strand, so that it could be added in molar excess without increasing the 

fluorescence signal. Methyl red was attached to the TFO via either deoxyribose (Figure 

3.1C(i», a threoninol linker (Figure 3.1C(iii» or a serinol linker (Figure 3.1C(ii». 

Pyrene was attached via a threoninol linker. The excitation source used by the 

LightCyler is 488 nm and in this study the change in fluorescence emission was 

measured at 520 nm. 

3.3 Results 

Initially the melting profiles for parallel triplexes composed of standard T.AT and 

C+.GC triplets were determined using different experimental parameters. Two 18mer 

triplexes that differed by a single central T.AT or C+.GC triplet were studied (i.e. ZY is 

AT or GC). These were generated using the oligonucleotides shown in Figure 3.1A. 

Each assay was performed in a total volume of 20 )11 and contained 0.25 )1M duplex and 

3)1M third strand. This excess of third strand was used to facilitate triplex formation. All 

oligonucleotides were dissolved in 50 mM sodium acetate containing 200 mM sodium 

chloride at pH 5.5. Each reaction was performed in triplicate, and the Tm values usually 

differed by less than 0.5 °c. 

3.3.1 Rate of temperature change 

The slowest rate of continuous temperature change that can be performed by the 

LightCycler is 6 °c min-I (0.1 °c sec-I). Representative melting and annealing profiles 

for the triplexes obtained at this rate are shown in Figure 3.2 (top graphs). 
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Figure 3.2 Representative fluorescence melting and annealing profiles for intennolecular parallel 

triplexes. Each triplex differs by a single central triplet (X.ZY). These were generated using a temperature 

gradient of 6 °C min·t (top graphs) and 0.2 °C min· t (lower graphs). The experiments were performed in 

50 mM sodium acetate, pH 5.5 containing 200 mM NaCI. The y-axes show the normalised fluorescence 

(arbitrary units), while the x-axis shows the temperature (0C). 
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It can be seen that these profiles exhibit hysteresis (i.e. the melting and annealing curves 

are not superimposable). Melting temperatures (Tm) calculated from the heating profiles 

are overestimated, whilst T mS calculated from the cooling profiles are underestimated. 

For example, the Tm values calculated from the heating and annealing profiles for the 

C+.GC-containing triplex were 58.8 and 55.7 °C respectively, a difference of about 3 

0c. This suggests that the rate of temperature change is too fast for this reaction. A 

slower rate was employed by programming the LightCyder to increase the temperature 

in small steps (1 °C), taking readings after a set equilibration time at each temperature. 

Representative melting and annealing profiles obtained at a rate of 0.2 °C min- I are 

shown in Figure 3.2 (bottom graphs). Under these conditions the hysteresis is 

eliminated and the curves appear to be at thermodynamic equilibrium. The T mS 

calculated from the first derivatives of these profiles were 54.3 and 56.6 °C for the 

T.A T and C+.GC-containing triplexes respectively. These T mS are approximately mid

way between the melting and annealing values obtained at the faster rate of temperature 

change (6°C min-I). Unless otherwise stated, this temperature gradient is used 

throughout the rest of this chapter. Factors affecting the extent of hysteresis are 

considered later in the chapter. 

3.3.2 Triplex melting profiles 

Further examination of these melting and annealing profiles reveals a secondary 

transition at high temperatures, seen as a small decrease in fluorescence. This was 

previously observed in the case of intramolecular triplex formation and postulated to be 

a result of melting of the underlying duplex (Darby et aI., 2002). To test this theory 

each duplex was melted and annealed in the absence of third strand. Melting profiles for 

these can be seen in Figure 3.3. The decrease in fluorescence is still evident in the 

absence of TFO, suggesting this is indeed a property of the underlying duplex. T mS 

calculated from these transitions are 59°C and 62 °C for the AT and GC-containing 

duplexes respectively. These values are the same as those estimated from the first 

derivatives of the transitions reported above. The difference in Tm between the two 

duplexes is expected, on account of the greater stability of the GC-containing duplex. 
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Figure 3.3 Representative fluorescence melting profiles for the interaction of the duplex oligonucleotides 

in the absence of third strand. The experiments were performed in 50 mM sodium acetate, pH 6.0 

containing 200 mM NaC I. 

3.3 .3 Concentration dependence 

Since intermolecular triplex formation is a bimolecular reaction an Illcrease III the 

concentration of third strand should favour the association reaction, which should 

translate into an increase in Tm (Mergny & Lacroix, 2003). This concentration 

dependence was studied by adding various concentrations of the third strand (note that 

this cannot affect the total fluorescence signal as the quencher is located on the third 

strand). Figure 3.4 shows representative fluorescence melting profiles for the triplex 

containing the central T.AT triplet. This experiment was carried out in 50 mM sodium 

acetate pH 5.8 containing 200 mM sodium chloride. The third strand concentration was 

varied between 0.25 11M and 10 JlM whereas the duplex concentration remained 

constant at 0.25 JlM. The Tms determined were 41.3, 42.7, 44.8, 45 .6 and 47.3 °C for 

third strand concentrations of 0.25, 1, 3, 5 and 10 11M respectively. As expected this 

reveals that an increase in the concentration of third strand leads to an increase in the 

thermal stability of the triplex; a 40-fold increase in concentration translates to an 

increase in Tm of about 6 0c. 
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Figure 3.4 Representative fluorescence melting profiles for the interaction of different concentrations of 

the T-containing TFO with the AT-duplex target. The experiments were performed in 50 mM sodium 

acetate, pH 5.8 containing 200 mM NaCI. 

Further examination of the melting profile for the triplex generated in the presence of 

0.25 ~M TFO reveals an initial relative fluorescence that is much higher than that seen 

with higher third strand concentrations. This is presumably because this concentration is 

below the Kd for complex fOlmation so that a significant amount of free duplex is 

present, even at a temperature well below the T m. 

The concentration dependency of the T m can be used to determine the enthalpy for the 

formation of this triplex by plotting 11Tm against In[NA] , where NA is the total nucleic 

acid concentration (duplex plus third strand) and the slope of the graph is equal to 

RfW. An example of this kind of plot is shown in Figure 3.5. Although this plot 

produces a straight line, it should be noted that this analysis assumes that the enthalpy 

(W) is independent of temperature (6Cp = 0). From the graph a W value of -438 KJ 

Mor l was determined for the formation of this triplex. This value is similar to those 

previous reported for parallel triplexes of a similar size (Roberts and Crothers , 1996, 

Marky et ai., 2002; James et al., 2003). 
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Figure 3.5. Van't Hoff plot showing the concentration dependency of the Tm for the T.AT-containing 

triplex. The experiments were performed in 50 mM sodium acetate, pH 5.8 containing 200 mM NaCI. 

3.3.4 Effect of the quencher moieties 

It is possible that triplex stability IS influenced by the presence of the terminal 

fluorescent or quencher moieties (Moreira et ai., 2005). To test this, the stabilities of 

triplexes labelled with either methyl red or pyrene quenchers were determined. Methyl 

red was attached to the TFO either directly to deoxyribose, or via a serinol or threoninol 

linker. Pyrene was attached via a threoninol linker. The structures of these groups are 

shown in Figure 3.1B and C. Representative melting profiles for the interaction of TFOs 

containing each of these quenchers with their intended duplex target at pH 6.0 are 

shown in Figure 3.6. The Tms obtained for these were 59.7, 54.3, 54.8 and 57.9 °C for 

the triplexes containing methyl red deoxyribose, methyl threoninol red, methyl red 

serinol or pyrene, respectively. These data show that triplex stability is, as expected, 

affected by the choice of quencher. The order of stabilisation was methyl red 

deoxyribose> pyrene > methyl red linker. The presence of a linker attaching methyl red 

to the oligonucleotide only moderately affected stability; a difference in Tm of less than 

1 °C between serinol and threoninol linkers is observed. The effect of each quencher on 

the specificity of triplex formation is considered later in the chapter, however, it is clear 

that any comparison between different triplexes must use oligonucleotides that bear the 

same reporter group. 
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Figure 3.6 Representative fluorescence melting profiles showing the interaction of TFOs labelled with 

different quenchers with their intended duplex target. The experiments were performed in 50 mM sodium 

acetate, pH 5.5 containing 200 mM NaCI. 

3.3.5 Fluorescence yield 

Both the fluorescence yield of fluorescein and triplex stability is pH dependent. Figure 

3.7 shows fluorescence melting profiles for the C+.GC-containing triplex at different pH 

values, these curves were not normalised. It can be seen that at low pH the fluorescence 

yield was much less than at higher pH; about 6-fold lower at pH 5.0 relative to pH 6.0. 

However, this was still sufficient to allow the determination of accurate profiles. T mS of 

67.4 and 63.8 °C were determined at pH 5.0 for the C+.GC and T.AT-containing 

triplexes, compared to 41.1 and 39.4 °C at pH 6.0. The difference in stability of the two 

triplexes is therefore greatest at lower pH and can be attributed to the pH dependency of 

the C+.GC triplet. It was not possible to determine melting temperatures for the 

complexes at pH values greater than 6.0 as these were too low to measure accurately 

(The LightCycler can typically determine Tms that are greater than 28°C as it cannot 

cool below ambient temperature). 

Interestingly, examination of the melting profile at pH 5.0 (blue line) reveals a small 

secondary transition at low temperatures, typically involving about a 10 % change in 

fluorescence relative to the full triplex melt. This can also be seen in the right hand 
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graph of Figure 3.7 (blue line), which is normalised. Several experiments were 

undertaken to account for this transition. Melting of the duplex, as above, did not show 

any transition at low temperatures, nor did melting of the fluorescein-labelled purine 

strand in the absence of its duplex complement (Figure 3.7; right hand graph; red line). 

However, melting of the fluorescein-labelled purine strand in the presence of 3 /-lM TFO 

(i.e. the triplex minus the duplex pyrimidine strand) did show an additional transition at 

pH 5.0 (Figure 3.7; yellow line). A comparison of the profiles obtained for the TFO and 

purine strand (yellow line) and the triplex (blue line) shows that both exhibit a transition 

at similar temperatures, with a Tm value of about 48°C. It is therefore likely that the 

transition is due to the presence of a small amount of Hoogsteen duplex DNA formed 

between the third strand and duplex purine strand. It should be noted that this was only 

evident at pH 5.0 and the position of the transition varied depending on the nature of the 

triplex. 

12 ,-------------------, 

- pH5 
- pH5.5 

pH 6 

0-'--------,----,----.,-----.------' 

40 50 60 70 

1.0 

0.5 

Purine strand 
+TFO 

- Triplex 
- Purine strand 

0.0 -'--------,-------.,-----' 

40 60 

Temperature CC) 

Figure 3.7 Representative fluorescence melting profiles showing the interaction of differerent 

oligonucleotides. A) Profiles determined for the C+.GC-containing triplex at different pH values. B) 

Profiles determined for different combinations of the three strands. The experiments were performed 

in 50 mM sodium acetate, pH 5.5 containing 200 mM NaCI. 

3.3.6 Factors affecting triplex stability 

Several factors affecting triplex stability and selectivity, such as TFO length, base 

composition and pH were examined using this thermal melting technique. 
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3.3.6.1 Effect of mismatches in the third strand 

In these experiments, TFOs containing each base in tum at the central position (X) were 

targeted against four duplexes that contained each of the four base pairs (ZY) at an 

equivalent position, generating triplexes that contained each possible X.ZY triplet. The 

sequences of the oligonucleotides used are shown in Figure 3.1A. Representative 

fluorescence melting curves for the 16 possible triplexes at pH 6.0 are shown in Figure 

3.8. Each graph compares in tum the affinity of each base for each of the possible base 

pairs. The melting temperatures calculated from each of these, and from equivalent 

experiments performed at pH 5.0 and 5.5 are shown in Table 3.1. These experiments 

were undertaken in 50 mM sodium acetate buffer containing 200 mM sodium chloride. 

Each TFO was labelled with methyl red threoninol at the 3' -end. 

ZY 
X pH AT TA GC CG 

5.0 57.1 (57.5) 54.4 (54.6) 61.1 (61.4) 54.9 (55.2) 
A 5.5 43.7 (43.8) 39.6 (39.8) 47.3 (47.5) 39.5 (39.8) 

6.0 28.2 (28.1) < 28.0 30.0 (30.1) < 28.0 
5.0 54.2 (54.5) 58.7 (46.7) 57.3 (57.3) 56.3 (56.4) 

G 5.5 38.2 (38.4) 46.7 (46.8) 43.1 (43.4) 41.2 (41.5) 
6.0 < 28.0 30.6 (30.7) 28.0 (27.9) < 28.0 
5.0 54.9 (55.3) 53.2 (53.4) 67.1 (65.3) 58.2 (57.6) 

C 5.5 39.1 (39.2) 38.0 (38.2) 56.2 (56.3) 42.5 (42.7) 
6.0 < 28.0 < 28.0 40.5 (40.6) 28.4 (28.2) 
5.0 63.8 (62.5) 52.7 (53.1) 56.8 (57.3) 57.4 (57.5) 

T 5.5 54.0 (54.0) 38.1 (38.3) 42.9 (43.0) 43.3 (43.4) 
6.0 39.4 (39.4) < 28.0 27.7 (27.7) 28.3 (28.3) 

Table 3.1 Tm values determined by fluorescence melting for triplexes composed of different triplet 

combinations using a temperature gradient of 0.2 °C min- l and the quencher methyl red threoninol. 

Values in parenthesis were calculated from the annealing phase. Each value is an average of three 

separate determinations which usually differed by less than 0.5 0c. 

Examination of Table 3.1 reveals that the most stable triplets with natural bases in the 

third strand are formed with T against AT, C against GC, G against T A and A against 

GC. The Tm values of these complexes vary between 67.1 °C and 61.3 °C at pH 5.0 

showing that C+.GC is more stable than T.AT and that the triplets involving GC or TA 

base pairs (A.GC and G.TA) were less stable. Other triplets identified with an 

intermediate affinity were T.CG, C.CG, T.GC, G.GC and A.AT. The difference in 

affinity between triplets was more pronounced as the pH increased, with the exception 
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Figure 3.8 Representati ve fl uorescence melting curves showing the interaction of TFOs with target sites 

containing a variable central base pair (AT, T A, GC or CG). Each TFO contains either A, G, C or T at the 

identical position, generating X.ZY triplets.The experiments were performed in 50 mM sodium acetate, 

pH 6.0 containing 200 mM NaCI. The y-axes show the normalised fl uorescence (arbitrary units) , while 

the x-ax is shows the temperature (OC). The samples were heated at a rate of 0.2 °C min' l. 
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of the C+.GC and A.GC triplet, where the affinity became less pronounced at higher pH 

values, presumably due to a requirement for protonation. 

It can also be seen that the four natural bases exhibit very different selectivities for the 

four possible Watson-Crick base pairs. C and T bind to GC and AT respectively much 

better than to any other base pair. At pH 6.0, the most stable and second most stable 

triplexes formed with either C or T differ in Tm by about 12°C. In contrast, A and G 

show little discrimination between the different base pairs. The most stable and second 

most stable triplexes formed with these base differ in T m by as little as 3 0c. This 

suggests that several of these combinations are effectively "null bases" in which the 

third-strand base makes little or no contribution to specificity. 

The next step was to assess whether the choice of quencher, or the choice of linker 

attaching the quencher to the oligonucleotide affected the selectivity of the TFO. The 

above experiment was repeated using oligonucleotides labeled with pyrene or with 

methyl red attached via a serinol linker. The Tms obtained from these are shown in 

Table 3.2 and 3.3. It can be seen from examination of Table 3.1 and 3.2 that the Tms are 

virtually identical. In each instance the triplexes labeled with methyl red serinol 

exhibited Tms that were typically about 0.5-1 °C higher than those containing methyl 

red threonino!. In this instance the choice of linker attaching the quencher to the TFO 

did not affect triplex stability or selectivity. In contrast, comparing Table 3.1 and 3.3 

reveals that the stability of the triplexes containing pyrene were slightly greater than 

those containing methyl red; an increase in Tm of typically I-2°C at pH 5.0 and 4-6 °C 

at pH 6.0 was observed. However, in all cases the relative selectivity of the third strand 

was independent of the nature of the quencher. 
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Zy 
X pH AT TA GC CG 

5.0 57.3 (57.6) 54.7 (54.8) 61.8 (61.9) 55.7 (55.5) 
A 5.5 44.4 (44.2) 40.7 (40.4) 48.4 (48.0) 40.7 (40.4) 

6.0 29.3 (29.4) < 28.0 31.0 (31.2) < 28.0 
5.0 54.7 (54.4) 58.8 (58.9) 58.1 (58.1) 56.8 (56.6) 

G 5.5 39.0 (38.8) 47.3 (47.2) 44.1 (43.9) 41.9 (41.6) 
6.0 < 28.0 31.8 (32.3) 28.6 (28.4) < 28.0 
5.0 55.3 (55.2) 53.4 (53.7) 67.4 (65.9) 57.6 (57.7) 

C 5.5 39.8 (39.4) 38.7 (38.6) 56.6 (56.7) 43.7 (43.4) 
6.0 < 28.0 < 28.0 41.1 ( 41.2) 28.9 (28.7) 
5.0 63.8 (63.7) 53.8 (53.9) 57.8 (57.8) 58.1 (58.2) 

T 5.5 54.3 (54.7) 39.2 (38.8) 43.7 (43.9) 44.5 (44.3) 
6.0 57.3 (57.6) 54.7 (54.8) 61.8 (61.9) 55.7 (55.5) 

Table 3.2 Tm values determined by fluorescence melting for triplexes composed of different triplet 

combinations using a temperature gradient of 0.2 °C min- 1 and the quencher methyl red serino!. Values in 

parenthesis were calculated from the annealing phase. Each value is an average of three separate 

determinations which usually differed by less than 0.5 0c. 

Zy 
X pH AT TA GC CG 

5.0 58.5 (58.8) 56.0 (56.1) 62.2 (62.5) 57.6 (57.9) 
A 5.5 48.0 (48.2) 44.4 (44.4) 51.4 (51.4) 44.5 (44.6) 

6.0 32.7 (32.8) 28.7 (28.8) 34.6 (35.1) 29.2 (28.9) 
5.0 55.5 (55.9) 59.6 (59.9) 58.9 (59.1) 58.4 (58.5) 

G 5.5 42.3 (42.6) 50.5 (50.4) 47.4 (47.5) 45.6 (45.7) 
6.0 < 28.0 35.3 (35.7) 31.5 (31.6) 29.4 (29.4) 
5.0 56.0 (56.3) 54.9 (55.0) 67.2 (66.8) 59.3 (59.2) 

C 5.5 42.7 (42.7) 41.4 (42.8) 59.0 (59.1) 46.7 (46.9) 
6.0 < 28.0 < 28.0 45.1 (45.2) 31.9 (31.9) 
5.0 64.8 (64.8) 55.1 (55.3) 59.2 (59.3) 60.0 (60.2) 

T 5.5 57.4 (57.7) 42.6 (42.7) 47.5 (47.7) 48.1 (48.1) 
6.0 45.1 (45.3) 28.5 (28.3) 32.4 (32.7) 33.2 (33.3) 

Table 3.3 Tm values determined by fluorescence melting for triplexes composed of different triplet 

combinations using a temperature gradient of 0.2 °C min-1 and the quencher pyrene. Values in parenthesis 

were calculated from the annealing phase. Each value is an average of three separate determinations 

which usually differed by less than 0.5 0c. 
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3.3.6.2 Effect of triplex length 

To assess the effect of third strand length on the affinity and selectivity of triplex 

formation, the interaction of TFO-T 15 and TFO-T IO with the four different duplexes was 

studied. The Tms obtained for melting of these are shown in Table 3.4. The experiments 

were carried out under identical conditions to those described above. The TFOs were 

labelled with a pyrene quencher. Examination of Table 3.4 and Table 3.3 reveals that, as 

expected, decreasing the TFO length decreases the stability of the triplex. At pH 6.0, Tm 

values of 45.1,42.5, and 34.1 °C were obtained for the interaction of the 18mer, 15mer 

and 10mer with their intended AT-duplex target, respectively. This is a difference of 11 

°C between the longest and shortest TFO. At lower pH values this difference is 

increased, with a difference of 13 °C and 15°C at pH 5.5 and 5.0, respectively. It can 

also be seen that the selectivity of the TFO increases as it becomes shorter, at pH 5.0 the 

18mer exhibits a difference of 5 °C between the most stable and the second most stable 

triplex it forms, in contrast the 10mer exhibits a difference of 10 dc. This is surprising 

since the shorter TFO positions the mismatches near the triplex termini, and should be 

less destabilising. 

ZY 
x pH AT TA GC CG 

5.0 61.6 (61.9) 47.7 (47.7) 53.5 (53.4) 54.6 (54.4) 
5.5 55.6 (55.6) 37.4 (36.9) 43.1 (43.1) 43.6 (43.5) 
6.0 42.5 (42.6) < 28.0 28.9 (28.5) 29.1 (29.0) 
5.0 49.8 (50.2) 36.9 (36.6) 36.4 (37.2) 39.6 (39.2) 
5.5 44.2 (44.2) < 35.0 < 35.0 < 35.0 
6.0 34.1 (34.4) < 28.0 < 28.0 < 28.0 

Table 3.4 T,1l values determined by fluorescence melting for triplexes of different lengths and different 

triplet combinations using a temperature gradient of 0.2 °C min-I and the quencher pyrene. Values in 

parenthesis were calculated from the annealing phase. 

3.3.6.3 Factors effecting hysteresis 

Finally, the effect of pH and base composition on hysteresis was examined by repeating 

the above study at a faster rate of heating (6°C min-I). The difference in Tms (!J.Tm) 

between melting and annealing temperatures for the 16 possible triplexes are shown in 

Table 3.5. At pH 5.0., it can be seen that the greatest hysteresis was evident for the 

C+.GC triplet (!J.Tm = 12.8 DC), followed by T.AT (!J.Tm = 10.6 DC), then G.TA (!J.Tm = 
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4.5 °C) and A.GC (I1Tm = 3.9 °C). This follows the order of stability of these triplets. 

The remaining triplets exhibit very little or no hysteresis at this pH. 

It can be seen that the extent of hysteresis was different at pH 5.5; a decrease was 

observed for the most stable triplets whilst an increase was seen for the remaining 

triplets. Increasing the pH further still also effected the degree of hysteresis. At pH 6.0, 

an increase in hysteresis was observed for all triplets that could be accurately measured 

(some Tms were lower than the LightCyder could measure). It is therefore evident that 

the extent of hysteresis is dependent on a range of factors. 

ZY 
x pH AT TA GC CG 

5.0 1.6 0.7 3.9 0.3 
A 5.5 1.8 1.8 1.6 1.5 

6.0 < 28.0 < 28.0 3.4 < 28.0 
5.0 0 4.5 0.9 0.4 

G 5.5 1.5 1.5 1.3 1.1 
6.0 < 28.0 3.2 > 3.6 > 1.6 
5.0 0.4 0 12.8 0.4 

C 5.5 1.0 0.7 3.1 1.8 
6.0 < 28.0 < 28.0 4.6 1.8 
5.0 10.6 0.7 3.9 0.3 

T 5.5 1.8 1.8 1.6 1.5 
6.0 2.4 < 28.0 3.4 < 28.0 

Table 3.5 !::"'Tm values determined from the difference in Tm between the melting and annealing profiles of 

the 16 triplexes under study using a temperature gradient of 6 °C min-I and the quencher methyl red 

serino!. Each value is an average of three separate determinations which usually differed by less than 0.5 

dc. 

3.4 Discussion 

The aim of the work described in this chapter was to demonstrate that the fluorescence 

melting technique could be employed for assessing the relative stability of 

intennolecular triplexes that contain appropriately positioned fluorophores and 

quenchers using a Roche LightCyder. 
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3.4.1 Rate of heating 

The slowest rate of continuous temperature change with the LightCycler (6°C min-I) 

was too fast to allow for the slow rates of intermolecular triplex formation, leading to 

hysteresis between the melting and annealing curves. The standard temperature gradient 

usually employed in UV melting studies on triplexes is between 0.1-0.4 °C min-' 

(Mergny & Lacroix, 2003). By programming the LightCycler to increase the 

temperature in 1 °C steps, leaving the sample to equilibrate for 5 minutes at each step, 

an apparent temperature gradient of 0.2 °C min-' was obtained. This rate was 

sufficiently slow to eliminate hysteresis and produce true equilibrium curves for the 

triplexes under study. However, it should be noted that under different experimental 

conditions or for triplexes containing modified bases this might not be the case. 

The extent of the hysteresis was dependent on a range of factors, such as TFO length, 

base composition and pH. Hysteresis arises because of slow steps in the association or 

dissociation reactions so that the reaction is not at thermodynamic equilibrium during 

the melting process. At low pH the triplexes containing the most stable triplets; C+.GC, 

T.AT, G.TA and A.GC, exhibited much greater hysteresis than those containing a 

central mismatch. As mismatches in the centre of a triplex do not affect kon but affect 

koff in a manner that is dependent on the nature of the mismatch (Rougee et a!., 1992) it 

is likely that this hysteresis was predominately the result of the slow dissociation rate of 

these triplets, though this would require further experiments. The extent of hysteresis 

was also profoundly affected by pH, suggesting that protonation is another important 

factor determining the association and dissociation rates of triplex formation, though no 

clear relationship was identified. 

Understanding the factors that contribute to hysteresis should allow the design of short 

melting experiments, thereby minimizing the time samples are exposed to high 

temperatures and decreasing the chance of degradation, photobleaching and 

evaporation. Melting and annealing profiles that exhibit hysteresis have also been used 

to generate kinetic data for the association and dissociation of intermolecular triplexes 

(Rougee et a!., 1992; Bernal-Mendez et a!., 2002). 
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3.4.2 Melting profiles 

The melting profiles determined by this fluorescence melting technique are qualitatively 

very similar to those determined by UV melting except for the presence of some small 

secondary transitions. At high temperature a small decrease in fluorescence is observed. 

This can be attributed to the melting of the underlying duplex since melting of the 

duplex strands in the absence of TFO produced an identical transition. Also, this 

transition is no longer evident under conditions where the triplex is more stable than the 

underlying duplex (i.e. low pH) when only the triplex melting transition is seen. The 

reason for the decrease in fluorescence is not clear, but may be attributed to the different 

electronic properties of fluorescein when bound to the duplex and when free in solution. 

These differences maybe the result of stacking interactions with the bases of the duplex 

or an altered pKa of fluorescein. 

A further transition was observed at low pHs, at the start of the triplex melt, and is 

likely to be attributed to the formation of short-lived secondary structures. Melting of 

the TFO and just the purine-containing strand of the duplex exhibited a clear transition 

at similar temperatures. Under these conditions the two oligonucleotides could 

potentially form a parallel Hoogsteen duplex (see below), an antiparallel Hoogsteen 

duplex, a slipped or bulged structures or other secondary structures involving 

protonated C residues. The transition disappears at relatively low temperatures and 

therefore should not effect the triplex melt. 

Parallel Hoogsteen duplexes 

5 / -Q-TCTCTCTTXTCCTCCTCC 
5 / -F-AGAGAGAAZAGGAGGAGG 

TCCTCCTCC 
5 / -Q-TCTCTCTTX 
5 / -F-AGAGAGAAZAGGAGGAGG 

3.4.3 Choice of reporter groups 

It was anticipated that the type of quencher used in these studies could influence the 

affinity and selectivity of the third strand for its target duplex. The quenchers methyl 

red and pyrene were attached to TFOs via the same linker and their effect on triplex 
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stability assessed. The pyrene-containing triplexes exhibited higher melting 

temperatures than those containing methyl red, an effect that was greater at elevated pH. 

As pyrene is a good triplex intercalator (Xue et aI., 2002) the higher stability of the 

triplexes containing this quencher is not surprising. To examine whether these groups 

affect triplex stringency, TFOs containing each of these quenchers were targeted against 

different duplex targets. The TFOs exhibited the same selectivity irrespective of the 

quencher employed, furthermore this selectivity was the same as previously reported 

(see below). This highlights that although the addition of these groups does affect 

triplex stability, this should not affect the selectivity of triplexes that are the same length 

and differ by a single central triplet. 

It was also anticipated that different linkers used to attach the quencher to the TFO 

could influence triplex formation. In these studies methyl red was attached directly to 

deoxyribose, or via a threoninol or serinollinker to the TFO backbone. The deoxyribose 

variant exhibited the greatest increase in stability, which is likely to be attributed to the 

presence of a further nucleotide within the TFO. The serinol and threoninol variants 

exhibited very similar melting temperatures, this was not surprising as the difference 

between the two is a single methyl group. 

The attachment of fluorescein to the end of a duplex has previously been shown to lead 

to little or no stabilisation effects (Moreira et aI., 2005), though this was not 

investigated in this work. The fluorescence yield of fluorescein is pH dependent and 

could potentially be a problem for studying parallel triplexes, where low pH is required 

for these complexes to form. Despite a lower overall fluorescence, it was possible to 

obtain accurate melting curves at pH values as low as 5.0. 

3.4.4 Factors effecting triplex stability 

Several factors effecting triplex stability were examined, mainly to verify that the 

results produced by this approach are similar to those obtained by other techniques but 

also to use as reference for studies on modified triplexes presented in later chapters. 

Several studies have been carried out on TFOs to investigate the stability of all 

combinations of natural bases opposite each base pair (Mergny et al., 1991; Y oon et aI., 

1992; Fossela et al. 1993; Chandler and Fox, 1993; Dervan; Best and Dervan, 1995). 
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These have shown that triplex formation is sensitive to single mismatches between the 

bases in the third strand and the duplex. In this study the thermal stability of triplexes 

containing all possible triplet combinations at a central position were also investigated. 

The most stable triplexes are formed with those that contain central T.AT and C+.GC 

triplets, with several other combinations producing triplexes of intermediate stability, 

including G.TA, T.CG, C.CG, G.GC, A.GC and T.GC triplets. These results emphasise 

that the most suitable bases for recognising AT, GC, TA and CG base pairs are T, C, G 

and T or C, respectively. This third-strand binding code was exhibited at different pH 

values and with triplexes of different lengths, with a greater differentiation exhibited at 

higher pH and shorter third strand lengths. Again, these observations are consistent with 

those previously reported (Moser & Dervan, 1987; Howard et aI., 1964; Lee et af., 

1979). Taken together, these results demonstrate that this fluorescence melting 

technique provides an accurate means for measuring the thermal stability of different 

triplexes under a variety of experimental conditions. 
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4 ENHANCING TRIPLEX STABILITY USING OLIGONUCLEOTIDES 

CONTAINING NUCLEOSIDE ANALOGUES 

4.1 Introduction 

Parallel triplex formation is currently hampered by low stability under physiological pH 

and ionic conditions. This is predominantly the result of charge repulsion between the 

three adjacent polyanionic DNA strands and a requirement for protonation of cytosine 

at N3. This chapter considers several nucleoside analogues designed to overcome each 

of these restrictions. 

The simplest strategy to alleviate the charge repulsion problem is to incorporate 

positively charged moieties into the TFO by either modifying the backbone, the sugar or 

the base. The first part of this chapter examines the triplex-forming properties of several 

5- and 2'-substituted derivatives of deoxyuridine that are protonated under 

physiological conditions. 5-propargylamino-dU (Up; Figure 4.1(iii)) and 2'

aminoethoxy,5-propargylamino-U (BAU; Figure 4.1(v)) have previously been shown to 

form more stable triplets with AT base pairs than T (Bijapur et ai, 1999; Sollogoub et 

ai, 2002). Both analogues contain positively charged amino functions suitably 

positioned to interact with the negative phosphodiester residues within the duplex 

purine-strand and/or the TFO. The analogues propargylguanidino-dU (UPG
; Figure 

4.1(iv)) and the novel 2'-guanidinoethoxy ,5-propargylguanidino-U (BGU; Figure 

4.1(vi)) are also investigated. These nucleosides contain guanidine functions in place of 

the amine groups of uP and BAU. Guanidines are protonated over a greater pH range 

than amines and may stabilise triplex formation to a greater extent (Roig et aI., 2003; 

Prakesh et al., 2004). 

Alongside electrostatic interactions it is likely that these analogues participate III 

favourable hydrophobic and base stacking interactions within the major groove. It may 

also be possible for the amine or guanidine moieties to participate in hydrogen bonding. 

The analogue 5-dimethylaminopropargyl-dU (UDMP
; Figure 4.1(ii)) is a novel derivative 

of uP that contains a dimethyl amine in place of the amine, this group retains a positive 

charge but unlike uP cannot participate in hydrogen bonding. 5-amino-dU (UA; Figure 

4.1(i)) also contains an amino group at the 5-position of dU, which is not likely to be 

protonated under physiological conditions and lacks the hydrophobic propyne moiety. 
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(iii) 

(vi) 

Figure 4.1 Chemical structures and proposed hydrogen bonding patterns of the nucleoside analogues 

designed to recognise AT base pairs; (i) UA.AT (ii) UDMP.AT (iii) UP.AT (iv) UPG.AT (v) BAUAT and 

(vi) BGU.AT. The third strand sugar is included only when a modification is present. 
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The second part of this chapter looks at the triplex-forming properties of several 

nucleosides designed to alleviate the pH dependency of the C+.GC triplet. 2-

aminopyridine (P; Figure 4.2A) and 3-methyl,2-aminopyridine (Mep; Figure 4.2C) are 

cytosine analogues based on the more basic pyridine C-nucleus and exhibit pKa values 

two pH units higher than C (Bates et ai., 1996; Hildbrand et ai, 1996; Cassidy et ai., 

1997). 6-0xo deoxycytidine is a cytosine mimick that contains suitable H-bond donors 

at positions 3 and 4 for pH independent recognition of GC (Xiang et aI., 1994). The 2'

O-methyl and ribo derivatives of this base have also been reported, though these 

produce less stable complexes (Berressem & Engels, 1995; Parsch et aI., 2000). The 

novel Y-aminoethoxy derivative (AE6-oxo-C; Figure 4.2B) of this base is examined in 

this study. N7G is generated by linking deoxyribose to the N7 position of guanine 

(instead of the usual N9), this orients it such that the groups involved in hydrogen bond 

formation mimic those seen in the C+.GC triplet (Hunziker et aI., 1995). The 2'

aminoethoxy derivative (AEN7G; Figure 4.2D) of this base is investigated. 

The last part of this chapter focuses on achieving recognition of oligopurine sequences 

at physiological pH using TFOs containing multiple substitutions of uP or BAU for 

recognition of AT and P or Mcp for recognition of Gc. It is known that the base 

sequence and composition of an unmodified parallel TFO affects its affinity for its 

duplex target (Keppler et aI., 1997; James et aI., 2003). Most notably, TFOs containing 

alternating C+.GC and T.AT triplets generate the most stable triplets. TFOs containing 

different numbers and arrangements of these nucleoside analogues are studied by 

DNase I footprinting experiments. 

4.2 Experimental design 

4.2.1 Fluorescence melting experiments 

The sequences of the oligonucleotides used in the thermal melting experiments are 

illustrated in Figure 4.3A. For these experiments the purine strand of the duplex (boxed) 

was labelled at the Y -end with a fluorophore (F; fluorescein), while the third strand was 

labelled at the Y-end with a quencher (Q; pyrene or methyl red). Melting temperatures 

(T m) for these intermolecular triplexes were determined as described in Chapter 3 using 

an appropriate rate of temperature change. As the 18mer third strands contained several 
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Figure 4.2 Chemical structures and proposed hydrogen bonding patterns of the nucleoside analogues 

designed to reduce the pH dependency of triplex formation; (i) P.GC (ii) AE6-oxo-C.GC (iii) Mep.GC and 

(iv) AEN7G.GC. The third strand sugar is included to show any sugar modifications. 
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TFO-X 
Duplex 

TFO-OC1o 
TFO-OCI5 
TFO-OC I8 

6BAU 

3P 
2UP 

2P2UP 

IMep 

IBAU 
MepBAU 
2BAU 
2Mep2BAU 
3Mep 
3BAU 
3Mep3BAU 
3Mep3BAU 
5BAU 

GTpar 
GTanti 
GBAUpar 
GBAUanti 

Duplex target 

5'-Q-TCTCTCTTXTCCTCCTCC 
5'-F-AGAGAGAAZAGGAGGAGG 

3'-TCTCTCTTYTCCTCCTCC 

5'-Q-TCTCTOTTTT 
5'-Q-TCTCTCTTTTOCTOC 
5'-Q-TCTOTCTTTTOCTOCTCC 

5'-TCCTTCTC 
5' -TccifTCTC 
5' -TccuAuAcifc 

5'-TTTTTTCTT 
5'-BBBBBBCBT 

5'-TCTCTTTTTTCT 
5'-TPTPTTTTTTPT 
5'-TCTCTUPTUPTTCT 
5'-TPTPTUPTUPTTPT 
5' -TCTMepTTTTTTCT 
5'-TCTCTTTBTTCT 
5' -TCTMepTTTBTTCT 
5'-TCTCTBTBTTCT 
5 ' - TCTMepTBTBTTMepT 
5 ' - TMepTMepTTTTTTMepT 

5'-TCTCTBTBTBCT 
5' _TMepTMepTBTBTBMepeT 
5 ' - TMepBMepBBTTTTMepT 

5'-BCBCBTBTTBCT 

5'-TGTTTTTTGTGT 
3'-TGTTTTTTGTGT 
5'-TGBTBTBTGBGT 
3'-TGBTBTBTGBGT 

5' .. AGGAAGAGAAZAAAGA .. 
3' .. TCCTTCTCTTYTTTCT .. 

Figure 4.3 Sequence of oligonucleotides used in Chapter 4; A) Oligonucleotides used in fluorescence 

melting experiments. The duplexes are labelled with fluorescein (F) at the 5 '-end of the purine strand and 

with methyl red serinol or threoninol (Q) at the 5 '-end of the TFO; (i) Single substitution studies; Zy is 

each base pair in turn (AT, TA, Gc, CG) and X is each base or analogue; (ii) TFOs contain several 

substitutions of 6-oxo-C (0). B) Oligonucleotides used in footprinting experiments. Sequence of TFOs and 

their oligopurine target site within the tyrT(43-59) DNA fragment (boxed; ZY = AT). TFOs contain the 

nucleoside analogues 5-aminouracil (VA), 5-propargylamino dU (U), 2 '-aminoethoxy,5-propargylamino-U 

(B), 2-aminopyridine (P) and 3-methyl,2-amino pyridine (M"}». In the selectivity studies the 

oligonucleotide 5BAU positions ~ opposite ZY, when ZY is each base pair in turn (AT, TA, GC, CG). 
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cytosine residues triplex formation using these oligonucleotides was pH dependent and 

was restricted to low pH conditions (pH < 6.0). All melting experiments were 

undertaken in 50 mM sodium acetate buffer containing 200 mM sodium chloride at a 

pH between 5.0 and 6.0. No additional stabilising factors were employed in the assay, 

so as to maximize the intrinsic affinity of each analogue. In each assay the concentration 

of duplex was 0.25 /-lM and the concentration of third strand was 3 /-lM. The excess of 

third strand was used to facilitate triplex formation. T m values were calculated from the 

first derivatives of the melting and annealing profiles. Each value was recorded in 

triplicate and usually differed by less than 0.5 0c. 

The oligonucleotides shown in Figure 4.3A(i) were designed to position a single 

nucleoside analogue (X) within a TFO so as to form a central X.ZY triplet upon triplex 

formation, where ZY is each bp in tum (AT, TA, GC or CG). These sequences are 

identical to those studied in Chapter 3, except X is an analogue and not a natural base. 

The third strand oligonucleotides illustrated in Figure 4.3A(ii) were designed to target 

the same duplex as above, when ZY is AT. In these oligonucleotides several 

substitutions of C were replaced with the nucleoside analogue AE6-oxo-c. 

4.2.2 DNase I footprinting experiments 

The sequences of the third strand oligonucleotides and their duplex targets used in 

DNase 1 footprinting experiments are shown in Figure 4.3B. The oligonucleotides were 

designed to target different positions of the polypurine tract (boxed; ZY is AT) found 

within the 105 bp tyrT(43-59) DNA fragment. For the selectivity studies, position ZY 

was mutated by site-directed mutagenesis to T A, GC and CG. The full sequences of this 

fragment can be seen in Figure 2.4. Each fragment was radiolabelled at the 3 '-end of the 

EcoRI site using reverse transcriptase and [a-32P]dATP. The experiments were 

performed in an appropriate buffer and the complexes were left to equilibrate overnight 

at 20°C. Quantitative analysis of the bands within each footprint allowed calculation of 

Cso values, indicating the TFO concentration that reduced the band intensity by 50%. 

The Cso values obtained for the interaction of each of the oligonucleotides examined 

within this chapter are summarised in Table 4.5. 
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4.3 Results 

In these studies the selectivity and affinity of TFOs containing single or multiple 

substitutions of the above mentioned nucleoside analogues are assessed by quantitative 

DNase I footprinting and/or fluorescence melting. These are compared to TFOs 

containing natural bases. 

4.3.1 Increasing the stability of triplex formation 

4.3.1.1 Triplexformation with 5-amino-dU 

To corroborate the stabilising affect of a hydrophobic group at the 5-position of dU, the 

base analogue 5-amino dU, which contains a hydrophilic amino group at this position, 

was compared for its triplex-forming properties with T. The interactions of the 

modified oligonucleotides 5'-TCCUATCTCT (1 UA) and 5'-TCCAUAUCAUCT (3 UA) 

with the tyrT(43-59) DNA fragment were determined and compared with the interaction 

of the unmodified control oligonucleotide 5'-TCCTTCTCT. The sequence of the 

intended target site within tyrT(43-59) is 5'-AGGAAGAGAl3 '-TCCTTCTCT. Since 

this target contains four GC base pairs triplex formation with oligonucleotides 

containing only natural bases was strongly pH dependent. These experiments were 

therefore performed in pH 5.0 50 mM sodium acetate containing 2.5 mM magnesium 

chloride. The complexes were left to equilibrate overnight at 20°C. 

Representative cleavage patterns for the interaction of each oligonucleotide with the 105 

bp DNA fragment are shown in Figure 4.4. Clear footprints are evident for the 

interaction of all three TFOs at the intended target site at the 5'-end of the polypurine 

tract (boxed). The cleavage pattern remains unaltered for the rest of the fragment, 

indicating only specific binding of the TFOs. The bands within the gel are of different 

intensities as DNase I does not generate even cleavage patterns, in this case this is most 

notable for the GC-rich regions, such as within the polypurine tract (marked). The 

concentrations of TFOs used in each gel are identical and direct visual comparison 

between gels indicates the footprint produced by the control TFO persists to a lower 

concentration than either of the two modified TFOs. It is also evident that the footprint 

produced by the TFO containing one substitution of AU persists to a lower concentration 

than the TFO containing three. Quantitative analysis for the interaction of these TFOs 
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Figure 4.4 DNase I cleavage patterns of tyrT(43-59) in the presence of unmodified and 5-amino-dU 

substituted oligonucleotides at pH 5.0. The lanes labelled 'GA' are Maxam-Gilbert markers specific for 

purines while 'con' indicates DNase I cleavage in the absence of added oligonucleotide. The 

concentration (flM) ofTFO is shown at the top of each gel lane. The experiments were performed in pH 

5.0 50mM sodium acetate containing 2.5 mM magnesium chloride, and the complexes were left to 

equilibrate overnight at 20°C. The filled boxes show the position of the triplex target site within the 17 

base o ligopurine tract (also indicated). 
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yields Cso values of 24 ± 1 nM, 86 ± 15 nM and 150 ± 40 nM for the control, 1 UA and 

3UA oligonucleotides respectively. This corresponds to about a 3-fold decrease in 

affinity for replacement of a single T with UA. These footprinting experiments 

demonstrate that triplexes composed of UA.A T triplets are less stable than those 

composed ofT.AT triplets. Therefore the replacement of a hydrophobic for a 

hydrophilic substituent at the 5-position of dU is destabilising. 

4.1.1.2 Triplexformation with 5-propargyl deoxyuridine derivatives 

The triplex-forming properties of nucleoside analogues containing different substituents 

at the 5-position and 2 '-position of deoxyuridine were assessed by fluorescence melting. 

The sequence specificity and affinity of the analogues UDMP, UP, UPG, BAU and BGU in 

triplex formation was assessed by determining the Tm of the fluorescently-Iabelled 

intermolecular triplexes shown in Figure 4.3A. The structures of these analogues are 

shown in Figure 4.1. T mS were determined by fluorescence melting experiments as 

described in Chapter 3. In these experiments a single substitution of each analogue was 

incorporated at the centre of the 18mer TFO (indicated by X in Figure 4.3A) and 

targeted against four duplexes in which ZY was each base pair in tum. The stability of 

these complexes was compared with those formed by TFOs that contain each of the 

natural bases at this central position. All oligonucleotides were dis sol ved in 50 mM 

sodium acetate containing 200 mM sodium chloride at the appropriate pH. 

A rate of temperature change of 6 °C min- 1 was initially employed for heating and 

cooling the complexes at pH 5.0. The melting and annealing temperatures were 

obtained from the first derivatives of these profiles can be seen in Table 4.1. At this rate 

of temperature change the melting and annealing curves exhibited hysteresis, the extent 

of which was dependent on the nature of the central triplet. For each analogue the 

hysteresis was greatest against the intended AT base pair target rather than against a 

mismatch base pair. A comparison between the analogues shows that hysteresis was 

greatest for the triplexes containing the BAU.AT and BGU.AT triplets, with about a 20 

°C difference between melting and annealing curves. This was followed by triplexes 

containing the UDMP.AT, UP.AT and UPG.AT triplets, with a difference of about 16°C. 

These compare with an 11 °C difference for the triplex containing the T.AT triplet. On 

reducing the rate of heating to 0.2 °C min-I, this hysteresis disappears for almost all 

triplexes containing mismatched triplets but is still evident for those containing X.A T 
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triplets, especially for BAU.AT and BGU.AT. Melting and annealing temperatures for 

these can be seen in Table 4.2. The Tms are approximately mid-way between the melting 

and annealing values obtained at the faster rate of temperature change. On reducing the 

rate to 0.067 °C min- I the hysteresis was reduced even further and was evident only for 

BAU and BGU.AT triplets, with a difference of about 3 °C between melting and 

annealing temperatures. At this rate the annealing and melting profiles were obtained on 

separate samples as the long exposure to high temperatures led to sample degradation. 

Zy 
X pH AT TA GC CG 
uP 5.0 72.8 (58.3) 55.2 (54.8) 61.8 (58.9) 59.5 (58.7) 
UPG 5.0 74.1 (58.1) 55.1 (54.6) 61.9 (59.0) 59.1 (58.4) 

UDMP 5.0 72.0 (56.7) 54.9 (53.3) 61.4 (57.4) 59.1 (57.3) 
BAU 5.0 77.5 (58.4) 55.0 (55.7) 66.5 (55.9) 56.1 (57.2) 
BGU 5.0 78.3 (57.4) 55.8 (54.6) 67.0 (59.1) 56.2 (56.0) 

Table 4.1 Tm values determined by fluorescence melting for triplexes composed of triplets containing 

deoxyuridine derivatives using a temperature gradient of 6°C min- 1 and the quencher methyl red. Values 

in parenthesis were calculated from the annealing phase. Each value is an average of three separate 

determinations which usually differed by less than 0.5 0c. 

It was also observed that hysteresis could be eliminated by increasing the pH, all 

triplexes formed at pH 5.5 and pH 6.0 did not show any hysteresis at a rate of 

temperature change of 0.2 °C min-I. Melting and annealing temperatures obtained for 

these are also included in table 4.2. These T mS can be compared directly with those 

obtained for the TFOs containing natural bases (Table 3.1). 

This hysteresis arises because the melting curves are not in thermodynamic equilibrium 

and indicates the presence of slow steps in the association and/or dissociation reactions. 

These slow steps are clearly longer for the modified analogues compared to T, and these 

were the longest for the analogues containing two positive charges. Interestingly, the 

Tms obtained from the annealing profiles for each X.AT triplet were very similar, 

whereas the T mS obtained from the melting profiles varied depending on X. This 

suggests that the difference in stability of these triplets arises from a difference in 

dissociation rates. 
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ZY 
x pH AT TA GC CG 

5.0 65.4 (64.0) 54.4 (54.5) 59.4 (59.5) 58.4 (58.4) 
5.5 55.6 (55.8) 39.9 (40.1) 46.5 (46.3) 44.5 (44.3) 
6.0 41.8 (42.0) < 28.0 30.9 (31.0) 29.5 (29.6) 
5.0 66.5 (64.0) 54.8 (54.8) 60.3 (60.3) 58.7 (58.7) 
5.5 56.9 (56.9) 40.3 (40.4) 47.0 (47.2) 44.9 (44.8) 
6.0 43.7 (43.9) < 28.0 32.3 (32.3) 29.9 (30.2) 
5.0 67.8 (64.1) 54.6 (54.7) 60.2 (60.2) 58.5 (58.5) 
5.5 57.7 (57.8) 39.6 (39.8) 47.2 (47.0) 43.9 (43.9) 
6.0 43.8 (43.7) < 28.0 30.7 (31.0) 28.4 (28.2) 
5.0 70.8 (64.4) 55.9 (55.9) 62.8 (63.0) 56.7 (56.8) 

BAU 5.5 59.5 (59.2) 41.8 (41.3) 51.8 (51.6) 42.0 (41.9) 
6.0 47.5 (47.6) < 28.0 36.5 (36.7) < 28.0 
5.0 72.1 (64.0) 55.2 (55.2) 62.8 (62.8) 55.8 (55.8) 

BGU 5.5 60.0 (59.8) 40.1 (40.3) 51.3 (51.2) 40.3 (40.5) 
6.0 47.4 (47.3) < 28.0 35.0 (35.4) < 28.0 

Table 4.2 Tm values determined by fluorescence melting for triplexes composed of triplets containing 

deoxyuridine derivatives using a temperature gradient of 0.2 °C min- l and the quencher methyl red. 

Values in parenthesis were calculated from the annealing phase. Each value is an average of three 

separate determinations which usually differed by less than 0.5 0c. 

Representative melting profiles obtained for the triplexes formed at pH 6.0 are shown in 

Figure 4.5 and are true equilibrium curves obtained at a slow rate of heating (0.2 °C 

min-I). Examination of the profiles obtained against the intended AT duplex target (top 

left) reveals that all analogues increased the stability of the triplexes relative to T (red 

line), this was greatest for the BAU and BGU analogues (blue lines). Comparison of the 

melting temperatures obtained from these profiles shows a Till increase of between 2 and 

8 °C relative to T at pH 6.0 with an order of stability of T < UDMP < uP = UPG < BAU = 
BGU. This increase in stability was more evident at higher pH values. It can be seen 

that each X.AT triplet is now more stable than C+.GC at all pHs, in contrast to T.AT 

which produces less stable complexes than C+.Gc. Also, the guanidylated derivatives of 

uP and BAU are no more stable than their unmodified counterparts. Whilst a 

comparison of the stability of UDMP and UP, shows that the replacement of the amino 

group attached to the propargyl chain with a dimethylamino group is slightly 

destabilising. 

Examination of Figure 4.5 and Table 4.2 reveals that as well as showing increased 

triplex stability at AT each analogue produced more stable complexes than T against 
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Figure 4.5 Fluorescence melting curves showing the interaction of TFOs containing 5-propargyl-dU 

derivatives with duplex targets containing a variable central base pair at pH 6.0. The experiments were 

performed in 50 mM sodium acetate containing 200 mM NaCI. The y-axes show the normalised 

fluorescence (arbitrary units) , while the x-axes show the temperature (QC). The samples were heated at a 

rate of 0.2 QC/min. 
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GC base pairs. However, the ability of these analogues to discriminate between AT and 

GC is similar to that that of T, and the difference in Tm between X.GC and T.GC is 

similar to that between X.A T and T.A T. For example, the difference in T m between 

UP.AT and T.AT is 4.3 DC and the difference between UP.GC and T.GC is 4.6 DC. In 

contrast, the difference between X.TA and T.TA is very small, whilst X.CG is as stable 

(X is UDMP, uP or UPG) or actually less stable than T.CG (X is BAU or BGU). These 

results suggest that as well as producing very stable complexes at AT these nucleosides 

exhibit enhanced discrimination against TA and CG base pairs. This effect is greatest 

for the BAU and BGU analogues. 

4.1.1.3 Triplex specificity of2 '-aminoethoxy,5-propargylamino-U at physiological pH 

The fluorescence melting studies presented above were undertaken under low pH 

conditions, as the TFOs contained several C residues. The selectivity of BAU was 

therefore examined at physiological pH by DNase I footprinting. For these experiments, 

the interactions of S'-BCBCBTBTTBCT (SBAU) with the four DNA fragments shown 

in Figure 4.2B were determined. Each fragment differed by a central base pair (ZY) 

within the 12 bp oligopurine target site. The TFO was designed to position a single 

BAU residue at an identical position (underlined). In this manner the selectivity of this 

analogue for each base pair in tum could be examined. The sequence of the duplex 

target site is S'-AGAGAAZAAAGAl3'-TCTCTTTTTTCT and is found at the 3 '-end of 

the polypurine tract within tyrT(43-S9). Since this target contains three GC pairs triplex 

formation with oligonucleotides containing only natural bases is strongly pH dependent, 

while the nine AT base pairs result in a complex with relatively low affinity. The TFO 

therefore required four additional BAU substitutions to stabilise triplex formation at pH 

7.0. 

Experiments were undertaken under standard footprinting conditions in 10 mM tris 

containing SO mM sodium chloride, leaving the complexes to equilibrate overnight at 

20 DC. An unusual phenomenon was observed; under these conditions the target DNA 

was seen to either aggregate or precipitate out of solution. Shortening the incubation 

time to just 30 minutes reduced this effect. The gels obtained are shown in Figure 4.6. A 

clear footprint is evident with the target containing a central AT bp (left hand panel), 

whilst the rest of the cleavage pattern remains unaffected. Quantitative analysis of the 

bands within this footprint produced a Cso value of 0.4 ± 0.1 flM. A much weaker 
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Figure 4.6 DNase I cleavage patterns of different ty rT(43-59) fragments in the presence of a TFO 

containing 2 '-aminoethoxy,5-propargylamino-U at pH 7.0. Experiments used the oligonucleotide 5'

BCBCBT~TBTCT, where B is BAU, with DNA fragments derived from ty rT(43-59) containing each 

base pair in turn at the centre of the oligopurine tract. This generated the central triplets ~.AT, ~.T A, 

~.GC and ~.CG (indicated). These experiments were performed in standard microcentrifuge tubes . The 

experiments were performed in 10 mM tris containing 50 mM sodium chloride at pH 7.0 and the 

complexes were left at 20 °C for 30 minutes to equilibrate. The oligonucleotide concentration (flM) is 

shown at the top of each gel lane. Tracks labelled 'GA' are Maxam-Gilbert markers specific for purines, 

while 'con ' indicates DNase I cleavage in the absence of added oligonucleotide. The filled boxes show 

the position of the triplex target sites. 
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footprint is evident with the target generating a BAU.GC triplet (at concentration of 3 

flM and above), while no interaction is seen with the TA or CG targets. The experiment 

was repeated with the unmodified oligonucleotide 5'-TCTCTTTTTTCT. As expected, 

this did not produce footprints at any of these target sequences at concentrations as high 

as 30 flM and the presence of 10 mM magnesium chloride. 

At a later stage this experiment was repeated with hydrophobic microcentrifuge tubes, 

to assess whether this affected the target precipitation and/or the binding of the heavily 

modified TFO. This time no precipitation was evident after incubating overnight. The 

gels obtained are shown in Figure 4.7 and a comparison between the two sets of gels 

demonstrates a clear difference. The same selectivity is observed; a clear footprint is 

evident with the target containing a central AT and a weaker footprint was observed 

against GC, but both footprints persist to lower TFO concentrations. Quantitative 

analysis of the footprint at the AT target produced a C50 value of 5.5 ± 5 nM whereas 

the GC target produced a C50 value of 91 ± 15 nM. Again no interaction with T A or CG 

was observed at concentrations as high as 5 flM. This suggests at least a 20-fold 

difference in affinity between intended target and the least destabilising mismatch and 

clearly corroborates the results obtained from fluorescence melting; BAU produces very 

stable triplets with AT bp and enhanced discrimination against CG and T A bp. 

The clear difference in affinity of this heavily modified TFO suggests that the positive 

charges present within the oligonucleotide may result in the TFO 'sticking' to the 

standard microcentrifuge tube. As this is likely to depend on the base composition of 

the TFO the results presented in the remainder of this chapter were obtained using 

hydrophobic microcentrifuge tubes. 

4.3.2. Decreasing the pH dependency of triplex formation 

4.3.2.1 Triplexfonnation with 3-methyl,2-aminopyridine 

The specificity of 3-methyl,2-aminopyridine (Mep) in triplex formation was assessed by 

determining the Tm of the fluorescently-labelled intermolecular triplexes shown in 

Figure 4.3A. A single Mep substitution was incorporated at the centre of the 18mer TFO 

(indicated by X in Figure 4.3A(i)) and this was targeted against four duplexes in which 

ZY was each base pair in tum. These experiments were carried out in 50 mM sodium 
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Figure 4.7 DNase I cleavage patterns of different tyrT(43-59) fragments in the presence of a TFO 

containing 2'-aminoethoxy,5-propargylamino-D at pH 7.0. Experiments used the oligonucleotide 5 '

BCBCBT!!TBTCT, where B is BAD, with DNA fragments derived from tyrT(43-59) containing each 

base pair in turn at the centre of the oligopurine tract. This generated the central triplets !!.AT, !!.TA, 

!!.GC and !!.CG. These experiments were performed in hydrophobic microcentrifuge tubes. The 

experiments were performed in 10 mM tris containing 50 mM sodium chloride at pH 7.0 and the 

complexes were left at 20 °C overnight to equi librate. The oligonucleotide concentration (11M) is shown 

at the top of each gel lane. Tracks labelled 'GA' are Maxam-Gilbert markers specific for purines, while 

'con ' indicates DNase I cleavage in the absence of added oligonucleotide. The filled boxes show the 

position of the triplex target sites. 
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acetate containing 200 mM sodium chloride at the appropriate pH. 

Representative melting profiles obtained for the triplexes formed by this analogue at pH 

6.0 are shown in Figure 4.8 (left panel) . The melting temperatures calculated from these 

and those obtained at pH 5.0 and 5.5 are shown in Table 4.3. These Tms can be 

compared directly with those obtained for the TFOs containing natural bases (Table 

3.1). The melting curves clearly show that Mep binds with the greatest affinity against a 

GC bp (green line) and examination of the Tms reveals that the Mep.GC triplet is more 

stable than c.GC at all pH values. This is greater at higher pH, with a difference of 3.5 

°C at pH 6.0. At pH 5.0, triplexes containing C+.GC and Mep.GC are more stable than 

those containing T.AT, thought this difference decreases as the pH increases, 

emphasising the importance of protonation. It was not possible to investigate this 

analogue at a greater pH than 6.0 as the TFO also contained several unmodified 

cytosine residues that required protonation. 
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Table 4.8 Fluorescence melting curves showing the interaction of TFOs containing 3-methyl,2-amino 

pyridine or 2 '-aminoethoxy,N7G with duplex targets containing a variable central base pair at pH 6.0. 

The experiments were performed in 50 mM sodium acetate, containing 200 mM NaCI. The y-axes show 

the normalised fluorescence (arbitrary units), while the x-axes shows the temperature (0C). The samples 

were heated at a rate of 0.2 °C min' l. 

Further examination of Table 4.3 shows that Mep also produced less stable complexes 

when positioned against CG and AT base pairs compared to C. For example, the 

difference in Tm at pH 5.0 between C.CG and Mep.CG is 2.5 °C and the difference 

between C.A T and Mep.AT is 1.5 0c. Furthelmore, at pH 6.0 the difference between the 
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most stable triplet X.GC and second most stable triplet formed by this base, X.TA, is at 

least 16 DC, this compares to a 12 DC difference for C. In contrast, the Mep.TA triplet is 

slightly more stable than the C.TA triplet with a difference of about 3.5 DC at pH 5.0. 

Mep differs from C by the loss of the 2-carbonyl and is likely to be the reason for its 

altered selectivity relative to C. 

Zy 
X pH AT TA GC CG 

5.0 55.3 (55.2) 53.4 (53.7) 67.4 (65.9) 57.6 (57.7) 
C 5.5 39.8 (39.4) 38.7 (38.6) 56.6 (56.7) 43.7 (43.4) 

6.0 < 28.0 < 28.0 41.1 (41.2) 28.9 (28.7) 
5.0 53.8 (53.9) 56.6 (56.4) 67.9 (65.6) 55.0 (54.7) 

Mep 5.5 38.7 (38.8) 42.5 (42.4) 58.0 (58.3) 40.4 (40.4) 
6.0 < 28.0 < 28.0 44.6 (44.5) < 28.0 
5.0 53.4 (53.7) 55.3 (55.4) 64.9 (64.1) 55.5 (55.7) 

AEN7G 5.5 38.0 (37.7) 40.9 (40.7) 54.5 (54.4) 40.4 (40.4) 
6.0 < 28.0 < 28.0 40.3 (40.4) < 28.0 

Table 4.3 Tm values determined by fluorescence melting for triplexes composed of triplets containing 3-

methyl,2-amino pyridine or 2'-aminoethoxy,N7G using a temperature gradient of 0.2 °C min-' and the 

quencher methyl red serino!. Values in parenthesis were calculated from the annealing phase. Each value 

is an average of three separate determinations which usually differed by less than 0.5 dc. 

4.3.2.2 Triplexformation with 2 '-aminoethoxy,N7G 

The Y-aminoethoxy derivative of the analogue N7G (EN7G) was examined in the 

same manner as above, this time X in the TFO shown in Figure 4.3A(i) was AEN7G. 

Representative melting profiles obtained for the triplexes formed by this analogue at pH 

6.0 are shown in Figure 4.8 (right panel). The melting temperatures calculated from 

these and those obtained at pH 5.0 and 5.5 are shown in Table 4.3. Unlike the 

aminoethoxy and guanidinoethoxy uracil analogues studied earlier in the chapter, 

annealing and melting profiles obtained with this analogue showed no hysteresis at a 

temperature gradient of 0.2 DC min-I. Examination of Table 4.4 reveals that at all pH 

values AEN7G exhibited slightly lower affinity for GC than C. The difference was less 

at pH 6.0, with a difference of T m of 1 DC. As this base recognises GC in a pH 

independent fashion it is likely that it will bind more strongly to GC than C at higher pH 

values. 
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Examination of the T mS obtained when positioning this base opposite the three 

remaining base pairs reveals a better selectivity than C, producing less stable complexes 

against CG and AT than C, which were 2 DC less stable than the equivalent C

containing triplets at pH 5.0. In contrast, a slight increase in affinity for TA relative to 

C.TA is evident, though this is not surprising since unmodified G is known to recognise 

TA. A comparison between AEN7G.TA and G.TA (Table 3.1) shows that that AEN7G 

recognises T A with a lower affinity in this arrangement. 

4.3.3.3 Triplexformation with 2 '-aminoethoxy 6-oxo-cytidine 

The 2'-aminoethoxy 6-oxo-cytidine (AE6-oxo-C) analogue was investigated in a 

different manner to above. In this study the affinity of several modified TFOs of 

different lengths were compared with equivalent TFOs containing natural bases. The 

oligonucleotides employed are shown in Figure 4.3A(ii), these were positioned opposite 

the duplex shown in Figure 4.3A(i) when ZY is AT. The modified TFOs employed 

were 10, 15 and 18 bases long and contained 1, 2 and 3 2AE6_oxo_C residues in place of 

C respectively. 

- TFO-oc10 

- TFO-OC15 

- TFO-OC18 

0.0 -'----.------,,.------,-----' 

30 40 50 

Temperature (OC) 

Figure 4.9 Fluorescence melting curves showing the interaction of TFOs of different lengths containing 

different numbers of 2 '-aminoethoxy,6-oxo-C with the AT-containing duplex target at pH 6.0. The 

experiments were performed in 50 mM sodium acetate containing 200 mM NaCI. The y-axis show the 

normalised fluorescence (arbitrary units), while the x-axis shows the temperature (0C). The samples were 

heated at a rate of 0.2 °C min-i. 
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Representative melting profiles for these modified triplexes at pH 6.0 are shown in 

Figure 4.9 and the melting temperatures obtained from them and those at pH 5.0 are 

shown in Table 4.5. These data can be compared with the data obtained for the 

unmodified triplexes shown in Chapter 3 (Table 3.3 and 3.4). Examination of the Tms 

for both modified and unmodified triplexes reveals that in all cases the TFOs containing 

AE6-oxo-C were less stable than their unmodified counterparts. However, the extent of 

destabilisation was again dependent on the pH. For example, at pH 5.0 the differences 

in T m between the modified and unmodified triplexes were 5, 4.3 and 11.6 °C for the 18, 

15 and 10mer TFOs whereas at pH 6.0 this difference drops to 1.1, 1.7 and 5.6 °C for 

the same complexes. This suggests that in a similar manner to AEN7G, this analogue 

produces a complex of lower stability than C at pH 5.0 but should be more stabilising at 

pH 7.0 due to its pH independent mode of recognition. 

X pH Tm 

TFO-OC I8 
5.0 59.9 (60.2) 
6.0 43.9 (44.0) 

TFO-OC I5 
5.0 57.3 (57.5) 
6.0 40.8 (40.9) 

TFO-OC 1O 
5.0 38.2 (38.0) 
6.0 28.5 (28.4) 

Table 4.4 Tm values determined by fluorescence melting for triplexes of different lengths containing 

different numbers of AE6-oxo-C using a temperature gradient of 0.2 °C min· l
. Values in parenthesis were 

calculated from the annealing phase. Each values is an average of three separate determinations which 

usually differed by less than 0.5 0c. 

4.3.3 Combining nucleoside analogues to achieve triplex formation at pH 7.0 

This section focuses on achieving recognition of oligopurine sequences at physiological 

pH using TFOs containing multiple substitutions of UP, BAU, P or Mep, generating 

UP.AT, BAU.AT, P.GC and Mep.GC triplets. 

4.3.3.1 TFOs containing non-contiguous 2'-aminoethoxy,5-propargylamino-U 

substitutions 

The pH dependency and affinity of TFOs containing different numbers of BAU 

substitutions was examined. The oligonucleotides 5'-TCTCTTTBTTCT (lBAU), 5'

TCTCTTTBTBCT (2BAU), 5'-TCTCTBTBTBCT (3BAU) and 5'-BCBCBTBTTBCT 
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(5BAU) contained 1, 2, 3 and 5 substitutions of BAU, respectively. Their affinity was 

compared with the control oligonucleotide 5'-TCTCTTTTTTCT and the 

oligonucleotide 5'-TCTCTUPTUPTTCT (2UP
) that contained 2 substitutions of Up. 

Their interaction with the tyrT(43-59) DNA fragment was studied at pH values between 

5.0 and 7.5. The sequence of the duplex target site is 5'-AGAGAAZAAAGAl3'

TCTCTTTTTTCT and is found at the 3 '-end of the polypurine tract within tyrT(43-59). 

This is the same target as used in the BAU selectivity studies presented above. The 

experiments at pH 5.0 were carried out in 50 mM sodium acetate, at pH 6.0 in 10 mM 

pipes containing 50 mM sodium chloride and at pH 7.0 in 10 mM Tris containing 50 

mM sodium chloride, leaving the complexes to equilibrate overnight at 20°C. The 

cleavage patterns for the interaction of these oligonucleotides obtained are shown in 

Figure 4.10 and 4.11. 

The cleavage pattern of the tyrT(43-59) fragment in the presence of the unmodified 

oligonucleotide at pH 5.0 is shown in Figure 4.10. This oligonucleotide shows no 

interaction with its intended target at concentrations as high as 30 ).lM (left panel), but 

binds well on addition of 2.5 mM magnesium chloride and a clear footprint is evident 

(right panel). Quantitative analysis of the bands within this footprint produced a Cso 

value of 58 ± 1 nM. Cleavage patterns of the fragment in the presence of the 

oligonucleotide where two of the third strand Ts are replaced with uP are shown in 

Figure 4.10. Again the oligonucleotide shows no interaction with its target in the 

absence of magnesium (left panel), but binds well in the presence of magnesium (right 

panel). Quantitative analysis of the bands within this footprint produced a Cso value of 

22 nM ± 2. Under these conditions the TFO containing uP binds with about a 3-fold 

greater affinity than the unmodified TFO. 

The cleavage patterns of the tyrT(43-59) fragment in the presence of the BAU

substituted oligonucleotides at pH 5.0 are shown in Figure 4.11. Examination of these 

gels reveals that in each case a footprint is evident at the intended target site (boxed), 

with no other differences in the cleavage patterns. Triplex formation with these BAU

containing oligonucleotides did not require the addition of magnesium. The affinity of 

these TFOs was dependent on the number of substituted BAU residues, therefore the 

oligonucleotide concentrations employed in each gel are different. Quantitative analysis 

of the bands within each footprint gave Cso values of 400 ± 200 nM, 29 ± 10 nM, 8.3 ± 

2 nM and < 1 nM for the interaction of the TFOs containing 1, 2, 3 and 5 substitutions 
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Figure 4.10 DNase I cleavage patterns of tyrT(43-59) in the presence of unmodified and 5-

propargylamino-dU substituted oligonucleotides at pH 5.0. These experiments were performed in 50 mM 

sodium acetate in the presence and absence of 2.5 mM magnesium (indicated). The complexes were left 

overnight at 20 °C to equilibrate. The oligonucleotide concentration (flM) is shown at the top of each gel 

lane. Tracks labelled 'GA' are Maxam-Gilbert markers specific for purines, while 'con' indicates DNase I 

cleavage in the absence of added oligonucleotide. The filled boxes show the position of the triplex target 

sites. 
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Figure 4.11 DNase I cleavage patterns of tyrT(43-59) in the presence of oligonucleotides containing 2'

aminoethoxy,5-propargylamino-U at pH 5.0. These experiments were performed in 50 mM sodium 

acetate in the absence of magnesium. The complexes were left overnight at 20 °C to equilibrate. The 

oligonucleotide concentration (11M) is shown at the top of each gel lane. Tracks labelled 'GA' are 

Maxam-Gilbert markers specific for purines, while 'con' indicates DNase I cleavage in the absence of 

added oligonucleotide. The filled boxes show the position of the triplex target sites. 
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Figure 4.12 DNase I cleavage patterns of tyrT(43-59) in the presence of oligonucleotides containing 5-propargylamino-dU or 2'-aminoethoxy,5-propargylamino-U at pH 6.0. These 

experiments were performed in an appropriate buffer and the complexes were left overnight at 20 °C to equilibrate. The oligonucleotide concentration (J.lM) is shown at the top of 

each gel lane. Tracks labelled 'GA' are Maxam-Gilbert markers specific for purines, while 'con' indicates DNase I cleavage in the absence of added oligonucleotide. The filled 

boxes show the position of the triplex target sites. 
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of BAU respectively. These values show that for every additional substitution of BAU a 

further increase in TFO affinity is observed. 

The experiment was repeated at pH 6.0, the cleavage patterns for the interaction of the 

oligonuceotides are shown in Figure 4.12. Examination of these gels reveals that the 

control oligonucleotide and UP-containing oligonucleotide do not show any interaction 

with the target even in the presence of magnesium. The TFO containing a single BAU 

substitution (lBAU) also failed to produce a footprint at concentrations as high as 30 

)lM whilst the TFO containing 2 substitutions exhibited a weak interaction at high TFO 

concentrations (3 )lM and above). In contrast, the oligonucleotides 3BAU and 5BAU 

exhibited footprints that persisted into the nM range. The Cso values for the interaction 

of these oligonucleotides were 6900 ± 1400 nM, 21 ± 2 nM and 1.5 ± 0.9 nM for the 

oligonucleotides containing 2, 3 and 5 substitutions respectively. It is therefore evident 

that TFOs containing 2 or more substitutions of BAU extend triplex formation to pH 

6.0. 

The experiment was repeated at pH 7.0 and pH 7.5 for the oligonucleotides that showed 

interactions at pH 6.0 At pH 7.0, binding was only evident for the TFO containing 5 

substitutions (see Figure 4.7; BAU.AT) and was still evident even at pH 7.5 (Figure 

4.11). The Cso values for the interaction of this TFO were 5.5 ± 1.3 nM and 80 ±11 nM 

at pH 7.0 and 7.5 respectively. This study suggests that TFOs containing several BAU 

substitutions can compensate for the low affinity of unprotonated C residues, extending 

triplex formation into the nM range at physiological pH. 

4.3.3.2 TFOs containing contiguous 2 '-aminoethoxy,5-propargylamino-U substitutions 

Previous studies have shown that contiguous uP bases are beneficial to triplex stability 

(Bijapur et al. 1999). This is in contrast to TFOs containing contiguous cytosine. This 

study looks at the interaction of the modified oligonucleotide 5'-BBBBBBCBT (6BAU) 

with the tyrT(43-59) DNA fragment at different pH values. This is compared with the 

unmodified oligonucleotide 5'-TTTTTTCTT. The sequence of the duplex target site is 

5'-AAAAAAGAAI 3'-TTTTTTCTT and is found at the 3 '-end of the polypurine tract 

within tyrT(43-59). Each experiment was can-ied out in an appropriate buffer containing 

50 mm sodium chloride, leaving the complexes to equilibrate overnight at 20°C. 
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Figure 4.13 DNase I cleavage patterns of tyrT(43-59) in the presence of unmodified and 2 '

aminoethoxy,5-propargylamino-U substituted oligonucleotides at varying pH values. These experiments 

were performed in an appropriate buffer at the pH indicated, the complexes were left overnight at 20 °C 

to equilibrate. The oligonucleotide concentration (11M) is shown at the top of each gel lane. Tracks 

labelled 'GA' are Maxam-Gilbert markers specific for purines, while 'con ' indicates DNase I cleavage in 

the absence of added oligonucleotide. The filled boxes show the position of the triplex target sites. 
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The cleavage pattern for the tyrT( 43-59) fragment in the presence of the control 

oligonucleotide at pH 5.0 are shown in Figure 4.13, the buffer contained 10 mM 

magnesium chloride. Examination of the gel reveals that as expected the cleavage 

pattern is unaltered, showing no interaction of this TFO at concentrations as high as 30 

!J.M. This confirms the result of a previous study (Bijapur et aI., 1999). 

The cleavage patterns for the tyrT(43-59) fragment III the presence of the BAU

containing oligonucleotide is shown in Figure 4.13, each gel was undertaken at a 

different pH and in each case the concentration of the TFO employed was sufficient to 

produce a footprint. Examination of the three gels shows that as well as a footprint at 

the intended target site (boxed) several secondary footprints are also evident. These 

disappear at low oligonucleotide concentrations, suggesting a much weaker interaction 

than with the intended target site. A larger footprint is also evident at higher 

oligonucleotide concentrations, this also suggests this TFO is binding non-specifically 

within the polypurine tract. The most prominent secondary footprint is seen about 10 

bases below the 3'-end of the polypurine tract. Examination of the tyrT(43-59) 

sequence shown if Figure 2.3 indicates that this TFO is binding to the site 5'-GTAA. 

The reason for this is unclear. 

Despite these secondary target sites it is seen that this oligonucleotide exhibits a very 

high affinity. Quantitative analysis of the bands within the target site give Cso values of 

12 nM ± 5, 47 nM ± 13, 61 nM ± 11 and 400 nM ± 100 for the interaction of this 

oligonucleotide at pH 5.0, 6.0, 7.0 and 7.5. As this TFO contains only a single cytosine 

it is most likely that the decrease in affinity at pH 7.5 can be attributed to loss of 

protonation of the amino functions of the propargylamino chain and/or aminoethoxy 

group. It is also apparent that the affinity of the oligonucleotide isn't adversely affected 

by the contiguous positioning of the BAU substitutions but does affect the specificity of 

the TFO. 

4.3.3.3 TriplexJonnation in the GT-motifwith 2 '-aminoethoxy,5-propargylamino-U 

BAU was also examined to see whether it could stabilise triplexes that are formed in the 

GT motif, since the structures are known to be less stable than parallel (CT -containing) 

triplexes. These experiments used DNase I footprinting to examine the interaction of the 

12mer oligonucleotides 3'-TGBGTBTBTBGT and 3'-TGTGTTTTTTGT which are 
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designed to form antiparallel G.GC, T.AT and BAU.AT triplets, with the tyrT(43-59) 

DNA fragment. No footprints were evident at oligonucleotide concentrations as high as 

10 flM for both the modified and unmodified TFOs at pH 7.0 in the presence of 10 mM 

magnesium chloride. A similar negative results was observed using oligonucleotides 

with the reverse polarity, which could in theory form a parallel GT triplex. The 

interaction of the 12mer oligonucleotides 5'-TGBGTBTBTBGT and Y

TGTGTTTTTTGT which are designed to form parallel G.GC, T.AT and BAU.AT 

triplets, with the tyrT(43-59) DNA fragment were examined. No footprints at 

oligonucleotide concentrations as high as 10 flM for both the modified and unmodified 

TFOs at pH 7.0 in the presence of 10 mM magnesium chloride. 

A similar result was also obtained for oligonucleotides containing uP (Darby, 2001) and 

suggests that stabilisation of parallel triplexes by BAU or uP results from specific 

interactions with the amino substituents, and not from non-specific charge interactions. 

4.3.3.4 TFOs containing 2-aminopyridine or 3-methyl,2-aminopyridine 

The above study showed that the unmodified oligonucleotide 5'-TCTCTTTTTTCT 

binds well with its II-base pair target site at pH 5.0 in the presence of magnesium but 

fails to give a footprint even at a concentration of 30 flM at pH 6.0 and 7.0. This is 

attributed to the presence of three C residues within the third strand. This study 

examines the effect of substituting one or all of the Cs within this oligonucleotide with 

the cytosine analogues P or Mep. The oligonucleotides Y-TPTPTTTTTTPT (3P), Y

TCTMepTTTTTTCT (1 Mep) and Y -TMepTMepTTTTTTMepT (3 Mep) were examined for 

their interaction with the same target site at different pH values. Experiments were 

carried out in the same buffers as above, leaving the complexes to equilibrate overnight 

at 20°C. These oligonucleotides failed to generate footprints at pH 5.0 at a 

concentration of 30 flM in the absence of magnesium, therefore 2.5 mM magnesium 

chloride was employed in each assay. The DNase I digestion patterns showing the 

interaction of these modified oligonucleotides at pH 5.0 and 6.0 are shown in Figure 

4.14. 

The left panels of Figure 4.14 shows representative footprinting patterns obtained at pH 

5.0 for each of the three modified oligonucleotides. All three exhibit a single footprint at 

their intended target site, producing Cso values of 50 ± 8 nM, 170 ± 8 nM and 200 ± 100 

nM for the interaction of the oligonucleotides 1 Mep, 3P and 3Mep. From the above study 
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Figure 4.14 DNase I cleavage patterns of tyrT(43-59) in the presence of oligonucleotides containing 2-aminopyridine or 3-methyl,2-aminopyridine at pH 5.0 (A) and 6.0 (B). These 

experiments were performed in an appropriate buffer and the complexes were left overnight at 20 °C to equilibrate. The oligonucleotide concentration (J.lM) is shown at the top of 

each gel lane. Tracks labelled 'GA ' are Maxam-Gilbert markers specific for purines, while 'con' indicates DNase I cleavage in the absence of added oligonucleotide. The filled 

boxes show the position of the triplex target site. 
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the unmodified oligonucleotide exhibited a Cso of 58 nM ± 1. The data show that 

replacement of a single C with Mep has little affect on the affinity, a similar result to that 

obtained by fluorescence melting. In contrast, the replacement of all three Cs with P or 

Mep leads to a slight reduction in affinity relative to the unmodified oligonucleotide. 

The right panels of Figure 4.14 shows representative footprinting patterns obtained at 

pH 6.0 for each of the three modified oligonucleotides. It can be seen that replacement 

of a single C with Mep fails to increase the binding affinity of the TFO, as it fails to 

produce a clear footprint. In contrast the TFOs containing either three P or 

Mepsubstitutions exhibit a footprint in the l-lM range. Analysis of the bands within the 

footprints yields Cso values of 6.3 ± 1 l-lM and 6.9 ± 1.4 l-lM for the P- and Mep_ 

containing TFO respectively. The data show that the substitution of each cytosine 

within the TFO with either P or Mep extends triplex formation to pH 6.0 in the presence 

of magnesium. The experiments was repeated at pH 7.0 however no footprints were 

observed. 

4.3.3.5 TFOs containing 2 '-aminoethoxy,5-propargylamino-U and 3-methyl,2-

aminopyridine 

The data presented above demonstrate that TFOs containing either 2 substitutions of 

BAU for T or 3 substitutions of P or Mep for C leads to stable triplex formation at pH 

6.0. This study examines the triplex-forming ability of oligonucleotides containing 

substitutions for both T and C. The oligonucleotides 5' -TCTPM~TTB TTCT (1 Mep 1 B ), 

5'-TCTMepTBTBTTMepT (2Mep2B) and 5'_TMepTMepTBTBTBMepT (3Mep3B) 

contained one, two or three substitutions of both Mep and BAU at equivalent positions to 

the mono-substituted TFOs presented previously. Whereas the oligonucleotide 5'

TMepBMepBBTTTTMepT (3 Mep3Bclu) has the same base composition as 3Mep3B, but in 

this instance the modifications are placed together towards the 5'-end of the 

oligonucleotide rather than being distributed throughout the third strand. These 

oligonucleotides are compared with the same unmodified oligonucleotide as in the last 

study and the oligonucleotide TCTPTUPTUPTTPT (2P2UP) that contained two P and uP 

residues. Their interaction with the tyrT(43-59) DNA fragment was examined by DNase 

I footprinting. Each experiment was carried out in an appropriate buffer containing 50 

mM sodium chloride, leaving the complexes to equilibrate overnight at 20°C. Figure 

4.15A shows the interaction of the BAU - and MeP-containing oligonucleotides at pH 5.0 

in the absence of magnesium. Examination of the gels (left panel) reveals that all 
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Figure 4.15 DNase I cleavage patterns of tyrT(43 -59) in the presence of oligonucleotides containing 3-methyl,2-aminopyridine and 2 '-aminoethoxy,5-propargylamino-U at pH 5.0 

(A) and 6.0 (B). These experiments were performed in an appropriate buffer and the complexes were left overnight at 20 DC to equilibrate. The oligonucleotide concentration (11M) is 

shown at the top of each gel lane. Tracks labelled 'GA' are Maxam-Gilbert markers specific for purines, while 'con' indicates DNase I cleavage in the absence of added 

oligonucleotide 
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oligonucleotides produce clear footprints with their intended target sites and did not 

affect the remainder of the cleavage pattern. Quantification of the bands within these 

footprints yielded Cso values of 500 nM ± 300, 39 nM ± 8, 3 nM ±1 and 40 nM ± 7 for 

1 Mep1B, 2Mep2B, 3Mep3BAU and 3Mep3Bclu. These values suggest that as the number of 

substitutions increases so does the affinity of the TFO, with one exception, the 

oligonucleotide 3pMe3Bclu produces a complex that is 13-fold less stable than 3pMe3B 

and about as stable as the TFO containing two substitutions of each analogue. All TFOs 

are at least as stable as the equivalent oligonucleotides containing BAU and C (not Mep). 

The cleavage patterns for tyrT( 43-59) in the presence of the same oligonucleotides at 

pH 6.0 are shown in Figure 4.15B. At this pH, both the unmodified oligonucleotide and 

the oligonucleotide 2P2UP fail to generate footprints at oligonucleotide concentrations 

as high as 30 11M (not shown). Examination of the gels shows that the TFO containing a 

single substitution of BAU and Mep fails to produce a footprint whilst the remaining 

oligonucleotides produce clear footprints that generate Cso values of 200 ± 100 nM, 8 ± 

5 nM and 400 ± 100 nM for 2Mep2BAU, 3Mep3BAU and 3Mep3BAUclu respectively. As 

expected these complexes are less stable than those produced at pH 5.0. These results 

again suggest the arrangement of substitutions is important as 3Mep3Bclu exhibits a 

lower affinity than 3Mep3B. 

The cleavage patterns for tyrT(43-59) in the presence of the same oligonucleotides at 

pH 7.0 and 7.5 are shown in Figure 4.16A. The oligonucleotides containing 2 and 3 

separated substitutions of BAU and Mep show clear footprints whilst the oligonucleotide 

containing 3 clustered substitutions of each base fails to produce a complex at 

oligonucleotide concentrations as high as 30 11M. The Cso values for the interaction of 

the TFOs 3Mep3BAU and 3Mep3BAU were 600 ± 100 nM and 35 ± 4 nM. As expected, 

these complexes are less stable than at low pH, but have submicromolar affinity at pH 

7.0. Repeating the experiment at pH 7.5 with the oligonucleotide with two substitutions 

of each residue failed to produce a footprint, whilst the interaction of the 

oligonucleotide containing three residues (3 Mep3B) is shown in Figure 4.16B. This 

oligonucleotide produced a clear footprint with a Cso of 200 nM ± 100. These results 

demonstrate that BAU and Mep can act to cooperatively to enhance triplex stability and 

extend triplex formation to physiological pH when they are separated within a TFO. 
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Figure 4.16 DNase I cleavage patterns of tyrT(43-s9) in the presence of oligonucleotides containing 3-

methyl,2-aminopyridine and 2'-aminoethoxy,s-propargylamino-U at pH 7.0 (A) and 7.5 (B). These 

experiments were performed in an appropriate buffer and the complexes were left overnight at 20 °C to 

equilibrate. The oligonucleotide concentration (/-1M) is shown at the top of each gel lane. Tracks labelled 

'GA ' are Maxam-Gilbert markers specific for purines, while 'con ' indicates DNase I cleavage in the 

absence of added oligonucleotide. The filled boxes show the position of the triplex target sites. 
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}2H 
TFO seguence 5.0 6.0 

Con[a] 5'-TTTTTTCTT n.d n.d 
6BAU 5'-BBBBBBCBT 12nM±5 47 nM± 13 
Con[a] 5'-TCTCTTTTTTCT 58 nM ± 1 n.d 
3P[a] 5'-TPTPTTTTTTPT 170 nM± 8 6300 nM ±1000 
2UP[a] 5'-TCTCTUPTUPTTCT 22nM±2 n.d 
2UP2P[a] 5'-TPTPTUPTUPTTPT 15 nM±2 3200 nM ± 500 
1Mep 5'-TCTP~TTTTTTCT 50nM±8 n.d 
1BAU 5'-TCTCTTTBTTCT 400 nM±200 n.d 
1 MeplB 5'-TCTP~TTTBTTCT 500 nM ± 300 n.d 
2BAU 5'-TCTCTBTBTTCT 29 nM±lO 6900 nM ± 1400 
2Mep2B 5' -TCTpMeTBTBTTpMeT 39 nM ± 8 200 nM ± 100 
3Mep 5' _TpMeTpMeTTTTTTpMeT 200 nM ± 100 3200 nM ±1000 
3BAU 5'-TCTCTBTBTBCT 8.3 nM ±2 21 nM±2.0 
3Mep3B 5' _TpMeTpMeTBTBTBpMeT 2.8 nM± 1 7.6 nM ± 5.4 
3Mep3Bclu 

5' _TpMeBpMeBBTTTTpMeT 40nM±7 400 nM ± 100 
5BAU 5'-BCBCBTBTTBCT <lnM 1.5 nM ± 0.9 

lal = 2.5 mM magnesium was employed as binding was not observed at [TFO] as high as 30 flM 
n.d. = no footprint observed at [TFO] as high as 30 flM 

7.0 7.5 

61 nM± 11 400nM± 100 

n.d 

n.d 

n.d 
600 nM ± 100 n.d 
n.d 
n.d 
35 nM ±4.0 
n.d 
5.5 nM ± 1.3 

0.2 j.1M±O.l 

80nM± 11 

Table 4.5 Cso values determined by DNase I footprinting for the interaction of several unmodified and modified TFOs containing different combinations of the nucleoside analogues 

P, pMe, uP and BAU (B) with different portions of 18 bp polypurine tract of the tyrT(43-58) DNA fragment. 
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4.4 Discussion 

The data presented in this chapter clearly show that it is possible to achieve high affinity 

recognition of oligopurine tracts at physiological pH using triplex-forming 

oligonucleotides containing appropriately positioned nucleoside analogues. The affinity, 

specificity, and use of such analogues alone and in combination are discussed. 

4.4.1 5-Propargylamino-dU and 2'-aminoethoxy,5-propargylamino-U 

5-propargylamino-dU (UP) and 2'-aminoethoxy,5-propargylamino-U (BAU) have 

previously been shown to form more stable triplets with AT base pairs than T (Bijapur 

et aI, 1999; Sollogoub et aI, 2002). The selectivity and affinity of these analogues was 

further examined by fluorescence melting and/or DNase I footprinting. 

The results obtained from fluorescence melting showed that the replacement of a single 

T.AT triplet with UP.AT or BAU.AT within an intennolecular 18mer triplex increased 

the Tm of the complex by 4 and 8 °C at pH 6.0 respectively. In this sequence context, 

both triplets were more stable than C+.GC at all pHs, in contrast to T.AT, which 

produces less stable complexes than C+.GC. These results confirm those previously 

obtained from the thermal melting studies undertaken on intramolecular triplexes 

containing each of these analogues (Bijapur et a!., 1999; Sollogoub et ai., 2002). 

DNase I footprinting was used to examine DNA triplex formation at a 12 base pair 

oligopurine.oligopyrimidine sequence, using oligonucleotides that contain several 

substitutions of BAU for T. The results demonstrated a clear relationship between the 

number of substitutions and triplex stability. At pH 5.0, the unmodified TFO Y

TCTCTTTTTTCT failed to produce a footprint in the absence of magnesium. A TFO 

where two of the third strand Ts were replaced with uP also failed to generate a 

complex. In contrast, replacement of a single T with BAU generated a footprint with a 

Cso value of 400 nM. The addition of further BAU residues into the TFO caused a 

substantial increase in affinity. TFOs containing 3 and 5 substitutions generated 

footprints that gave Cso values in the low nM range « 10 nM). The TFO containing 5 

BAU residues exhibited a Cso value at least 30, 000 times higher than the unmodified 

oligonucleotide. 
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Increasing the pH to 6.0 showed again that the unmodified TFO did not generate a 

footprint, this time even in the presence of magnesium. This is as expected due to the 

presence of three Cs within the third strand that required low pH conditions for 

protonation. In contrast, the TFOs containing 2 and 3 BAU residues extended triplex 

formation to pH 6.0, whilst the TFO containing 5 residues generated a footprint with a 

Cso value of 80 nM at a pH as high as 7.5. These results demonstrate that BAD.AT 

triplets can sufficiently enhance triplex stability and compensate for the loss of binding 

energy at un-protonated C.GC triplets. However, it is also possible that Cs within a 

BAU-containing TFOs exhibit higher pK values, thereby facilitating triplex formation at 

higher pH. 

An oligonucleotide contiguous BAU residues, 5'-BBBBBBCBT, was also prepared and 

examined by DNase I footprinting. This oligonucleotide formed a stable complex with 

its 9 base pair target site even at pH 7.5 and the absence of magnesium, yielding a Cso 

value of 400 nM. As well as producing a footprint at its intended target site, the TFO 

also produced several other secondary footprints at higher oligonucleotide 

concentrations. These were most notable within the oligopurine tract and at the 

sequence 5'-GTAA, suggesting interactions with purine bases. The binding of a TFO to 

secondary target sites has previously been observed (Fox et al., 2000). These TFOs 

were shown to be able to form single and double base bulges. It is likely that this TFO 

is also binding in a similar manner. 

A recent study on the oligonucleotide 5'-BTBTBTCBT which contains separated BAU 

substitutions produced a single footprint at the same target site, yielding a Cso value of 

0.5 ~M (Sollogoub et ai., 2002). Unlike this study, magnesium was also employed in 

the footprinting assay to stabilise triplex formation. Both Cso values obtained for the 

fully and partially substituted TFOs were very similar. As a further increase in stability 

would be observed for the fully modified TFO with the inclusion of magnesium, these 

results suggest that positioning BAU at adjacent positions within a TFO is not 

destabilising. This is in contrast to adjacent cytosine residues. This agrees with the 

results observed with oligonucleotides composed of contiguous uP residues (Bijapur et 

al., 1999) and 2'-aminoethoxy residues (Cuenod et ai., 1998; Buchini & Leumann, 

2004). In contrast to C, it is likely that contiguous BAU residues are stabilised by 

hydrophobic and/or base stacking interactions between adjacent prop argyl side chains. 

Also, BAU should be less affected by protonation competition, as the pKa values for the 
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amino functions are much higher than that of C and they are screened by interactions 

with the phosphates. 

These results suggest that even though TFOs containing multiple adjacent BAU 

substitutions produce complexes of high affinity, they will have to be designed carefully 

so as to minimize their interactions with non-target sites. 

The above studies have highlighted that incorporation of a single BAU residue within a 

TFO effectively removes the magnesium dependence normally associated with the 

formation of parallel triplexes (Moser & Dervan, 1987; Volker et ai., 1994). This is not 

surprising for an analogue that stabilises predominantly by electrostatic interactions 

(Cuenod et ai., 1998; Bijapur et ai., 1999; Sollogoub et ai., 2002). It can be seen that the 

oligonucleotide 5'-TCTCTUPTUPTTCT did not form a stable complex in the absence of 

magnesium, whereas 5'-TCTCTTTBTTCT generated a footprint with a Cso value of 0.4 

11M. Interestingly, both oligonucleotides contain the same number of positive charges 

and therefore might have been expected to exhibit a similar cation requirement. It might 

be argued that distributing the charge within an oligonucleotide (as in the uP -containing 

oligonucleotide) could be advantageous but the opposite is observed. This lower cation 

requirement might be attributed to the ability of BAU to neutralize negative charges 

within the third stand and the duplex, unlike uP which only interacts within the third 

strand. This decreased cation dependence would be useful for any biological 

applications of TFOs, where the physiological concentrations of these ions is much 

lower than those usually employed experimentally. 

Footprinting studies were undertaken to examine whether BAU could stabilise triplexes 

that were formed in the GT-motif, since these structures are known to be less stable than 

parallel (CT-containing) triplexes. The oligonucleotides 5'-TGBGTBTBTBGT and 5'

TGBTBTBTGBGT were designed to bind in either a parallel or antiparallel orientation 

to their target sequence respectively. At pH 5.0 neither oligonucleotide produced a 

footprint at a concentration as high as 30 11M, a similar result was observed for the 

unmodified control oligonucleotides. The failure to form a stable complex is probably 

attributed to the structural distortion imposed at the GpBAU and BAUpG junctions, due 

to the lack of isomorphism between the BAU.AT and G.GC triplets. Although this 

result was disappointing, it demonstrates that the stabilisation of parallel triplexes by 
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BAU results from specific interactions with the amino substituents, and not from non

specific charge interactions. 

4.4.1.2 Effect on triplex specificity 

The affinity of uP and BAU for each base pair relative to T has not previously been 

investigated. The results obtained from fluorescence melting demonstrated that both the 

uP and BAU nucleosides are highly selective for AT relative to all other Watson-Crick 

DNA base pairs. This was observed as difference in melting temperatures between the 

most stable (X.AT) and second most stable (X.GC) triplets formed by these bases of at 

least 11 °C, this is the same as that exhibited by T. Footprinting experiments at 

physiological pH also corroborated these findings with BAU exhibiting a 20-fold 

difference between triplexes containing the most stable and second most stable triplets 

formed by this base. Furthermore, both analogues exhibited enhanced discrimination 

against pyrimidine-purine base pairs (X.TA and X.CG), as the triplets formed by them 

were similar or less stable than those formed by unmodified T. The reason for this 

enhanced discrimination is unclear and is especially noteworthy since T.CG is the most 

stable natural triplet at CG inversions. 

NMR and molecular modelling studies have suggested that the amino functions of both 

the aminoethoxy and propargylamino side chains are suitably positioned to interact with 

nearby phosphates (Blommers et a!., 1999; Sollogoub et aI., 2002) and both are 

required for maximum stabilisation. It is therefore likely that one or both of these 

contacts do not occur in BAU.YR and UP.YR triplets. 

4.4.1.3 Effect on hysteresis 

Using a fast rate of temperature change when melting and annealing triplexes generates 

hysteresis between melting profiles. This is greatest for complexes that exhibit slow 

dissociation and/or association steps in their formation. In this study, both nucleosides 

exhibit much greater hysteresis than T at a rate of 6 °C min-I. This hysteresis was still 

present at a rate of 0.2 °C min- I for BAU but had completely disappeared for uP and T. 

Furthermore BAU still exhibited hysteresis at a temperature gradient of 0.067 °C min-I. 

This suggests that there are very slow steps in the dissociation/and or association of this 

triplet. Hysteresis was greatest with BAU positioned against AT and much less opposite 
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another base pair. As mismatched triplets do not affect kon but effect keff in a manner 

that is dependent on the nature of the mismatch (Rougee et ai., 1992) the data suggest 

that the hysteresis for this triplet arises from slow dissociation and not slow association 

rates. 

4.4.2 Deoxyuridine derivatives 

4.4.2.1 5-Propargylguanidino-dU and 2 '-guanidinoethoxy,5-propargylguanidino-U 

The replacement of the amine functions of uP and BAU with guanidine functions, 

generates 5-propargylguanido-dU (UPG
) and 2'-guanidinoethoxy ,5-propargylguanido-U 

(BGU). These analogues were investigated alongside BAU and uP by fluorescence 

melting. The results demonstrated that, whilst both modifications were stabilising 

relative to T, neither produced triplets that were more stable than BAU and Up. 

Previously reported studies on UPG have demonstrated similar results (Roig & Asseline, 

2003). In contrast, a recent study has suggested that the 2'-guanidinoethoxy 

modification is more stabilising than the 2' -aminoethoxy modification (Prakash et ai., 

2004). A greater stabilisation by BGU might therefore have been expected. The study 

by Prakash et al. was undertaken at a higher pH than in this study. Under these 

conditions the guanidine functions are more likely to be protonated than the amine 

functions due to their higher pKa, this therefore may account for the greater stabilisation 

observed. 

The selectivity of both bases was also similar to uP and BAU, though in some cases 

each was slightly more destabilising against mismatch base pairs. An effect likely to 

stem from steric factors due to the presence of the bulkier guanidine moieties. 

4.4.2.2 5-Dimethylaminopropargyl-dU 

It is possible than the amino functions of uP and BAU contribute to stability by 

additional H-bonding within the major groove. The novel analogue 5-

dimethylaminopropargyl U (UDMP
) is protonated like uP but is incapable of forming 

hydrogen bonds within the major groove. Fluorescence melting of triplexes containing 

UDMP exhibited lower melting temperatures than those containing Up. This suggests that 

hydrogen bonding may be a stabilising factor, though the lower stability could be 
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attributed to the altered basicity of the analogue or unfavourable steric effects due to the 

presence of the methyl groups. Interestingly, it has been observed that the similar 

monomethylaminoethoxy sugar modification is as stabilising as the aminoethoxy 

modification (Blommers et ai., 1998). The selectivity of this analogue was unchanged 

relative to Up. 

4.4.2.2 5-Amino-dU 

The base analogue 5-amino-dU (UA) was studied because it positions a hydrophilic 

amino group at an identical position to the hydrophobic 5-methyl group of T. Unlike the 

previous analogues the pKa of the base is 4.2 and is therefore unlikely to protonated at 

physiological pH. DNase I footprinting was used to examine triplex formation at a 10 

base pair oligopurine.oligopyrimidine sequence, using oligonucleotides substituted with 

UA. The results demonstrated that the UA.AT triplet is about three times less stable than 

a T.AT triplet. As both the NH2 and CH3 groups have similar sizes and differ only in 

their polarity, it is likely that the lower stability stems from a loss in hydrophobic 

stacking interactions within the major groove. This is in agreement with reports that 

suggest the addition of a methyl group to the 5-position of a pyrimidine base is 

stabilising (Lee et ai., 1994; Povsic & Dervan, 1989; Xodo et ai., 1991). 

4.4.3 Cytosine analogues 

4.4.3.1 2 -Aminopyridine and 3 -methyl, 2 -aminopyridine 

Both 2-aminopyridine (P) and 3-methyl,2-aminopyridine (Mep) exhibit higher pKa 

values than C and previous reports indicate that these bases allow triplex formation at a 

more physiological pH (Bates et al., 1996; Hildbrand et ai, 1996; Cassidy et al., 1997). 

The results obtained from fluorescence melting showed that the substitution of a single 

pMe.GC triplet for a C+.GC triplet within an intermolecular 18mer triplex did increase 

the Tm of the complex and this was greater at higher pH. A difference in Tm of 3.5 DC 

was observed at pH 6.0. 

Further studies on the specificity of Mep for each base pair revealed that this base 

compares favourably to C. A difference of at least 16°C was observed between 

triplexes containing the most stable and the second most stable triplet formed by this 
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analogue at pH 6.0. This compares to C with a difference of 11 DC. Mep also forms less 

stable triplets with CG and AT base pairs but more stable triplets with T A relative to C. 

These results corroborate the previous footprinting selectivity studies obtained by 

Hildbrand et al. (Hildbrand et aI., 1997). It is likely that the loss of the 2-carbonyl group 

is the reason for this altered selectivity relative to C. 

DNase I footprinting was used to examine DNA triplex formation at the same 12 base 

pair oligopurine.oligopyrimidine sequence as used in the BAU studies, using 

oligonucleotides that contain several substitutions of P or Mep for C. Replacement of a 

single C residue for pMe resulted in a triplex that was as stable as the unmodified triplex 

at pH 5.0, though both triplexes did not generate footprints at pH 6.0. Replacement of 

all three Cs with P or pMe caused a slight reduction in triplex stability at pH 5.0 but 

extended triplex formation to pH 6.0. This decreased pH dependency can be attributed 

to the higher pKa values exhibited by both bases. 

These results also confirm that adding a methyl group at the 3-position of P does not 

increase its affinity for GC base pairs (Hildbrand et aI, 1997). This also agrees with 

similar results observed for 6-oxo dC and its methyl derivative (Berressedm et al., 

1995). This is in contrast to reports that show T.AT is more stable than U.AT and 

CMe.GC is more stable than c.GC (Xodo et aI., 1991; Povsic & Dervan, 1989). The 

reason for this difference is unclear. 

4.4.3.2 2 '-Aminoethoxy,N7G 

The addition of deoxyribose to the N7 position of guanine orients it such that the groups 

involved in hydrogen bond formation mimic those seen in the C+.GC triplet (Hunziker 

et aI., 1995; Koshlap et aI., 1997). In this study the 2'-aminoethoxy derivative of this 

analogue was examined. The results obtained from fluorescence melting showed that 

the substitution of a single AEN7G.GC triplet for a C+.GC triplet led to a decrease in the 

stability of the triplex at pH 5.0, but produced a complex of a similar stability at pH 6.0. 

The selectivity of this base is similar to C with a 10 DC difference in the most stable and 

second most stable triplet formed by this base at pH 5.0. G normally recognises T A 

better than GC but it is clear that the altered positioning of this base results in a loss of 

TA recognition. A direct comparison with the deoxyribo derivative was not possible but 

these results suggest no dramatic increase in stability by addition of the Y-aminoethoxy 
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group. As this base is not isostructural with other parallel triplets (Koshlap et aI., 1997), 

it is likely that the positioning of the 2' -aminoethoxy group is not ideal. 

4.4.3.32 '-aminoethoxy,6-oxo-C 

Both 6-oxo-C and its methyl derivative have been shown to exhibit pH independent 

recognition of GC (Xiang et aI., 1994; Berressem et a!., 1995). In this study the 2'

aminoethoxy derivative of this base was investigated. Fluorescence melting of triplexes 

composed of several substitutions with this base revealed that in all cases these were 

less stable than their unmodified counterparts. However, the extent of this 

destabilisation was dependent on the pH. It was seen that the triplex composed of three 

AE6-oxo-C.GC triplets was only 1 °C less stable than the unmodified triplex. This 

modification therefore compares favourable to a study that showed a single substitution 

of 6-oxo-C led to a decrease in T m of 14°C (Xiang et aI., 1994). At lower pH the reason 

for the lower stability has been attributed to unfavorable stacking interactions and/or 

steric hindrance due to the 6-carbonyl group. These results suggest that the addition of a 

2'-aminoethoxy group partly alleviates this lower stability. 

Recent studies have suggested a further increase in stability for 2'-aminoethoxy 

modified nucleosides when incorporated into a fully-aminoethoxy modified TFO (Puri 

et al., 2004; Buchini & Leumann, 2004), this may also be the case for AE6-oxo-C and 

AEN7G. 

4.4.4 Combining favourable nucleoside analogues 

The above studies have highlighted that when used alone BAU and Mtp can be used to 

enhance triplex affinity and to extend the useful pH range for triplex formation 

respectively. DNase I footprinting was used to examine how these nucleoside analogues 

can be used in combination to achieve high affinity recognition of a 12 base 

oligopurine.oligopyrimidine sequence at physiological pH. It was shown that the 

addition of a single BAU and Mep residue into the third strand (MtpBAU) had little 

affect on the affinity and pH dependency as compared to the TFO containing a single 

BAU residue (lBAU). However, addition of two of each of these residues to the TFO 

(2Mep2BAU) enhanced triplex affinity at pH 6.0, and generated a footprint at pH 7.0. 

This TFO was more stable than TFOs containing either two substitutions of BAU or 
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Mep. The addition of three substitutions of each residue to the TFO generated a triplex 

with enhanced affinity at pH 5.0, which was also stable at pH 7.0 and generated a 

footprint at pH 7.5 that exhibited a Cso value of 200 nM at pH 7.5. This oligonucleotide 

produced the strongest complex which extends to a higher pH than all the others. An 

equivalent TFO was examined with the same base composition as this TFO, with three 

Mep and three BAU residues, but in this instance the modifications are placed close 

together towards the 5' -end of the oligonucleotide, rather than being distributed 

throughout the third strand. This complex is stable at pH 5.0 in the absence of 

magnesium, and so clearly binds better than the unmodified oligonucleotide. It also 

produces a stable complex at pH 6.0. However, this oligonucleotide failed to produce a 

footprint at pH 7.0 and above, suggesting that the arrangement of modified residues is 

important and that distribution, rather than clustering, of positively charged residues 

produces the most stable complexes. A similar effect has previously been observed for 

UP; a uP residue positioned adjacent to a protonated C produces a triplex of lower 

stability compared to when uP is separated by one uncharged nucleotide (Gowers et aI., 

1999). 

These results demonstrate that the cooperative enhancement in triplex stability obtained 

with these two analogues depends on the sequence arrangement of the third strand. 

Their effect is much greater when they are evenly distributed throughout the 

oligonucleotide instead of being clustered at one end. This contrasts with studies using 

2'-aminoethoxy modified oligonucleotides, which suggested a greater effect when the 

modifications were clustered together (Puri et aI., 2004), though these experiments were 

performed with psoralen-linked oligonucleotides. However, the greater affinity obtained 

when there is an alternation of positive and neutral nucleosides is similar to that seen 

with third strand using T and C for which the most stable triplexes are obtained with 

alternating C+.GC and T.AT triplets (Roberts et al., 1996; James et al., 2003). 

Table 4.5 summarises the Cso values determined for the interaction of the modified and 

unmodified TFOs investigated in this chapter. Interestingly, this table highlights that the 

TFO containing 5 substitutions of BAU (5BAU) produces a complex of greater stability 

than any other TFO at all pHs. At pH 7.5 this TFO produces a complex that is about 

twice as stable as the complex formed by 3Mep3BAU. This is surprising because this 

TFO contains adjacent cytosine and BAU residues. This highlights that one possible 
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means of overcoming the requirement to separate charged residues is to incorporate 

additional BAU residues into the TFO to further increase stability. 
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5 RECOGNISING PYRIMIDINE BASES USING 

OLIGONUCLEOTIDES CONTAINING NUCLEOSIDE ANALOGUES 

5.1 Introduction 

Triplex formation is usually restricted to oligopurine.oligopyrimidine target sites since 

only the purine strand of the duplex is recognised. The recognition of pyrimidine 

residues is much harder to achieve as C and T present a single hydrogen bond donor or 

acceptor site for binding within the major groove. The bulky 5-methyl group of T 

imposes an additional steric barrier to third strand binding. This chapter investigates the 

triplex-forming properties of several novel nucleoside analogues designed to recognise 

CO or T A base pairs, within the parallel motif. 

5.1.1 Recognition of CO base pairs 

Both C and T can bind to a CO base pair with moderate affinity (Mergny et al. 1991; 

Yoon et ai., 1992). This interaction involves the formation of a single hydrogen bond 

between the 2-carbonyl of the third strand base and the free C4-amino proton on the 

duplex cytosine (Radhakrishnan & Patel, 1994). The use of these bases for the 

recognition of CO is limited as both bases prefer to generate C+.OC or T.AT triplets. 

One potential solution to this selectivity problem is to synthesise analogues that possess 

an altered array of hydrogen bonding contacts. To this end, the base analogue 5-

propargylamino-dC (C
p

; Figure 5.1A) was examined. It was reasoned that the 

introduction of an electron-withdrawing propargylamino group to the 5-position of C 

would lower its pKa• As protonation of C is required for the recognition of OC, this base 

should offer a lower affinity for this base pair. Furthermore, the propargylamino group 

may impart other stabilising interactions as previously seen for the thymine analogue uP 
(Bijapur et aI., 1999). A similar strategy has previously been applied in the preparation 

of the analogue 1-isoquinolone (Hari et al., 2003). In this instance, the introduction of 

an aromatic ring across the 3 and 4 positions of C results in a loss of the hydrogen bond 

contacts required to recognise OC ( or AT). This base was synthesised as its LNA sugar 

derivative to further increase triplex stability. In this study its 2'-aminoethoxy sugar 

derivative (aeQ; Figure 5.1B) is examined. This modification locks the sugar pucker to a 

favourable N-type conformation and suitably positions a positive charge so as to 

interact with a negatively charged phosphate residue within the duplex (Cuenod et al., 
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(iii) (iv) 

Figure 5.1 Chemical structures and proposed hydrogen bonding patterns of the nucleotide analogues 

designed to recognise CG interruptions; (i) CP.CG (ii) AEQ.CG (iii) 7HMP.CG (iv) MP.CG (v) AEp.CG 

and (vi) ~P.CG. 
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1998; Sollogoub et aI., 2002; Buchini & Leumann, 2004). 

Several analogues based on the pyrrolopyrimidin-2-one ring system were also 

investigated. These nuc1eobases are similar in structure to T but lack the 4-carbonyl and 

3-NH groups, both of which are required for the recognition of AT. In this 

configuration, these bases are capable of forming a hydrogen bond involving N3 and the 

free C4-amino proton of the duplex C. The 2-carbonyl group is also free to form an 

unconventional C-H ... O bond at the S-position of C (Prevot-Halter & Leumann, 1999; 

Marfut & Leumann, 1998). The analogue 7HMP (Figure S.lD) was initially examined to 

assess the suitability of the pyrrolopyrimidone-2-one core for CG recognition. As this 

base presents a hydrogen bond donor at position 7 it may recognise GC as well as CG. 

The analogue MP (Figure 5.1 C) was therefore studied, as it is incapable of hydrogen 

bonding at this position, due to the presence of a methyl group. Further derivatives 

containing substituents at the 6-position were also examined. These offer the potential 

to form additional hydrogen bonds with N7 or 06 of G or to participate in electrostatic 

interactions with the anionic phosphate residues. AEP and App (Figure S.lE and S.2A) 

contain protonated amine functions, while GEP and Gpp (Figure S.lF and S.2B) contain 

protonated guanidine functions. Two derivatives containing less flexible side chains 

were also characterised. MABP and PABP (Figure S.lD and E) contain benzyl amine side 

groups and position amine functions within the major groove. As the benzene ring may 

also participate in stacking interactions within the major groove and as an additional 

control, the analogue BP (Figure S.lC) was examined. Lastly, the 2'-aminoethoxy 

derivative of App (Epp; Figure S.2F) was investigated for its triplex-forming 

properties. 

5.1.2 Recognition of TA base pairs 

G has been previously been identified to bind a TA base pair with moderate affinity 

(Griffin & Dervan, 1989; Mergny et ai. 1991). This interaction involves the formation 

of a single hydrogen bond between the C2 amino proton of the third strand base and the 

4-carbonyl group on the duplex thymine (Radhakrishnan & Patel, 1991). The use of this 

base for the recognition of a T A base pair is limited to certain sequence contexts, as it 

forms more stable triplets when flanked by T.AT than C+.GC (Kiessling et aI., 1992). In 

this study 7- and 2'-substituted derivatives of deoxyguanosine were assessed for their 

ability to target TA interruptions. These are protonated under physiological conditions 
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(iv) 

Figure 5.2 Chemical structures and proposed hydrogen bonding patterns of the nucleotide analogues 

designed to recognise CG interruptions; (i) ApP.CG (ii) GpP.CG (iii) BP.CG (iv) MABP.CG (v) PABP.CG 

and (vi) AEpP.CG. 
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and might position the positive charge so as to interact with the negative phosphodiester 

residues within the triplex backbone. The analogues 7-deaza-7-propargylamino-dG (GP
; 

Figure 5.3A) and 7-deaza-7-propargylguanido-dG (GPG
; Figure 5.3A) contain acyclic 

amine and guanidine functions at the 7-position of the base respectively. The analogue 

2'-aminoethoxy-G (AEG; Figure 5.3C) contains an acyclic amine attached to the 2'

position of the sugar. 

An alternative strategy to increase triplex stability at pyrimidine inversions is to design 

analogues that can form hydrogen bonds with both partners of the target base pair. 

Recently, Guinvarc'h et al. reported on the triplex-forming properties of the unnatural 

C-nucleoside N-(4-(3-acetamidophenyl)thiazol-2-yl-acetamide (Guinvarc'h et al., 2001; 

S; Figure 5.3D). In their study this analogue was shown by UV melting to bind to a T A 

base pair with an affinity comparable to that of the T.AT triplet. It was proposed that the 

interaction of this base involved the formation of three hydrogen bonds to the N7 atom 

and the 6-amino group of A, and to the 4-carbonyl group of T. In this study the 2'

aminoethoxy derivative of this base (AES; Figure 5.3D) is examined and compared to S. 

5.2 Experimental design 

The triplex-forming properties of TFOs containing these novel nucleosides were 

evaluated using DNase I footprinting and thermal melting experiments. These were 

compared to TFOs containing natural bases. Each nucleoside (X) was positioned within 

a TFO so as to form a central X.ZY triplet upon triplex formation, where ZY is each bp 

in tum (AT, TA, GC or CG). 

5.2.1 Thermal denaturation experiments 

The sequences of the oligonucleotides used in the thermal melting experiments are 

illustrated in Figure 5.4A. For the fluorescence experiments the purine strand of the 

duplex (boxed) was labelled at the 5'-end with a fluorophore (F; fluorescein), while the 

third strand was labelled at the 5 '-end with a quencher (Q; pyrene or methyl red). For 

the UV experiments the duplex and TFO were unlabelled. Melting temperatures (T m) 

for these intermolecular triplexes were determined as described in Chapter 3 using a rate 

of temperature change of either 0.2 °C min- 1 (fluorescence experiments) or 0.1 °C min- 1 

(UV experiments). Recordings were taken during both the heating and cooling steps and 
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Figure 5.3 Chemical structures and proposed hydrogen bonding patterns of the nucleotide analogues 

designed to recognise T A interruptions; (i) GP.T A (ii) GPG.T A (iii) AEG.T A and (iv) AES.T A. 
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A 
(i) 

(ii) 

B 

5'-Q-TCTCTCTTXTCCTCCTCC 
5'-F-AGAGAGAAZAGGAGGAGG 

3'-TCTCTCTTYTCCTCCTCC 

5'-Q-TCTCTCTXTCTXTCCTCC 
5'-F-AGAGAGATAGATAGGAGG 

3'-TCTCTCTATCTATCCTCC 

5'-TCTCTTXTTTCT 
5'-TCBCTBXBTBCT 

5' .. AGAGAAZAAAGA .. 
3' .. TCTCTTYTTTCT .. 

Figure 5.4 Sequence of oligonucleotides used in Chapter 5; A) Oligonucleotides used in the fluorescence 

and UV melting experiments. For fluorescence melting, the duplexes were labelled with fluorescein (F) at 

the S'-end of the purine strand, whereas the TFOs are labelled with either methyl red serinol, methyl red 

threoninol or pyrene (Q) at the 5 '-end. For UV melting, the duplex and TFO strands were unlabelled. (i) 

Sequences used for the single substitution studies, ZY is each base pair in turn (AT, TA, Gc, CG), 

whereas X is each base or analogue in turn. (ii) Sequences used for the double substitution studies, X is 

either G, S or 2AES and is positioned opposite a TA base pair. B) Sequences of the /yrT (43-59) fragments 

and third strand oligonucleotides used in the footprinting experiments. The 12 base pair triplex target site 

is shown and ZY corresponds to each base pair in turn. The DNA was labelled at the 3 '-end of the EcoRI 

site (upper strand). In the single substitution experiments K in the TFO corresponds to each base or 

analogue in turn and B is the nucleoside analogue BAU. 
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no significant hysteresis was observed. As the 18mer third strands contained several 

cytosine residues triplex formation using these oligonucleotides was pH dependent and 

was restricted to low pH conditions (pH < 6.0). All melting experiments were 

undertaken in 50 mM sodium acetate buffer containing 200 mM sodium chloride at a 

pH between 5.0 and 6.0. No additional stabilising factors were employed in the assay, 

so as to maximize the intrinsic affinity of each analogue. The concentration of duplex in 

the fluorescence assay was 0.25 11M and the concentration of third strand was 311M. 

The concentration of the duplex in the UV assay was 1 11M and the concentration of 

third strand was 5 11M. The excess of third strand in each assay was used to facilitate 

triplex formation. T m values were calculated from the first derivatives of the melting and 

annealing profiles. Each value was recorded in triplicate and usually differed by less 

than 0.5 DC. 

The sequences shown in Figure 5.4A(i) were used for single substitution selectivity 

studies, where X was each base or analogue and ZY is AT, TA, GC and CG. 

Fluorescence melting experiments were also performed on triplexes containing two 

seperated T A interruptions. The sequences used are shown in Figure 5.4A(ii). These 

positions were targeted using third-strand oligonucleotides containing S, AES, and G. 

5.2.1 DNase I footprinting studies 

The relative affinities of 12mer oligonucleotides of sequence 5'-TCTCTTXTTTCT 

(where X is each base or analogue) with duplex targets containing the oligopurine. 

oligopyrimidine tract 5'-AGAGAAZAAAGAl3 '-TCTCTTYTTTCT were examined by 

quantitative DNase I footprinting. The sequences of the third strand oligonucleotides 

and their duplex targets are shown in Figure 5.4B. The fragments containing these 

target sites were generated by site-directed mutagenesis of the 105 bp tyrT(43-59) 

fragment and were radiolabelled at the 3' -end of the EcoRI site using reverse 

transcriptase and [a_32P]dATP. The 12-bp target site within the polypurine tract 

contains three GC base pairs and triplex formation was strongly pH dependent. 

Experiments were therefore undertaken at pH 5.0 in 50 mM sodium acetate containing 

10 mM magnesium chloride and the complexes were left to equilibrate overnight at 20 

DC. Quantitative analysis of the bands within each footprint allowed calculation of Cso 

values, indicating the TFO concentration that reduced the band intensity by 50%. Table 
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5.7 summarises the Cso values obtained for the interaction of all the oligonucleotides 

examined in this chapter. 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Triplex formation with unmodified oligonucleotides 

The interaction of the oligonucleotides 5'-TCTCTTXTTTCT (where X is A, G, C or T) 

with each of the four tyrT(43-59) fragments was measured by DNase I footprinting. 

Representative cleavage patterns for the interactions of these oligonucleotides are 

shown in Figure 5.5 and 5.6. In the appropriate combinations (considered below) the 

oligonucleotides produced a footprint at the intended target site, at the 3' -end of the 17 

bp oligopurine tract, without altering the cleavage patterns for the remainder of the 105 

bp fragment. The concentration dependence of the footprint (but not its location) varied 

according to the nature of X.ZY. 

The left hand panel of Figure 5.5 shows the DNase I digestion pattern of the four duplex 

fragments in the presence of the oligonucleotide 5'-TCTCTT A TTTCT. A clear 

footprint is evident for the interaction of this oligonucleotide with the target containing 

a central GC bp, which persists into the low f.1M range. Quantitative analysis of the 

bands within this footprint yielded a Cso value of 0.3 ± 0.1 f.1M. No footprints are 

apparent for the three remaining fragments, however, it can be seen that the bands at the 

3' -end of the pol ypurine tract are enhanced for the AT and T A -containing targets at 

oligonucleotide concentrations of 3 f.1M and above. This is indicative of a weaker 

interaction of the oligonucleotide and the DNA duplex, though in this instance this 

could not be accurately measured. These results demonstrate that adenine can generate a 

stable triplet with a GC bp and to a certain extent can interact weakly with AT and T A 

bps. 

The right hand panel of Figure 5.5 shows the DNase I digestion pattern of the four 

duplex fragments in the presence of the oligonucleotide Y-TCTCTTGTTTCT. In this 

instance a clear footprint is evident for the interaction of the oligonucleotide and the 

fragments containing a GC and T A bp. The Cso values determined for these interactions 

were 0.2 ± 0.1 f.1M and 2.5 ± 0.5 f.1M respectively. No interactions were evident with the 

AT and CG-containing fragments. These results indicate that guanine can form a stable 
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Figure 5.5 DNase I cleavage patterns of different ty rT(43-59) fragments in the presence of oligonucleotides 5 '-TCTCTIATITCT (left panel) and 5 ' TCTCTIQTITCT (right panel) 

at pH 5.0. Each triplex differed by a single central triplet X.AT, X.TA, X.GC and X.CG. The experiments were performed in 50 mM sodium acetate containing 10 mM magnesium 

chloride, and the complexes were left overnight at 20 °C to equilibrate. The oligonucleotide concentration (11M) is shown at the top of each gel lane. Tracks labelled 'GA' are 

Maxam-Gilbert markers specific for purines, while 'con ' indicates DNase I cleavage in the absence of added oligonucleotide. The filled boxes show the position of the triplex target 

sites. 
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triplet with a TA base pair, producing a Cso value lO-fold higher than its interaction 

with a GC base pair. 

The left hand panel of Figure 5.6 illustrates the DNase I digestion pattern of the four 

duplex fragments in the presence of the oligonucleotide 5'-TCTCTTCTTTCT. As 

expected a clear footprint is evident against the GC and CG duplex targets whilst no 

interaction with the AT or T A targets is observed at concentrations as high as 20 11M. It 

was not possible to calculate a Cso value for the footprint produced by the 

oligonucleotide with the GC-target as the footprint persisted to oligonucleotide 

concentrations lower than that employed. It can therefore be estimated that the Cso 

would be lower than the lowest TFO concentration « 0.1 11M). The interaction of the 

oligonucleotide with the CG target could be quantified and yielded a Cso value of 0.8 ± 

0.3 11M. These data suggest that, as expected, C generates the most stable triplet with 

GC but can also generate triplets with CG, albeit with a lower affinity. 

The right hand panel of Figure 5.6 shows the DNase I digestion pattern of the four 

duplex fragments in the presence of the oligonucleotide 5'-TCTCTTTITTCT. This 

oligonucleotide produced footprints with every duplex target except for the one 

containing a central T A bp. The Cso values calculated for the interactions of this 

oligonucleotide with the AT, CG and GC targets were 0.2 ± 0.1 11M, 0.7 ± 0.4 11M and 

2.1 ± 0.3 11M, respectively. These results highlight that thymine generates the most 

stable triplet with an AT bp but can also form relatively stable triplets with CG and GC 

bps. Under these conditions the second most stable triplet, T.CG, produced a Cso value 

at least 7-fold lower than the most stable triplet, T.AT. 

These results are summarised in Table 5.7, from which it can be seen that the stability 

(Cso) of the complexes formed by the interaction of these unmodified oligonucleotides 

varied according to the identity of the central triplet in the order T.AT = C+.GC > A.GC 

> G.TA > T.CG = C.CG. As expected G.TA, C.CG and T.CG are the most stable 

triplets formed at pyrimidine interruptions, albeit with a lower affinity and selectivity 

than the standard T.AT and C+.GC triplets. These results are consistent with the results 

obtained from fluorescence melting experiments presented in Chapter 3. 
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Figure 5.6 DNase I cleavage patterns of different /yrT(43-59) fragments in the presence of oligonucleotides 5 '-TCTCTT~TTTCT (left panel) and 5 ' TCTCTITfTTCT (right panel) 

at pH 5.0. Each triplex differed by a single central triplet X.AT, X.TA, X.GC and X.CG. The experiments were performed in 50 mM sodium acetate containing 10 mM magnesium 

chloride, and the complexes were left overnight at 20 °C to equilibrate. The oligonucleotide concentration (11M) is shown at the top of each gel lane. Tracks labelled 'GA' are 

Maxam-Gilbert markers specific for purines, while 'con ' indicates DNase I cleavage in the absence of added oligonucleotide. The filled boxes show the position of the triplex target 

sites. 
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5.3.2 Triplex formation with 5-propargylamino-dC 

The specificity of c P in triplex formation was examined by determining the melting 

temperatures of the fluorescently-Iabelled triplexes shown in Figure 5.4, where X is c P 

and ZY is each bp in tum. Since protonation of the ring nitrogen is pH-dependent, the 

melting experiments were carried out at different pH values. The melting profiles 

obtained for the four triplexes at pH 6.0 are presented in Figure 5.7 (top panel). The Tm 

values determined for these profiles and those obtained at lower pH values are shown in 

Table 5.1. This table includes T m values for the corresponding C-containing triplexes for 

reference (taken from the data in Chapter 3). 

It can be clearly seen that with c P in the third strand the most stable triplex was 

generated with the duplex containing a central GC bp (green line). The Tm value for this 

complex was 41.1 °C and is 4 °c lower than the T m obtained with the C-containing third 

strand. However, the difference in Tms produced by these two triplets was dependent on 

the pH of the solution. As the pH decreased, so did the difference in affinity between 

the two triplets and at pH 5.0 both exhibited similar Tms. This observation is consistent 

with the expectation that CP
, with a lower pKa than C, will be less protonated the higher 

the pH. The unprotonated form will be unable to form two hydrogen bonds to GC and 

will exhibit a lower affinity for this base pair. 

ZY 
X pH AT TA GC CG 

5.0 56.0 (56.3) 54.9 (55.0) 67.2 (66.8) 59.3 (59.2) 
C 5.5 42.7 (42.7) 41.4 (42.8) 59.0 (59.1) 46.7 (46.9) 

6.0 < 28.0 < 28.0 45.1 (45.2) 31.9 (31.9) 
5.0 58.3 (58.8) 55.7 (56.0) 66.8 (66.6) 62.0 (62.2) 
5.5 45.0 (45.5) 42.0 (41.3) 57.1 (57.4) 49.8 (50.2) 
6.0 28.8 (28.9) < 28.0 41.1 (41.0) 33.7 (33.9) 

Table 5.1 TI1l values determined by fluorescence melting for triplexes composed of triplets containing cP 

using a temperature gradient of 0.2 °c min-' and the quencher pyrene. Tm values in parenthesis were 

calculated from the annealing phase. 

The second most stable triplex generated with c P in the third strand was with the duplex 

containing the central CG bp (black line) and was 7 °C lower than that obtained with 

Gc. This triplet exhibited Tm values that were 2-3 °C higher than those exhibited by the 

corresponding triplet generated by C. As the extent of this increase was not dependent 
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Figure 5.7 Fluorescence melting curves showing the interaction of TFOs containing 5-propargylamino

dC or 2'-aminoethoxy, l-isoquinolone with duplex targets containing a variable central base pair. Each 

TFO contains either CP, AEQa or AEQ~ at an identical position, generating X.ZY triplets, where ZY is AT, 

TA, GC or CG. The experiments were performed in 50 mM sodium acetate containing 200 mM NaCl at 

either pH 6.0 (CP) or pH 5.5 (AEQa or AEQ~) . The y-axes show the normalised fluorescence (arbitrary 

units) , while the x-axes shows the temperature (0C) . The samples were heated at a rate of 0.2 °C min· l
. 
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on pH it suggests that the interaction of cP with CG predominantly involves the 2-

carbonyl group and not the ring nitrogen of the base. The next most stable triplet was 

generated opposite AT and a similar increase in affinity was also observed relative to C. 

Again this was not dependent on pH and suggests that the 2-carbonyl group participates 

in the recognition of A. Interestingly, no stabilisation was observed for a TA base pair, 

suggesting that the propagylamino chain is not suitably positioned to enhance the 

stability of this triplet. 

To confirm these results, the formation of triplexes containing cP were examined by 

DNase I footprinting. The DNase I digestion patterns of the four duplex fragments in 

the presence of the oligonucleotide 5'-TCTCTTCPTTTCT are shown in Figure 5.8. As 

expected a clear footprint is evident with the target containing a central GC bp (left 

hand panel) that persists to the low 11M range. It was not possible to quantify the bands 

within this footprint but visual estimation yields a Cso value of between 1 and 0.3 11M. 

This is at least 3-fold lower than the Cso estimated for the equivalent C-containing TFO. 

A weaker footprint is also evident for both fragments containing a central CG and AT 

bp. Quantitative analysis of the bands within these footprints yields Cso values of 1.2 ± 

0.2 11M and 1.1 ± 0.1 11M respectively. Therefore, the Cso value for CP.AT is 30-fold 

greater than that obtained for C.AT, whilst the Cso value for CP.CG is only 1.5-fold 

greater than C.CG. This is in contrast to the results obtained from fluorescence melting 

that suggests both triplets are equally stabilised by the introduction of the 

propargylamino group. The reason for this difference is unclear. No interaction of the 

oligonucleotide was observed with the target containing a central T A base pair. 

Taken together it appears that the addition of the prop argyl amino group to C decreases 

its affinity for GC, presumably due to a lowering of the pKa of the heterocycle while it 

increases the affinity for AT and CG. Unfortunately, under the low pH conditions 

employed in this study it was not possible to determine whether cP retains its 

recognition of GC at pH 7.0. 

5.3.3 Triplex formation with 2'-aminoethoxy-1-isoquinolone 

The sequence specificities of both the a and ~ anomers of AEQ in triplex formation were 

assessed by determining the melting temperature of the fluorescently-Iabelled triplexes 

shown in Figure 5.4, where X is AEQ and ZY is each bp in tum. Representative 
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Figure 5.8 DNase I cleavage patterns of different tyrT(43-59) fragments In the presence of 

oligonucleotide 5 '-TCTCTTCPTTTCT at pH 5.0. Each triplex differed by a single central triplet X.AT, 

X.TA, X.GC and X.CG. The experiments were performed in 50 mM sodium acetate containing 5 mM 

magnesium chloride, and the complexes were left overnight at 20 °C to equilibrate. The oligonucleotide 

concentration (flM) is shown at the top of each gel lane. Tracks labelled 'GA' are Maxam-Gilbert 

markers specific for purines, while 'con ' indicates DNase I cleavage in the absence of added 

oligonucleotide. The filled boxes show the position of the triplex target sites. 
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fluorescence melting profiles for the complexes containing the a (middle panel) and ~ 

(bottom panel) anomers of AEQ at pH 5.5 are illustrated in Figure 5.8. The Tms 

determined from these profiles and those obtained at other pH values (pH 6.0 and 5.0) 

are shown in Table 5.2. 

ZY 
x pH AT TA OC CO 

5.0 55.3 (55.2) 53.4 (53.7) 67.4 (65.9) 57.6 (57.7) 
C 5.5 39.8 (39.4) 38.7 (38.6) 56.6 (56.7) 43.7 (43.4) 

6.0 < 28.0 < 28.0 41.1 (41.2) 28.9 (28.7) 
5.0 50.3 (50.0) 54.2 (54.2) 52.6 (52.6) 51.6 (51.4) 
5.5 < 35.0 38.7 «35) 37.3 «35) 39.2 «35) 
6.0 <28.0 < 28.0 <28.0 < 28.0 
5.0 52.3 (52.1) 54.8 (55.0) 54.3 (54.1) 54.5 (54.6) 
5.5 37.2 «35) 40.2 «35) 39.2 «35) 39.2 «35) 
6.0 < 28.0 < 28.0 <28.0 <28.0 

Table 5.2 Tm values determined by fluorescence melting for triplexes composed of triplets containing 

AEQa and AEQ~ using a temperature gradient of 0.2 °C min" and the quencher methyl red. Tm values in 

parenthesis were calculated from the annealing phase. 

Examination of the melting profiles and T mS reveals that both anomers form complexes 

of lower stability and selectivity than those formed by natural bases. The T mS of these 

complexes vary between 50.3 and 54.2 DC for the a anomer and between 52.3 and 54.2 

DC for ~ the anomer at pH 5.0. The complexes are therefore at least 13 DC less stable 

than the triplex containing C+.OC. It was not possible to detect triplex formation for any 

of the complexes containing these analogues at pH 6.0, as the complexes melted at 

temperatures lower than 28 DC. Under these conditions both analogues are effectively 

acting as 'null bases' in which they make little or no contribution to the affinity or 

specificity of the TFO. 

The sequence selectivity and affinity of AEQ in triple helix formation was investigated 

further by DNase I footprinting. The interactions of the 12mer oligonucleotides Y

TCTCTTAEQuTTTCT and 5'-TCTCTTAEQpTTTCT with the four tyrT(43-59) DNA 

fragments were examined. The left hand panel of Figure 5.9 shows the DNase I 

digestion pattern of the four duplex fragments in the presence of the AEQu -containing 

oligonucleotide. The cleavage pattern for each fragment remains unaltered in the 

presence of the oligonucleotide indicating no interaction at oligonucleotide 

concentrations as high as 20 /-lM 
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Figure 5.9 DNase I cleavage patterns of different tyrT(43-59) fragments in the presence of oligonucleotides 5'-TCTCTTQ"TTTCT (left panel) and 5'-TCTCTTQ~TTTCT (right panel) 

at pH 5.0. Each triplex differed by a single central triplet X.AT, X.TA, X.GC and X.CG. The experiments were performed in 50 rnM sodium acetate containing 10 rnM magnesium 

chloride, and the complexes were left overnight at 20 °C to equilibrate. The oligonucleotide concentration (11M) is shown at the top of each gel lane. Tracks labelled 'GA' are Maxam

Gilbert markers specific for purines, while 'con ' indicates DNase I cleavage in the absence of added oligonucleotide. The filled boxes show the position of the triplex target sites. 
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A similar result can be seen for the interaction of the AEQp -containing oligonucleotide, 

which is illustrated on the right hand panel of Figure 5.9. These results confirm those 

obtained from fluorescence melting, suggesting that in this context the 2'-aminoethoxy 

derivative of Q is not effective for the recognition of CG. 

5.3.4 Triplex formation with substituted pyrrolopyrimidin-2-ones 

The nucleobases 7HMP and MP were initially examined to assess the suitability of the 

pyrrolopyrimidin-2-one core for the recognition of a CG inversion. These bases differ in 

the presence of a methyl group at position 7. The sequence specificity and pH 

dependence of MP and 7HMP in triplex formation was assessed by determining the 

melting temperature of the fluorescently-Iabelled triplexes shown in Figure 5.4, where 

X is either MP or 7HMP and ZY is each bp in turn. The top panel of Figure 5.10 

illustrates the melting profiles obtained for the triplexes containing these bases at pH 

5.5. The Tms for these profiles and those obtained at other pH values (pH 5.0 and 6.0) 

are shown in Table 5.3. The top left hand graph clearly shows that 7HMP recognises a 

GC bp (green line), whilst MP recognises CG bp (black line), with the highest affinity. 

The presence of the N-methyl group of MP is therefore essential to prevent the 

nucleobase from acting as a cytosine analogue. The difference in Tm of 7HMP.GC and 

MP.CG (- 8°C) suggests that 7HMP is forming two conventional hydrogen bonds to GC 

compared to just one between MP and CG. The 7HMP.GC triplet also exhibits similar 

Tm values as the T.AT triplet whereas the MP.CG triplet exhibits a Tm value at least 4 

°c lower. Both analogues exhibit increased affinity for CG relative to T, with an 

increase in Tm of between 2-3 0c. Interestingly, the selectivity of each nucleobase for 

the remaining base pairs was dependent on the pH. At pH 5.5 and 6.0 both bases 

generated triplets with AT and MP generated a triplet with GC that produced complexes 

at least 4 °c less stable than when positioned opposite GC. However, at pH 5.0 a 

difference of about 2 °C is observed. This suggests that a protonation event could be 

occurring on the ring nitrogen, which may allow the recognition of GC and AT by the 

formation of a hydrogen bond with the purines at N7. 

The sequence selectivity and affinity of 7HMP and MP was further corroborated by 

DNase I footprinting. The interactions of 5'-TCTCTT7HMPTTTCT and 5'

TCTCTTMPTTTCT with the four DNA fragments were examined. The right hand 
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Figure 5.10 Fluorescence melting curves showing the interaction of TFOs containing pyrrolopyrimidin-

2-ones with duplex targets containing a variable central base pair. Each TFO contains either 7Hl\1P, l\1P, 

AEP, GEP, App or Gpp at an identical position, generating X.ZY triplets. The experiments were performed 

in 50 mM sodium acetate containing 200 mM NaCI at either pH 6.0 CHl\1P, l\1P, AEP, ~P, App) or pH 

5.5 (CpP). The y-axes show the normalised fluorescence (arbitrary units) , while the x-axes shows the 

temperature (0C). The samples were heated at a rate of 0.2 °C min-I. 
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Zy 
X pH AT TA GC CG 

5.0 63.8 (62.5) 52.7 (53.1) 56.8 (57.3) 57.4 (57.5) 
T 5.5 54.0 (54.0) 38.1 (38.3) 42.9 (43.0) 43.3 (43.4) 

6.0 39.4 (39.4) < 28.0 27.7 (27.7) 28.3 (28.3) 
5.0 57.4 (57.8) 53.3 (53.5) 65.4 (64.3) 59.8 (59.3) 

7HMP 5.5 42.8 ( 42.8) 39.0 (38.8) 54.1 (54.2) 46.2 (46.1) 
6.0 < 28.0 < 28.0 36.2 (36.6) 29.9 (30.1 ) 
5.0 57.8 (58.0) 53.1 (53.3) 58.8 (59.2) 60.3 (60.2) 

MP 5.5 42.7 (42.5) 38.7 (38.2) 41.4 (42.0) 46.4 (46.5) 
6.0 < 28.0 <28.0 < 28.0 31.5 (31.7) 
5.0 55.7 (56.6) 52.2 (52.2) 56.7 (56.4) 59.0 (59.1) 

AEP 5.5 40.4 (40.5) 37.8 (37.7) 40.2 (39.7) 45.6 (45.6) 
6.0 < 28.0 < 28.0 <28.0 30.5 (30.6) 
5.0 56.3 (57.0) 52.9 (53.0) 57.4 (57.1) 59.6 (59.7) 

GEP 5.5 40.3 (40.6) 38.1 (37.9) 39.4 (39.5) 45.9 (45.8) 
6.0 < 28.0 < 28.0 < 28.0 29.6 (29.9) 
5.0 57.3 (58.0) 52.4 (53.0) 60.3 (58.8) 60.3 (60.8) 

App 5.5 42.1 (42.3) 37.6 (37.4) 41.4 (41.5) 47.1 (47.0) 
6.0 < 28.0 < 28.0 < 28.0 32.1 (32.4) 

Gpp 
5.0 56.9 (57.0) 52.5 (52.5) 56.7 (56.4) 59.7 (59.9) 
5.5 41.1 (41.1) 37.5 (37.1) 39.4 (39.4) 46.0 (45.6) 
5.0 58.4 (59.0) 53.2 (53.5) 58.2 (58.2) 60.4 (60.7) 

BP 5.5 43.2 (43.6) 37.5 (37.6) 40.6 (41.1) 46.8 (47.1) 
6.0 28.1 (28.4) < 28.0 < 28.0 32.9 (33.1) 
5.0 57.2 (58.0) 52.8 (53.1) 58.1 (57.6) 60.4 (60.6) 

PABP 5.5 41.3 (41.6) 37.3 (37.2) 38.6 (39.1) 46.1 (46.4) 
6.0 < 28.0 < 28.0 < 28.0 31.0 (31.3) 
5.0 64.6 (59.4) 53.2 (59.4) 57.2 (57.7) 60.4 (60.7) 

MABP 5.5 51.6 (46.5) 37.7 (37.6) 40.0 (40.2) 46.1 (46.0) 
6.0 37.9 (35.7) < 28.0 < 28.0 31.3 (31.5) 
5.0 70.3 (62.0) 52.3 (52.6) 60.5 (58.9) 60.3 (60.5) 

AEpp 5.5 52.5 (51.1) 37.7 (37.7) 43.5 (42.9) 47.1 (47.5) 
6.0 39.9 (37.6) < 28.0 31.1 (31.1) 32.4 (32.2) 

Table 5.3 Tm values determined by fluorescence melting for triplexes composed of triplets containing 

pyrrolopyrimidones using a temperature gradient of 0.2 °C min- l and the quencher methyl red. Tm values 

in parenthesis were calculated from the annealing phase. 
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panel of Figure 5.11 shows the DNase I digestion pattern of the four duplex fragments 

in the presence of the oligonucleotide 5'-TCTCTT7HMPTTTCT. Footprints are evident 

for the targets containing a GC, CG and AT bp whilst no interaction is observed with 

target containing a TA bp. It was not possible to calculate a Cso value for the footprint 

produced by this oligonucleotide with the GC-target as the footprint persisted to 

oligonucleotide concentrations lower than that employed. It can therefore be estimated 

that the Cso would be lower than the lowest TFO concentration « 0.3 11M). Cso values 

determined for the remaining footprints were 0.8 ± 0.2 11M and 1.7 ± 0.2 11M for the 

targets containing a CG or AT bp respectively. 

The left hand panel of Figure 5.11 shows the DNase I digestion pattern of the four 

duplex fragments in the presence of the oligonucleotide 5'-TCTCTTMPTTTCT. Again, 

footprints are evident for the targets containing a GC, CG and AT bp whilst no 

interaction is observed with target containing a T A bp, although the order of affinity 

was different in this case. Cso values calculated from these footprints were 0.5 ± 0.1 

11M, 1.6 ± 0.2 11M, and 6.0 ± 1.7 11M for the CG-, AT- and GC-containing targets 

respectively. The 7HMP.GC triplet produced a Cso value at least 20-fold greater than that 

produced by MP.GC, again highlighting the requirement for the methyl group at 

position 7 to stop the recognition of GC. A 2.5 fold difference in Cso between T.A T and 

MP.CG again suggests this triplet is less stable. 

Taken together, the results from fluorescence melting and DNase I footprinting suggest 

that the pyrrolopyrimidin-2-one core provides an effective means for selectively 

recognising CG base pairs, producing triplets that are more stable than the T.CG triplet. 

A methyl group is required at the 7 -position to stop recognition of Gc. There is scope 

for improvement as the MP.CG triplet is still less stable than T.AT or C+.Gc. 

5.3.4.1 Positively charged derivatives 

The nucleobases AEP, GEP, App and Gpp were examined to assess whether the addition 

of substituents at the 6-position of pyrrolopyrimidin-2-one core could further stabilise 

the MP.CG triplet. The melting temperature of the fluorescently-Iabelled triplexes 

shown in Figure 5.4 were determined, where X is AEP, GEP, App and Gpp and ZY is 

each bp in tum. Representative fluorescence melting profiles for the complexes 

containing these bases are illustrated in Figure 5.10 and the Tms calculated for these 
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Figure 5.11 DNase I cleavage patterns of different tyrT(43-59) fragments in the presence of oligonucleotides 5'-TCTCTIMPTITCT (left panel) and 5'-TCTCTI7HMPTITCT (right 

panel) at pH 5.0. Each triplex differed by a single central triplet X.AT, X.TA, X.GC and X.CG. The experiments were performed in 50 mM sodium acetate containing 10 mM 

magnesium chloride, and the complexes were left overnight at 20 °C to equilibrate. The oligonucleotide concentration (~M) is shown at the top of each gel lane. Tracks labelled 'GA' 

are Maxam-Gilbert markers specific for purines, while 'con' indicates DNase I cleavage in the absence of added oligonucleotide. The filled boxes show the position of the triplex target 

sites. 
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complexes and those at lower pH values (pH 5.0 and 5.5) are shown in Table 5.3. It is 

clear that all the substituted pyrrolopyrimidin-2-one bases showed enhanced selectivity 

and affinity for a CG bp as compared to T at pH 5.5 and 6.0, and in a similar manner to 

MP, their selectivity is reduced at pH 5.0. The Tms for the complexes formed by 

positioning AEP, GEP, App and Gpp against CG at pH 5.5 were 45.6 DC, 45.9 DC, 47.1 

DC and 46.0 DC. It is therefore clear that, although there is not a great difference 

between these bases, the order of affinity for CG of these nucleosides is therefore App = 
MP > Gpp > AEP = GEP. For each nucleobase the order of stability of triplets is X.CG > 

X.AT > X.GC > X.TA. 

Interestingly, in some instances the melting profiles obtained for these nucleobase when 

positioned against AT showed a secondary transition at high temperatures (see figure 

5.10, middle graphs, blue line). These transitions were not evident for T, 7HMP or MP. 

The presence of these transitions will be discussed later in the chapter. 

The interactions of the oligonucleotides 5'-TCTCTTXTTTCT (where X is AEP, GEP, 

App and GpP) with the four tyrT(43-59) fragments were determined as before. 

Representative cleavage patterns for the interaction of each of the oligonucleotides with 

the four DNA fragments are shown in Figure 5.12 and 5.13. The left hand panel of 

Figure 5.12 shows the DNase I digestion pattern of the four duplex fragments in the 

presence of the oligonucleotide 5'-TCTCTTAEPTTTCT. Footprints were generated by 

this oligonucleotide with the CG, AT and GC-containing targets, yielding estimated Cso 

values of 0.8 ± 0.4 11M, 2 ± 1 11M and 12 ± 5.1 11M respectively. This order of affinity is 

similar to that observed in fluorescence melting experiments and is the same as the 

analogue MP. It is therefore evident that in this instance the introduction of the 

protonated amine does not increase the affinity of this analogue. The right hand panel of 

Figure 5.12 shows the DNase I digestion pattern of the four duplex fragments in the 

presence of the oligonucleotide 5'-TCTCTTGEPTTTCT. Footprints were generated by 

this oligonucleotide with the CG, AT and GC targets, yielding Cso values of 0.7 ± 0.1 

11M, 1.5 ± 0.6 11M and 8.7 ± 3.3 11M respectively. Again this analogue shows no altered 

affinity as compared to MP. 

The left hand panel of Figure 5.13 shows the DNase I digestion pattern of the four 

duplex fragments in the presence of the oligonucleotide 5'-TCTCTTApPTTTCT. 

Footprints were generated by this oligonucleotide with the CG, AT and GC targets, 
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Figure S.12. DNase I cleavage patterns of different tyrT(43-59) fragments in the presence of oligonucleotides 5' -TCTCTTAEPTTTCT (left panel) and 5'-TCTCTTGEPTTTCT (right 

panel) at pH 5.0. Each triplex differed by a single central triplet X.AT, X.TA, X.GC and X.CG. The experiments were performed in 50 mM sodium acetate containing 10 mM 

magnesium chloride, and the complexes were left overnight at 20 °C to equi librate . The o ligonucleotide concentration (flM) is shown at the top of each gel lane. Tracks labelled 'GA' 

are Maxam-Gilbert markers specific for purines, while 'con' indicates DNase I cleavage in the absence of added oligonucleotide. The fi lled boxes show the position of the triplex target 

sites. 
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yielding Cso values of 0.3 ± 0.1 flM, 1.2 ± 0.5 flM and 4.8 ± 1.5 flM respectively. The 

right hand panel of Figure 5.12 shows the DNase I digestion pattern of the four duplex 

fragments in the presence of the oligonucleotide 5'-TCTCTTGpPTTTCT. Footprints 

were only generated by this oligonucleotide with the CG, AT and GC targets, yielding 

Cso values of 0.8 ± 0.2 flM, 1.4 ± 0.2 flM and 9.7 ± 2.5 flM respectively. Both 

nucleobases therefore exhibit a similar affinity and selectivity as MP. 

The data from these two techniques suggest no dramatic increase in stability by the 

addition of a protonated side chain to the pyrrolopyrimidin-2-one core, although App 

did produce a complex that was slightly more stable than MP at each pH value. The 

flexibility and rotational freedom of these protonated side chains might account for their 

lack of stabilisation. 

5.3.4.2 Benzyiamine derivatives 

To assess whether the introduction of more rigid side chain may impart a better 

stabilising effect, the bases MABP and PABP, containing benzylamine groups, were 

investigated. These were compared to the base BP that lacks any amino functions. 

Again, the melting temperatures for the triplexes shown in Figure 5.4 were determined, 

where X is BP, MABP and PABP and ZY is each bp in tum. Representative fluorescence 

melting profiles for the complexes containing these bases are illustrated in Figure 5.14 

and the Tms calculated for these complexes and those at lower pH values are shown in 

Table 5.3. 

The top left hand panel shows the interaction of the BP-containing TFO. The melting 

profiles obtained for this analogue suggest no altered selectivity as compared to MP. All 

Tm values for each BP.ZY triplet differed by less than 1 °C as compared to MP.ZY, 

however, a slight increase in Tm of 1.4 °C is observed against CG at pH 6.0. It seems 

that the ability of the benzene ring to stack favourably with neighbouring bases is only 

slightly better than that of the methyl group at the same position. As expected the 

addition of this group does not alter triplex specificity. 
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Figure 5.13 DNase I cleavage patterns of different tyrT(43-59) fragments in the presence of oligonucleotides 5'-TCTCTTApPTITCT (left panel) and 5 ' -TCTCTTGpPTITCT (right 

panel) at pH 5.0. Each triplex differed by a single central triplet X.AT, X.TA, X.GC and X.CG. The experiments were performed in 50 mM sodium acetate containing 10 mM 
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Figure 5.14 Fluorescence melting curves showing the interaction of TFOs containing pyrrolopyrimidin-

2-one benzylamine derivatives with duplex targets containing a variable central base pair. Each TFO 

contains either BP, MABP, PABP or AEpp at an identical position, generating X.ZY triplets.The 

experiments were performed in 50 mM sodium acetate containing 200 mM NaCI at pH 6.0. The y-axes 

show the normalised fluorescence (arbitrary units) , while the x-axes shows the temperature (0C). The 

samples were heated at a rate of 0.2 °C min-I. 
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The top right hand graph shows the interaction of the PABP-containing third strand. In 

this instance an amino group is introduced at the para position of the ring. This 

positions it away from the Hoogsteen face of guanine. Again the T m data suggest no 

increase in affinity for CG relative to MP and this triplet is actually destabilising 

relative to BP.CG. The selectivity of this base remains essentially the same, with only 

minor differences at all pHs. The bottom left hand graph shows the interaction of the 

MABP-containing third strand. In this instance an amino group is introduced at the meta 

position of the ring, positioning it towards the Hoogsteen face of guanine. This 

analogue closely resembles Gpp, in terms of the positioning of the hydrogen bonding 

residues. Examination of the T m data reveals that this analogue offers the greatest 

affinity for an AT base pair, whilst its selectivity for the remaining base pairs remains 

unchanged. Furthermore, the melting and annealing profiles of the MPBP.A T - containing 

triplex exhibited hysteresis. The Tm for MPBP.AT triplet is estimated to be 36.5 °C and is 

therefore 3 °C less stable than T.AT but 5 °C more stable than MP.CG. This increase in 

stability suggests the formation of two hydrogen bonds, and that the H-bonding contacts 

on the base and the amine are ideally positioned to recognise AT over CG. This base is 

therefore not useful for selectively recognising CG. 

5.3.4.32 '-Aminoethoxy derivatives 

Lastly, the Y-aminethoxy derivative of App was examined to assess whether the 

addition of an amino group to the 2'-position of the sugar may increase the affinity of 

this analogue for CG, without compromising its selectivity. The Tms of the triplexes 

shown in Figure 5.4 were determined by fluorescence melting as before. The bottom 

right hand graph of Figure 5.14 shows the melting profiles obtained for this analogue 

positioned against each base pair in tum. It can be seen that with AEpp in the third strand 

the most stable triplex was generated with the duplex containing a central AT bp (blue 

line). The annealing and melting profiles for this complex exhibited hysteresis, an effect 

previously observed for BAU, another 2'-aminoethoxy modified nucleoside, at this rate 

of temperature change. This suggests slow kinetics for the formation of this triplet. At 

pH 6.0, the Tm value for the AEpP.AT complex was 39.9 °C which is 12°C higher than 

the Tm obtained with the ApP.AT at the same pH. The selectivity of this nucleoside is 

also slightly different than previously observed for the pyrrolopyrimidones (see Section 

5.3.4.1). It can be seen that the affinity for GC increases whilst the affinity for CG and 

T A remains the same. The T m of the AEpp .GC triplet is 3 °c greater than that obtained 
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Figure 5.15 DNase I cleavage patterns of different tyrT(43-59) fragments in the presence of oligonucleotides 5 ' -TCBCTBApPBTBCT (left panel) and 5'-TCBCTBAEpPBTBCT 

(right panel) at pH 5.0. Each triplex differed by a single centra l triplet X.AT, X.TA, X.GC and X.CG. The experiments were performed in 50 mM sodium acetate containing 10 mM 
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for ApP.Gc. These results are consistent with the results obtained for BAU (Chapter 3) 

that suggest that the 2-aminoethoxy modification increases stability at purine.pyimidine 

base pairs and not at pyrimidine. purine base pairs. 

To further examme this interaction at physiological pH the oligonucleotides 5'

TCBCTBXBTBCT (where X is App or AEpp and B is BAU) were studied with the four 

tyrT(43-59) fragments at pH 7.0. These TFOs contained four additional BAU 

substitutions to stabilise triplex formation at this pH. Representative cleavage patterns 

for the interaction of each of the oligonucleotides with the four DNA fragments are 

shown in Figure 5.15. The left hand panel shows the cleavage pattern of the four 

fragments in the presence of the oligonucleotide containing App. It is evident that at this 

pH the affinity of this TFO is too low to observe as the cleavage patterns for the gels 

remain unaltered in the presence of this oligonucleotide. The right hand panel shows the 

cleavage pattern of the four fragments in the presence of the oligonucleotide containing 

AEpp. In contrast to App, a clear footprint is evident for this oligonucleotide and the AT

containing fragment while no interaction for the remaining three fragments is observed. 

It was not possible to calculate a Cso value for the footprint produced by the 

oligonucleotide with the AT -target but is estimated visually at about 0.1 flM. This 

clearly confirms the results obtained from fluorescence melting and suggests this 

nucleoside prefers to generate triplets with AT and not CG base pairs. 

5.3.5 Triplex formation with analogues of dG 

Several analogues of deoxyguanosine were examined for their ability to recognise a TA 

interruption within an oligopurine tract. Representative melting profiles for the triplexes 

containing GP
, GPG or AEG positioned against each bp in tum are illustrated in Figure 

5.16. The Tms calculated from these profiles and from those obtained at lower pH values 

are shown in Table 5.4. The T mS for the corresponding G-containing triplexes are also 

included in this table. 

It can clearly be seen that with GP in the third strand the most stable triplexes were 

generated with the duplexes containing either a central TA bp (red line) or central GC 

bp (green line). The Tm values of these complexes were 31.0 and 30.2 °C respectively. 

Examination of Table 5.4 reveals that both GP and G exhibit similar Tms when 

positioned opposite a T A bp at all the pH values tested. It therefore appears that 
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Figure 5. 16 Fluorescence melting cW"ves showing the interaction of TFOs containing deoxyguanosine 

derivatives with different duplex targets containing a variable central base pair.Each TFO contains either 

GP
, GPG or AEG at an identical position, generating X.ZY triplets.The experiments were performed in 50 

mM sodium acetate containing 200 mM NaCI at pH 6.0.The y-axes show the normalised fluorescence 

(arbitrary units), while the x-axes shows the temperature (0C). The samples were heated at a rate of 0.2 °C 

min· l
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introducing a propargylamino group to the 7-position of dG does not increase the 

stability of the G.TA triplet. In contrast, the stability of the GP.GC triplet is greater than 

the G.GC triplet, with a typical increase in Tm of about 2°C at the pH values tested. The 

same is seen for the interaction of GP with AT, though the increase in Tm was lower, 

with a typical increase in T m of about 1 0c. No increase in affinity was observed for the 

interaction with a CG bp. It therefore appears that only the affinity for 

purine. pyrimidine base pairs is increased by the introduction of the propargylamino 

group to the 7-position of G. 

ZY 
x pH AT TA GC CG 

5.0 54.2 (54.5) 58.7 (46.7) 57.3 (57.3) 56.3 (56.4) 
G 5.5 38.2 (38.4) 46.7 (46.8) 43.1 (43.4) 41.2 (41.5) 

6.0 < 28.0 30.6 (30.7) 28.0 (27.9) < 28.0 
5.0 54.9 (55.0) 58.5 (58.7) 59.0 (59.2) 56.4 (56.5) 
5.5 39.5 (39.0) 46.2 (46.1) 45.3 (45.4) 40.9 (40.9) 
6.0 < 28.0 31.0 (31.4) 30.2 (30.3) < 28.0 
5.0 54.9 (55.3) 57.8 (58.0) 58.6 (58.5) 55.9 (55.9) 
5.5 39.4 (38.7) 45.2 (44.7) 43.8 (43.6) 40.0 (39.7) 
6.0 < 28.0 29.2 (29.1) < 28.0 < 28.0 
5.0 53.8 (54.1) 55.4 (55.5) 63.8 (60.3) 55.1 (55.3) 

AEG 5.5 39.1 (39.1) 41.5 (41.4) 50.8 (47.9) 40.0 (40.1) 
6.0 < 28.0 < 28.0 36.5 (32.2) < 28.0 

Table 5.4 Till values determined by fluorescence melting for triplexes composed of triplets containing 

deoxyguanosine derivatives using a temperature gradient of 0.2 °C min-l and the quencher methyl red. Tm 

values in parenthesis were calculated from the annealing phase. 

The middle panel of Figure 5.16 shows the melting profiles obtained for the 

propargylguanidino derivative of G (GPG). At pH 6.0, all the triplexes generated by this 

base were of lower thermal stability than those generated by G. However, at pH 5.0 

only the triplexes generated with GPG opposite CG and TA were less stable and those 

generated with AT and GC were between 0.7-1.3 °C more stable than those generated 

by G. The reason for this difference is not known but it is clear that the triplex-forming 

properties of this analogue are inferior to unmodified G. 

The bottom panel of Figure 5.16 shows the melting profiles for the complexes 

containing the 2'-aminoethoxy derivative of G (AEG). Examination of these profiles 

reveals that the most stable triplet generated by this base was against GC (green line), 

with a T m of 34°C. Again, at the rate of heating and cooling, hysteresis was evident for 
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this complex at low pH. The selectivity of this base for the remaining base pairs is 

altered as compared to G. When positioned in the third strand, this base produced 

complexes of lower stability when positioned opposite T A and CG base pairs. This was 

greatest against T A and these complexes were at least 3 °C less stable than those 

formed by G depending on the pH. 

DNase I footprinting experiments were used to confirm the results obtained from 

fluorescence melting on the analogues GP and GPG. Figure 5.17 presents the cleavage 

patterns for the interaction of the oligonucleotides 5'-TCTCTTGPTTTCT and 5'

TCTCTTGPGTTTCT with the four fragments derived from tyrT(43-59). It is clear that 

both oligonucleotides produce footprints with the fragments containing central T A and 

GC bps, while the cleavage patterns for the T A and CG fragments remains unaltered in 

the presence of these oligonucleotides. The Cso values calculated for the interactions of 

the GP and GPG -containing oligonucleotides with the fragment containing T A were 1.0 ± 

0.1 11M and 2.5 ± 1.2 11M respectively. The same experiment conducted with the 

unmodified oligonucleotide yielded a Cso of 0.2 ± 0.1, therefore the order of stability of 

these triplets is G.TA > GP.TA > GPG.TA. Under these conditions these analogues 

produce Cso values that are at least 5-fold lower than G. The Cso values for the 

interaction of these oligonucleotides with the GC duplex targets were 2.5 ± 0.6 11M and 

2.5 ± 0.5 11M, respectively. A comparison with the data obtained for the oligonucleotide 

containing G shows that these triplets are less stable. 

5.3.6 Triplex formation with Sand Y-aminoethoxy-S 

Guinvarc'h et al. recently reported on the synthesis and recognition properties of the 

nucleoside S in triplex formation (Guinvarc'h et at., 200l).We desired to further 

characterise this analogue and to study the binding properties of its novel 2'· 

aminoethoxy derivative (AES). The stabilities of triplexes that contain a single S or AES 

residue in the centre of the third-strand oligonucleotide were examined by fluorescence 

melting. Representative melting profiles for these complexes at pH 6.0 are presented in 

Figure 5.18. The Tm data obtained for these and those obtained at lower pH values are 

shown in Table 5.5. Examination of this table reveals that S exhibited a greater affinity 

than G for a TA base pair, with an increase in Tm of 2 °C at pH 5.0 and 4°C at pH 6.0. 

However, in this sequence context the S.TA triplet is still less stable than the T.AT 

triplet, exhibiting a T m value at least 5 °C lower. S also produced stable complexes with 

the three remaining base pairs, although the relative stability of these triplets was 
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dependent on the pH of the solution. At pH 5.0, the melting temperatures of the S.TA 

and S.CG containing triplexes are essentially the same (61.0 °C and 61.1 °C) and are 

only marginally higher than S.GC and S.AT (60.1 °C and 59.2 °C). A difference of just 

2 °C is observed between the most stable triplet and the least stable triplet at this pH. 

However at pH 6.0 the discrimination of this base is slightly improved. A difference in 

Tm of 1.5 °C between S.TA and S.CG and a difference in Tm of 4.2 °C between the most 

stable and least stable triplet is observed. This still compares unfavourably to T, which 

exhibits a difference of 11°C between the most stable and the second most stable triplet 

produced by this base. This pH dependence suggests the involvement of protonated 

species. S exhibits a very poor selectivity with an order of affinity of T A < CG < GC = 

AT. 

ZY 
x pH AT TA GC CG 

5.0 59.2 (59.3) 61.0 (60.7) 60.1 (59.9) 61.1 (61.3) 
S 5.5 47.2 (47.0) 50.5 (50.4) 46.8 (46.5) 49.1 (49.0) 

6.0 30.6 (30.9) 34.6 (34.6) 30.4 (30.7) 33.0 (33.2) 
5.0 59.5 (59.9) 62.3 (61.0) 60.3 (60.5) 61.7 (61.6) 

AES 5.5 47.5 (47.5) 51.7 (51.6) 47.5 (47.4) 49.3 (49.3) 
6.0 31.3 (31.3) 36.5 (36.4 ) 31.2 (31.2) 33.6 (63.6) 

Table 5.5 Tm values determined by fluorescence melting for triplexes composed of triplets containing S 

and AES using a temperature gradient of 0.2 °C min- 1 and the quencher methyl red. Tm values in 

parenthesis were calculated from the annealing phase. The third strands were labelled with methyl red. 

Examination of the Tm data for AES reveals that the addition of the Y-aminoethoxy 

group to S leads to an increase in triplex stability at T A by a further 2 °C at pH 6.0. 

Therefore of the nucleosides examined in this study, AES produced the most stable 

triplets with TA base pairs. At the higher pH values, the AES.TA triplet is only 3 °C less 

stable than T.AT, compared with G.TA, which is less stable than T.AT by 9 0c. The 

discrimination of this base also appears to be superior to S. The difference in Tm in the 

recognition of TA and CG is now 2.9 °C at pH 6.0, about double the difference in Tm 

observed between S.TA and S.CG (1.6 °C). This also compares favourably to G, where 

the difference in T m between the most stable and second most stable triplet formed by 

this base was 2.6 0c. The order of affinity of this AES for each base pair remains the 

same, though it again seems that the 2'-aminoethoxy modification stabilises triplex 

formation to a different extent depending on the base pair to be targeted. The lowest 

stabilisation was observed against CG. 
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Figure 5.17 DNase I cleavage patterns of different tyrT(43-59) fragments in the presence of oligonucleotides 5' -TCBCTBGPGBTBCT (left panel) and 5'-TCBCTBGPGBTBCT (right 

panel) at pH 5.0. Each triplex differed by a single central triplet X.AT, X.TA, X.GC and X.CG. The experiments were performed in 50 mM sodium acetate containing 10 mM 

magnesium chloride, and the complexes were left overnight at 20 °C to equilibrate. The oligonucleotide concentration (J.lM) is shown at the top of each gel lane. Tracks labelled 'GA' 

are Maxam-Gilbert markers specific for purines, while 'con' indicates DNase I cleavage in the absence of added oligonucleotide. The filled boxes show the position of the triplex target 

sites. 
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Figure 5.18 Representative fluorescence melting curves showing the interaction of TFOs with target sites 

containing T A interruptions ; A) Melting curves showing the interaction of TFOs containing either S, or 

AES, generating the triplets X.AT, XTA, X.GC and X.CG; B) Melting curves showing the interaction of 

TFOs containing two S, AES, or G substitutions with a dup lex containing two T A interruptions. 
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In order to obtain a greater insight into the binding properties of Sand AES, fluorescence 

melting experiments were performed on triplexes containing two separated T A 

interruptions. These positions were targeted using third-strand oligonucleotides 

containing S, AES, and G, the sequence of which can be seen in Figure 5.4B. 

Representative fluorescence melting curves for the complexes at pH 6.0 are shown in 

Figure 5.18 (bottom panel), and the Tm values are summarised in Table 5.6. At pH 6.0, 

the presence of two G.TA triplets is sufficiently destabilising to prevent triplex 

formation above 28°C (note that a single G.TA triplet gave a T m of only 30.6 °C). In 

contrast, the complex with two S.TA triplets displayed a Tm of 32.1 °C, and the stability 

was further enhanced by incorporation of two AES residues with a T m of 36.3 0c. In this 

general sequence context, there is little difference in stability between the complexes 

with one and two AES.TA triplets whereas G is strongly destabilising. Again, the relative 

stability of the three complexes were greater at pH 6.0, showing an increase in T m of 

about 2°C for the addition of each AES monomer relative to S. 

x pH Tm 
5.0 52.3 (52.4) 

G 5.5 40.3 (40.3) 
6.0 < 28.0 
5.0 56.7 (56.8) 

S 5.5 46.3 (46.4) 
6.0 32.1 (32.1) 
5.0 58.9 (58.4) 

AES 5.5 49.2 (49.2) 
6.0 36.3 (36.3) 

Table 5.6 Tm values determined by fluorescence melting for triplexes containing two TA interruptions, 

targeting these positions with third strands containing G, Sand AES triplets. Tm values in parenthesis were 

calculated from the annealing phase. 

UV melting experiments were undertaken to support the results obtained from 

fluorescence melting for AES. Representative absorbance vs temperature plots for the 

triplexes shown in Figure 5.4 (where X is AES) are presented in Figure 5.19. For each 

profile two clear transitions are present; one at low temperatures that corresponds to the 

melting of the triplex and one at high temperatures that corresponds to the melting of 

the underlying duplex. The Tm of the triplex was dependent upon the nature of the 

triplex formed and the pH of the solution. These experiments were carried out at pH 5.8 

under the same buffer conditions as above, this pH was employed so as to separate the 
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melting transitions as much as possible. The rate of temperature change employed was 

0.1 °C min-l and hysteresis was not evident between melting and annealing profiles. 

It is clear from examining the data that the third-strand oligonucleotide with a central 

AES residue exhibited the same relative selectivity as seen in the earlier fluorescence 

melting experiments (TA > CG > AT > GC) giving Tm values of 44,41,39 and 38°C, 

respectively. As expected these values are intermediate between those observed at pH 

5.5 and 6.0 using fluorescence melting. Repeating the experiment with the equivalent 

G-containing third strand produced a complex when positioned opposite T A with a T m 

of only 36°C. Under these conditions, a difference of 8 °C is observed between the 

AES.TA and G.TA triplets and emphasizes the stabilising effect of this base on triplex 

formation. This study also emphasizes that the reporter groups used in fluorescence 

melting does not lead to any significant change in triplex stability or specificity. 

1.15 

- AES.AT 
- AES.TA 

1.10 

- AEs.GC 
-AEs.CG 

1.05 

1.00 

40 50 60 

Temperature ( C) 

Figure 5.20 UV melting curves showing the interaction of TFOs containing 2 '-aminoethoxy-S with 

different duplex targets containing a variable central base pair. The experiments were performed in 50 

mM sodium acetate containing 200 mM NaCI at pH 5.8. The samples were heated at a rate of 0.1 °C 
. -1 

mID . 

Lastly, DNase I footprinting experiments were undertaken on triplexes containing the S 

and AES nucleosides. Figure 5.20 shows the cleavage patterns of the four fragments 

derived from tyrT(43-59) in the presence of the oligonucleotides 5'-TCTCTT~TTTCT 

and 5'-TCTCTTAE~TTTCT. It can be seen that in contrast to any other natural base or 

analogue, these TFOs produced footprints at all four target sites, although the footprints 
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persisted to different oligonucleotide concentrations. The concentration of the S

containing oligonucleotide required to decrease the band intensity within the footprint 

by SO % was 0.11 ± O.OS, 0.6 ± 0.2,2.1 ± 0.3 and 2.1 ± 0.7 11M for the TA, CG, AT and 

GC duplex targets respectively. This again confirms the order of affinity of this base for 

the four duplex targets. In this instance S exhibited about a S-fold selectivity for a TA 

bp over a CG bp. The Cso value for the S.TA triplet was also about twice that produced 

by G.TA (0.3 ± 0.1 11M). 

The concentration of the AES-containing oligonucleotide required to decrease the band 

intensity within the footprint by SO % was O.S ± 0.1,0.8 ± 0.1 and 1.2 ± 0.2 11M for the 

CG, AT and GC duplex targets respectively. However, it was not possible to calculate a 

Cso value for the interaction of AES with TA and is estimated as being < 0.1 11M. It can 

therefore appears that as expected the addition of the 2'-aminoethoxy group further 

increased the affinity of S for all the targets, although the increase in affinity was 

greatest for targets with a central TA and AT. Again AES.TA is more stable than G.TA. 

AES also appears to be able to discriminate between TA and CG with at least a 4-fold 

difference in Cso values. 

x 
A 
G 
C 
T 
cP 

AEQa 
AEQB 

7HMP 
MP 
AEP 
GEP 
App 
Gpp 

GP 

GGP 

S 
AES 

AT 
n.d 
n.d 
n.d 

<0.1 
1.1 ± 0.1 

n.d 
n.d 

1.7 ± 0.2 
1.6 ± 0.2 
2 ±0.1 

1.S ± 0.6 
1.2 ± O.S 
1.4 ± 0.2 

n.d 
n.d 

2.1 ±0.3 
0.8 ± 0.1 

TA 
n.d 

0.2 ± 0.1 
n.d 
n.d 
n.d 
n.d 
n.d 
n.d 
n.d 
n.d 
n.d 
n.d 
n.d 

1.0 ± 0.1 
2.S ± 1.2 

0.11 ± 0.1 
< 0.1 

Zy 
GC 

0.3 ± 0.1 
2.S ±O.S 

< 0.1 
2.1 ± 0.3 

< 0.3 
n.d 
n.d 

<0.3 
6.0 ± 1.7 
12 ± S.l 
8.7 ± 3.3 
4.8 ± 1.S 
9.7 ±2.S 
2.S ±0.6 
2.S ±O.S 
2.1 ± 0.7 
1.2 ± 0.2 

CG 
n.d 
n.d 

0.8 ± 0.3 
0.7 ± 0.4 
1.2 ± 0.2 

n.d 
n.d 

0.8 ±0.2 
O.S ± 0.1 
0.8 ± 0.4 
0.7 ± 0.1 
0.3 ± 0.1 
0.8 ±0.2 

n.d 
n.d 

0.6 ±0.2 
O.S ± 0.1 

Table 5.7 Cso values determined by DNase I footprinting for the interaction of TFOs 5 '

TCTCTTXTTTCT, where X is either a natural base or analogue, with target duplexes containing the 

sequence 5'-AGAGAAZAAAGAI 3'-TCTCTTYTTTCT, where YZ is AT, TA, GC or CG. The 

experiments were performed in 50 mM sodium acetate at pH 5.0.0 containing 10 mM magnesium 

chloride. 
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Figure 5.19 DNase I cleavage patterns of different tyrT(43-59) fragments in the presence of oligonucleotides 5 ' -TCTCTI~TTTCT (left panel) and 5' -TCTCTIAESTTTCT (right panel) 

at pH 5.0. Each triplex differed by a single central triplet X.AT, X.TA, X.GC and X.CG. The experiments were performed in 50 mM sodium acetate containing 10 mM magnesium 

chloride, and the complexes were left overnight at 20 °C to equilibrate. The oligonucleotide concentration (11M) is shown at the top of each gel lane. Tracks labelled 'GA' are Maxam

Gi lbert markers specific for purines, while 'con ' indicates DNase I cleavage in the absence of added oligonucleotide. The filled boxes show the position of the triplex target sites. 
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5.4 Discussion 

The experiments in this chapter examined the triplex-binding properties of several 

nucleoside analogues designed to recognise pyrimidine bases within a target oligopurine 

tract. The affinity and specificity of these nucleosides is discussed. 

5.4.15-Propargylamino-dC 

The introduction of a propargylamino group at the 5-position of C should lower the pKa 

of its ring nitrogen. It should therefore be less protonated at high pH, disabling its 

ability to form two hydrogen bonds to a GC base pair. This has previously been 

demonstrated using the C5 propyne analogue of dC (Froehler et ai., 1992), although in 

this instance the decrease in pKa should be greater due to the introduction of an electron 

withdrawing amino group. The results from fluorescence melting experiments indicated 

that, as expected at higher pHs, the affinity of cP for GC was lower than that of C, 

confirming a requirement for protonation. However, the extent of this destabilisation 

was not as dramatic as initially anticipated; at pH 5.0 both cP and C formed triplets that 

exhibited similar melting temperatures. In contrast, footprinting studies at pH 5.0 

indicated that the CP.GC was less stable than C+.GC. This minor difference maybe 

attributed to the presence of magnesium in the buffer, which may affect the pKa of the 

base. There are several potential reasons why the affinity of this base is only slightly 

lower than C at the pH values tested: (i) the propargylamino group may stabilise the 

CP.GC triplet, as previously shown for the formation of the UP.GC triplet (ii) the 

electron withdrawing property of the amino group is partially lowered due to 

electrostatic interactions with a positively charged phosphate residue (iii) the pKa of cP 

is higher upon triplex formation as previously shown for C (Raj opal & Feignon, 1989; 

Asensio et al. ,1999). 

From these results it also appears that the introduction of a prop argyl amino group at the 

5-position of C alters its specificity in triplex formation. This is not surprising, as 

similar results were seen for the thymine analogue 5-propargylamino-dU in Chapter 4. 

The triplets formed by cP with CG and AT were at least 2 °c more stable than those 

formed by C, whilst the affinity for TAwas not affected. However, the magnitude of 

this stabilisation was not as great as seen with Up. In the absence of ring protonation cP 

should present two hydrogen bond acceptors, both of which are capable of forming a 
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single hydrogen bond with AT or CG. As selectivity was not dependent on pH, it 

suggests that the carbonyl, not the ring nitrogen, plays the predominant role as the 

acceptor used for recognition of these base pairs. In this configuration, additional 

stabilisation is likely to stem from increased stacking or electrostatic interactions of the 

prop argyl amino group within the major groove. 

The results obtained from footprinting studies with this analogue were slightly different; 

most notably the stabilisation afforded by cP was greater for AT than for CG; the C50 

value for CP.A T is 30-fold greater than that obtained for C.A T, whilst the C50 value for 

CP.CG is only 1.5-fold greater than C.CG. The reason for this difference is unclear but it 

is most likely to stem from the different sequences used or different buffer conditions. 

It remains to be seen whether cP would offer a greater affinity for CG than GC at 

physiological pH as in this experimental system triplex formation was restricted to low 

pH. The increased pKa within a triplex might disfavour the usefulness of this base for 

targeting CG inversions. Further experiments with TFOs composed solely of T would 

remove this pH restriction and would allow this to be determined. 

5.4.22'-Aminoethoxy-1-isoquinolone 

CG recognition has previously been reported using LNA bearing a 1-isoquinolone base 

(Hari et aI., 2003). In the present study the binding properties of the 2'-aminoethoxy 

derivative of this nucleoside were examined. Both (X and ~ anomers were studied, as (X

anomers have been reported to bind favourable within triplex DNA (Thuong et aI., 1987; 

Bates et at., 1996; Marfut et at., 1997). Disappointingly the results obtained indicated 

that at all pH values the selectivity and affinity of both anomers was poor. Of all the 

analogues studied, these bases were the most destabilising positioned against any base 

pair. These results therefore indicate that the stabilisation previously afforded by this 

base must have stemmed predominantly from the LNA modification. The reason for 

this is not obvious as both modifications lock the sugar in an N-type conformation. 

However, it is possible that this base prefers to generate a syn conformation when the 

aminoethoxy modification is introduced into the sugar. 
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5.4.3 Substituted pyrrolopyrimidin-2-one nucleosides 

Several nucleosides based on the 3H-pyrrolo[2,3-d]pyrimidin-2(7 H)-one ring system 

were examined for their ability to recognise CG base pairs. These nucleosides present 

double acceptor sites, either of which could participate in forming a hydrogen bond with 

the fr~e C4-amino proton of the duplex C. Initially the nucleobases MP and 7HMP were 

studied to assess the suitability of the pyrrolopyrimidin-2-one core for CG recognition. 

In both cases Tm measurements indicated that triplexes containing a MP.CG or 

7HMP.CG triplet were on average 3 °c more stable than those containing T.CG or 

C.CG. Furthermore, the Cso values determined by footprinting experiments indicated 

that these nucleosides produced triplets with CG that are at least as stable as those 

produced by C or T. This increase in affinity for CG relative to T could stem from two 

major factors: (i) In a structural model for CG recognition that involves N3, the 

carbonyl group may form an additional dipolar interaction with H-C(5) of cytosine 

(Marfut & Leumann, 1998; Buchini & Leumann, 1999); (ii) the extended aromatic 

surface of this base may provide additional stacking interactions within the major 

groove. These results also confirmed that a methyl group is required at position 7 (as in 

MP) to disable the recognition of a GC base pair. 7HMP produced a very stable triplet 

with GC that was about 8 °C more stable than 7HMP.CG. The difference in stability 

between these two triplets suggests that this base is forming two hydrogen bonds to GC 

and suggests that it may also be protonated at N3 (Figure 5.21A). 

The selectivity of both MP and 7HMP was also dependent on pH and at low pH the 

specificity of these analogues was decreased. At pH 5.0, the difference in melting 

temperatures between the most stable (MP.CG) and second most stable triplets (MP.GC 

and MP.AT) was only 1.5 0c. At pH 6.0, this difference was increased to a more 

favourable 5 0c. One simple explanation for this is the recognition of the bases at low 

pH may be the result of protonation event at N3. In this configuration a hydrogen bond 

could form with the N7 atoms of AT and GC and would account for the higher affinity 

for these base pairs. Despite this altered selectivity it is clear that at pH values above 5.5 

this base is specific for CG. 

The stabilising effect of introducing amino or guanidino groups at the 6-position of the 

pyrrolopyrimidin-2-one ring was then examined. These replace the methyl group 

present at the 6-position of MP. The amino and guanidinoethyl-modified nucleobases 
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Figure 5.21 Chemical structures and proposed hydrogen bonding patterns of triplets containing novel 

nucleoside analogues; (i) 7HMP.GC (ii) MABP.AT (iii) S.CG and (iv) AES.CG. 
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AEP and GEP and the amino and guanidinopropyl-modified nuc1eobases App and Gpp 

were investigated. Surprisingly, no dramatic increase in affinity or altered specificity 

was observed for any of these nuc1eobases relative to MP. The order of affinity for CG 

of these nuc1eosides is App = Mpp > Gpp > AEP = GEP and their selectivity at high pH 

remained X.CG < X.GC < X.GC < X.TA. From these data it appears that the protonated 

groups were not suitably positioned to participate with H-bonding within the major 

groove or in electrostatic interactions with the phosphodiester backbone. A study on the 

affinities of aminopropyl and prop argyl amino-modified T recently suggested that the 

lack of rigidity of the propyl chain resulted in destabilisation of the triple helix (Brazier 

et al., 2005). A similar situation is therefore likely in this instance. 

As noted in Section 5.3.3.1 a small secondary transition was observed at high 

temperatures for the melting profiles obtained for certain pyrrolopyrimidin-2-ones with 

the target containing an AT base pair. One suggestion for the occurrence of this 

transition could be that an additional species was present in the sample. A recent study 

on the stability of the structurally similar furanopyrimidin-2-one nuc1eosides suggested 

that under certain conditions, such as UV melting, these nuc1eosides may undergo facile 

hydrolytic ring opening in aqueous solution (Jiao & Burgess, 2004). Furthermore, this 

paper suggested that the substituent at the 7-position has a relatively strong influence on 

the ease at which ring opening occurs and may explain why this transition was only 

observed for certain substituted pyrrolopyrimidin-2-ones. Opening of the ring is likely 

to generate uracil derivatives and might explain why the transition was only observed 

with the target containing an AT base pair. Interestingly, this transition was less 

prominent when heating the samples at a faster rate of heating. 

As the initial attempt to enhance the thermodynamic stability by the incorporation of 

pendant protonated groups was unsuccessful, a further set of derivatives were evaluated. 

It was rationalised that a more rigid platform for the amine may reduce the rotational 

freedom and the flexibility of the side chain and could be used as a better scaffold to 

position amine functions to interact with G of the CG base pair. The planar aromatic 

ring could also participate in stabilising interactions with the neighbouring bases. 

Initially the analogue BP was examined and contained a benzene ring at the 7-position. 

From Tm measurements it appears that this nuc1eobase offered only a slight increase in 

affinity (I1Tm -1°C) for CG relative to MP, and again exhibited the same selectivity as 

the previous nuc1eobases. PABP and MABP were then studied and contain amino groups 
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at the para and meta positions of the benzene ring respectively. Again the stability of 

these nucleobases was not improved for the recognition of CG. However, MABP 

unexpectedly formed a more stable triplet with AT. The T m value for this interaction 

was similar to that obtained for the standard T.AT triplet and therefore suggests the 

formation of two hydrogen bonds. The amino group is therefore likely to be in a 

suitable position to interact with the 4-carbonyl of T (Figure 5.21(ii)). This corroborates 

the viability of this approach and suggests that further altering the position of the amino 

group may be useful for increasing the stability at CG. Despite the limited success of 

these modifications, it should be noted that as protonated amino groups have been 

reported to enhance binding kinetics of TFOs (Puri et al., 2004), these analogues maybe 

more useful in this respect. 

The last substituted pyrollopyrimidin-2-one to be investigated was the 2'-aminoethoxy 

derivative of App. The Tm values determined for triplexes containing this nucleoside 

indicated that it recognised AT with a higher affinity than CG. An increase in T m was 

also observed against Gc. As this interaction might stem from a protonation event at 

N3, further footprinting experiments were undertaken at pH 7.0. Again AT recognition 

was confirmed. This result is surprising but is similar to the results observed for BAU in 

Chapter 4, where addition of the 2' -aminoethoxy group to T stabilised its interaction 

with purine.pyrimdine and not pyrimidine. purine base pairs. The reason for this is 

unclear. 

5.4.4 Deoxyguanosine derivatives 

7- and 2'-substituted derivatives of dG were assessed for their novel triplex-forming 

properties. Tm values determined for the analogues containing a 7-propargylamino or 7-

propargylguanidino group on the base, or a 2'-aminoethoxy group on the sugar, 

indicated no increase in affinity for a T A base pair relative to G. In fact both GPG and 

AEG actually destabilised the triplex by 1 °C and 3 °C respectively. In contrast, all 

modifications enhanced the affinity of G for a GC base pair. At pH 6.0, the AEG.TA 

triplet was 6 °C more stable than G.GC, whilst the GP.GC and GPG.GC triplets were 

between 2-3 °C more stable. The strength of binding of AEG for GC is almost 

comparable to that of T for AT, suggesting that this analogue is forming two hydrogen 

bonds. Footprinting experiments were also carried out on GPG and GP and confirmed 

that these bases were destabilising opposite T A. However, the standard deviations for 
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the values obtained for triplexes containing these bases opposite GC base pair were too 

large to allow unambiguous interpretation. It is therefore clear that these modifications 

do not result in useful bases for the selective recognition of TA base pairs. 

Both the G.TA and G.GC triplets can be accomodated within parallel triplexes and the 

relative stability of each triplets is dependent on the local sequence context (Griffin & 

Dervan, 1989; Sun et aI., 1991). G.TA is more stable when flanked by T.AT than 

C+.GC triplets, due to the formation of an additional hydrogen bond between the unused 

amino proton of G and the duplex T of a 3 '-adjacent T.A T triplet (Radhakrishnan & 

Patel, 199111994). As a result G produces more stable triplets with TA than GC only 

when flanked with T.A T. However in this instance, the dG derivatives favoured GC 

recognition, despite flanking T.AT triplets. The reason for this might be that (i) the 

addition of these modification disrupts the favourable neighbouring interactions (ii) the 

positioning of the propargyl or aminoethoxy side chains are only suitable for interacting 

with phosphates when situated opposite GC. 

These analogues might find a better use within the antiparallel triplex motif, not just 

because this modification is stabilising but also because they may reduce the propensity 

of G-rich oligonucleotides to form secondary structures; the formation of a G

quadruplex utilizes both the Watson-Crick and Hoogsteen faces of G and therefore the 

introduction of the relatively large propargyl chain at the seven position is likely to 

disrupt the formation of such structures. 

5.4.4 S and 2-aminoethoxy-S 

The unnatural thiazolylaniline deoxyribonucleoside (S) has been reported to recognise a 

TA base pair with a comparable affinity to that of T for an AT base pair (Guinvarc'h et 

ai., 2001). This chapter presents fluorescence melting data obtained with this analogue 

and showed that it increased triplex stability at a TA base pair by 2-4 °C relative to G, 

producing a triplet that was 3-5 °C less stable than T.AT. These Tm measurements are 

similar to those obtained by Guinvarc'h et al. measured by UV absorbance. To confirm 

these results, footprinting experiments were undertaken on shorter TFOs. It was 

observed that the interaction of a TFO containing a single substitution of S with a 

duplex target containing a TA base pair in an identical position yielded a Cso value that 

was 3-fold greater than the equivalent G-containing TFO. Again this triplex was less 
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stable than the triplex containing T.A T. In the hydrogen bonding scheme proposed by 

Guinvarc'h et a!., S recognises a T A base pair by forming three hydrogen bonds (Figure 

5.3(iv)); one to 04 of thymine and two to adenine (N7 and N6). The relatively high Tm 

and Cso values for the triplexes containing a single S.TA triplet support this suggestion 

though the lower stability compared to T.AT, where only 2 hydrogen bonds are formed, 

may seem surprising. This suggests that the arrangement of hydrogen-bonding groups in 

S or its stacking within the third strand is not optimal. 

Although these results demonstrate that S is effective in stabilising T A interruptions, 

this nucleoside offers a limited selectivity. At pH 5.0, the melting studies showed a 

difference of just 2 °c between most stable (S.TA) and least stable (S.AT) triplets 

generated by this base. This compares with a 14°C difference between the two most 

stable triplet combinations formed by C. Furthermore, at pH 5.0 the complexes 

containing S.AT and S.CG exhibited identical Tms, although at pH 6.0 selectivity was 

increased and a difference in T m of 1.6 °c was observed between the two triplets. This 

low selectivity was also confirmed by footprinting studies and S was the only base to 

enable stable triplex formation when positioned opposite each of the base pairs. A 5-

fold selectivity for TA over CG was evident, which compares to greater than an 8-fold 

difference in selectivity for the recognition of GC and CG by C. 

It should be noted that S is structurally related to the nucleoside analogue D3 (Figure 

1.15(i); Griffin et a!., 1992), which was designed for specific recognition of CG base 

pairs but was subsequently found to intercalate at YpR steps instead of binding within 

the major groove (Kiessling et ai., 1992; Koshlap et a!., 1993). Although S could 

potentially bind in the same manner, a study on nearest neighbour effects suggested this 

is not the case (Guinvarc'h et ai., 2003). However, the conformational flexibility of S 

may permit hydrogen-bond formation with other base pairs in addition to T A, and 

schemes for putative S.CG triplets are shown in Figure 5.21. In one of these (Figure 

5.21(iii)), S forms a hydrogen bond to N4 of cytosine and a bifurcated hydrogen bond to 

06 and N7 of guanine, although there are no hydrogen bonds to the thiazole ring. An 

alternative structure for the recognition of CG, which involves protonation of the 

thiazole nitrogen and consequent hydrogen bonding to 06 of guanine, is shown in the 

Figure 5.21(iv). The latter triplet, which could exist at low pH, is likely to be the more 

stable, explaining why S shows greater selectivity for TA at elevated pH values. 
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However, detailed structural studies will be necessary to properly elucidate the binding 

modes of S. 

2'-aminoethoxy-S was studied alongside S to investigate whether this derivative could 

enhance triplex affinity further. This nucleoside analogue increased triplex stability at a 

TA by a further 2 °C relative to S, producing a triplet that was only 3 °C less stable than 

T.AT. UV melting was undertaken and this base was shown to generate a triplex with a 

Tm 8 °C higher than the triplex containing G.TA triplet. Both fluorescence and UV 

melting indicated a difference in T m of 3 °C between the thermal stability of the 

triplexes containing AES.TA and AES.CG triplets, this difference is similar to that 

afforded by G for T A and Gc. Again AES was shown to increase triplex stability when 

positioned against each base pair and this was greatest against T A and the least against 

CG, hence the slightly better discrimination observed. The lower stabilisation afforded 

for CG is similar to the results obtained with the previous 2'-aminoethoxy modified 

bases (BAU, AEG). This suggest that modifications that leave the Hoogsteen face of a 

base unaltered may still be useful for altering the triplex specificity of the base. 

Finally, experiments were performed with duplex targets containing two separated TA 

interruptions, targeting these positions with third strands containing G, Sand AES. These 

experiments were undertaken to gain a further insight into the binding properties of 

these nucleosides. At pH 6.0, the presence of two G.TA triplets was sufficiently 

destabilising to prevent triplex formation above 28°C. In contrast, the complex with 

two S.TA triplets displayed a Tm at least 4°C higher and the complex with two AES.TA 

triplets displayed a T m at least 8 °C higher. This indicates that the increase in binding 

affinity of these substitutions is additive. 
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6 TOWARDS FOUR BASE RECOGNITION IN PARALLEL TRIPLEX 

FORMATION AT PHYSIOLOGICAL PH 

6.1 Introduction 

Triplex formation using oligonucleotides composed only of natural bases suffers from 

several intrinsic limitations; (i) the binding of the third strand may not be strong, due to 

electrostatic repulsion between the three polyanionic DNA strands; (ii) formation of the 

C+ .GC triplet requires conditions of low pH « 6.0), necessary for protonation of third 

strand cytosines; (iii) there are no stable means for recognising TA or CG base pairs 

using natural DNA bases. The preceding chapters identified several nucleoside 

analogues that when substituted into TFOs could be used to overcome one or more of 

these restrictions. 2'-aminoethoxy-5-propargylamino-U (BAU; Figure 6.1(i)) forms 

more stable triplets with AT than T and does not require divalent metal ions for binding. 

The specificity of this analogue is greater than T, offering enhanced discrimination 

against pyrimidine-purine base pairs. 3-methyl-2-aminopyridine (Mep; Figure 6.1(ii)) 

binds to GC base pairs at higher pHs than C and when used in combination with BAU 

extends high affinity triplex formation to physiological pH. 6-(3-aminopropyl)-7-

methyl-3H-pyrrolopyrimidin-2-one (App; Figure 6.1(iii)) forms stable and selective 

triplets with CG. While, N-(4-(3-acetamidophenyl)thiazol-2-yl-acetamide (S; Figure 

6.1(iv)) forms more stable triplets with TA than G, albeit with a lower selectivity. 

There have been many studies investigating the effects of single nucleotides on triplex 

stability, each addressing one or other aspects of the problem (pH dependency, affinity 

and recognition of pyrimidine inversions). However, there are very few examples where 

they have been combined to achieve high binding affinity to mixed sequence duplex 

DNA targets at physiological pH. This chapter examines the ability of a TFO containing 

multiple substitutions of BAU, Mep, Sand App to selectively target a mixed sequence 

duplex target at physiological pHs. 

6.2 Experimental design 

The triplex-forming properties of the oligonucleotides shown III Figure 6.2 were 

examined by fluorescence melting and DNase I footprinting. 
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Figure 6.1 Chemical structures and proposed hydrogen bonding patterns of the nucleotide analogues 
designed to recognise each of the four base pairs.; (i) BAU.AT; (ii) M"p.GC; (iii) ApP.GC; (iii) S.T A. 
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A 

B 

TFO-2 
TFO-1 

Duplex 1 

Oligo-1 
Oligo-2 
Oligo-3 

Duplex 2 

Duplex 3 

Duplex 4 

Duplex 5 

Duplex 6 

Fragment 1 

Fragment 2 

Fragment 3 

Fragment 4 

Fragment 5 

5'-Q-TCTTTGTTCTCTTGCTCTT 
5'-Q-BMBPBSBTMTMPTSMTMBT 

5'-F-AGACATAAGAGCATGAGAA 
3'-TCTGTATTCTCGTACTCTT 

3'-Q-TCTGTATTCTCGTACTCTT 
3'-F-AGACATAAGAGCATGAGAA 
3'-F-AAGAGTACGAGAATACAGA 

5'-F-AGACA1AAGAGCATGAGAA 
3'-TCTGT2TTCTCGTACTCTT 

5'-F-AGACAT3AGAGCATGAGAA 
3'-TCTGTA4TCTCGTACTCTT 

5'-F-AGACATAASAGCATGAGAA 
3'-TCTGTATT6TCGTACTCTT 

5'-F-AGACATAAGAG7ATGAGAA 
3'-TCTGTATTCTC8TACTCTT 

5'-F-AGACATAAGAGCATGAGAA 
3'-TCTGTATTCTCGTACTCTT 

5' .. AGACATAAGAGCATGAGAA .. 
3' .. TCTGTATTCTCGTACTCTT .. 

5' .. AGACAAAAGAGCATGAGAA .. 
3' .. TCTGTTTTCTCGTACTCTT .. 

5' .. AGACATTAGAGCATGAGAA .. 
3' .. TCTGTAATCTCGTACTCTT .. 

5' .. AGACATAATAGCATGAGAA .. 
3' .. TCTGTATTATCGTACTCTT .. 

5' .. AGACATAAAAGTATGAGAA .. 
3' .. TCTGTATTTTCATACTCTT .. 

Figure 6.2 Sequence of the oligonucleotides and DNA fragments used in Chapter 6; A) Oligonucleotides 

used in the fluorescence melting melting experiments, where B is BAU, M is Mop, P is App and Sis S.The 

duplexes are boxed and labelled with fI uorescein (F) at the 5' -end of the purine strand, whereas the TFOs 

are labelled with methyl red serinol (Q) at the 5' -end. Oligo 1-3 contained appropriately positioned 

f1uorophores and quenchers. Duplexes 2-5 are identical to duplex I, except that single base pair changes 

are introduced at different positions, opposite one of the third strand bases; positions 1.2, 3.4, 5.6 and 7.8 

correspond to each base pair (A.T, T.A, G.C and e.G) in turn. Duplex 6 positions a single substitution of 

S opposite a CG base pair. B) The duplex target sequences used in DNase I footprinting experiments. 

Only the 19 bp target sites are shown. Fragment I is identical to Duplex I, while Fragments 2-5 contain 

single base pair changes at different positions, opposite one of the third strand bases. Each fragment was 

labelled at the 3'-end of the EcoRl site (on the purine strand). 
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6.2.1 Fluorescence melting experiments 

The sequences of the oligonucleotides used in the fluorescence melting experiments are 

illustrated in Figure 6.2A. The purine-containing strand of the duplex (boxed) was 

labelled at the 5'-end with fluorescein, and the third strand was labelled at the 5'-end 

with methyl red. Duplex 1 contains a 19 bp oligopurine.oligopyrimidine tract that is 

interrupted by two CG and two T A base pairs. The oligonucleotide TFO-1 was designed 

to form a specific triplex with this targets generating BAU.AT, Mep.GC, S.TA and 

ApP.CG triplets as well as conventional T.AT triplets. The oligonucleotide TFO-2 was 

designed to recognise the same target generating the best triplets using only natural 

DNA bases (T.AT, c.Gc. G.TA and T.CG). Experiments were undertaken in either 50 

mM sodium acetate (pH 5.0, 5.5 and 6.0) or 50 mM sodium phosphate (6.5, 7.0 or 7.5) 

containing 200 mM NaCl. The concentration of duplex and TFO in each experiment 

was 0.25 J.lM and 3 J.lM, respectively. There was no hysteresis between the heating and 

melting curves at a heating and cooling rate of 0.2°C/min, though significant hysteresis 

was observed at faster rates of temperature change (0.1 °C/sec). This is consistent with 

the known slow rates of triplex formation. Several other oligonucleotides were also 

prepared, with appropriately positioned fluorophores and quenchers. Oligo-1 was 

combined with the labelled strand of duplex 1, to estimate the melting temperature of 

the duplex. Whereas 0ligo-2 and 3 were combined with TFO-1, to ensure parallel 

triplex formation was being observed. 

The sequence specificity of triplex formation was assessed by determining the melting 

profiles of TFO-1 with a further 12 duplexes. Duplexes 2-5 are identical to duplex 1 

except that single base pair changes are introduced at different positions, opposite one 

of the modified third strand bases; positions 1.2, 3.4, 5.6 and 7.8 correspond to each 

base pair (AT, TA, GC and C.G) in turn. 

6.2.2 DNase I footprinting experiments 

The affinity and selectivity of the modified oligonucleotides was further assessed by 

DNase I footprinting experiments, using DNA fragments that contain similar target sites 

(Figure 6.2B). The TFOs are the same as those employed in fluorescence melting 

studies. The fragments were prepared by cloning synthetic oligonucleotides into the 

BamHI site ofpUC19. These contained the same target sites as used for the 
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fluorescence melting studies. Radiolabelled fragments were produced by digesting each 

plasmid with EcoRI and HindIII and labelling at the 3' -end of the EcoRI site on purine

containing strand using reverse transcriptase and [a-32P]dATP. Footprinting 

experiments at pH 5.0 were performed in 50 mM sodium acetate, at pH 6.0 in 10 mM 

PIPES containing 50 mM NaCl and at pH 7.0 in 10 mM Tris-HCl containing 50 mM 

NaCl. Fragment 1 contains the same perfect match target site as duplex 1, while 

fragments 2-5 contain single base pair substitutions opposite each of the modified 

nucleotides in tum. 

6.3 Results 

6.3.1 Fluorescence melting experiments 

Representative melting profiles showing the interaction of TFO-1 with duplex 1 at 

different pH values are shown in Figure 6.3. These melting profiles clearly demonstrate 

successful triplex formation at all pH values tested. As expected, the T m is still pH 

dependent due to the presence of the Mep.GC triplet; between pH 5.0 and 6.0 the Tm 

values obtained are greater than 60°C, while increasing the pH to 6.5, 7.0 and 7.5 gave 

Tm values of 58.2, 48.8 and 37.4 °C respectively. The Tm decrease at higher pH is 

presumably because the pKa of Mep is between 6.5 and 7.5 in this system. The apparent 

relative fluorescence for the triplex is higher at pH 7.0 and 7.5 as the affinity of the third 

strand is weaker and there is a significant amount of unbound fluorescent duplex in the 

equilibrium. In contrast TFO-2, which only contains natural nucleotides, failed to 

generate a stable triplex, even at pH 5.0. This indicates that as expected, the four 

pyrimidine interruptions in the target site are highly destabilising. 

6.3.1.1 Comparing with duplex stability 

Examination of the melting profiles reveals a second transition at high temperatures, a 

decrease in fluorescence, and is presumably due to the melting of the underlying duplex 

(see Section 3.4.2). This transition is only observed for the triplexes formed at pH 7.0 

and 7.5, suggesting that the triplexes formed at lower pH are more stable than the 

underlying duplex. To examine this further, the stability of the duplex was estimated by 

similar melting experiments, replacing the unlabelled pyrimidine-rich strand of duplex 1 

with oligo 1 (bearing a 3 '-methyl red). Representative melting profiles showing this 
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interaction at three pH values are shown in the left hand panel of Figure 6.4. The T m 

values for these profiles varied between 58.5 and 62.5 °c depending on the pH; at a 

lower pH the thermal stability of the duplex was lower. It is therefore evident that 

between pH 5.0 and 6.0 the triplexes formed with TFO-1 are more stable than that of 

the duplex alone. 

- pH 5.5 

- pH 6.0 

- pH 6.5 

- pH 7.0 

- pH 7.5 
pH 5.0 

0.0 -'-----r----,-------r---.,----' 

40 50 60 70 

Temperature COC) 

Figure 6.3 Fluorescence melting curves showing the interaction of TFO- I with its intended duplex target. 

The experiments were performed at varying pHs in an appropriate buffer. The y-axis shows the 

normalised fluorescence (arbitrary units), whereas the x-axis shows the temperature (0C). 

6. 3.1. 2 Orientation of third strand binding 

Several other oligonucleotides were also prepared, with appropriately positioned 

fluorophores and quenchers, to ensure that parallel triplex formation was being 

observed. The melting of these oligonucleotides can be seen in Figure 6.4. Addition of 

TFO-2 to the purine strand of the duplex, which could theoretically generate a parallel 

Hoogsteen duplex, failed to show the formation of a complex at any pHs. Addition of 

TFO-2 to oligo-2, which could form an antiparallel Watson-Crick duplex by generating 

BAU.A Mep.G App.C and S.T base pairs, also failed to show the formation of a complex 

at all pHs . Finally, oligo-3 cOlTesponding to the opposite orientation of the purine strand 

of the duplex, also showed no interaction with TFO-2. This would have required reverse 

Hoogsteen interactions to form a duplex with the third strand. 
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Figure 6.4 Fluorescence melting curves showing the interaction of Oligo I with the purine-containing 

strand of the dup lex, forming a Watson-Crick duplex at different pH values. The y-axes shows the 

normalised fl uorescence (arbitrary units) , whereas the x-axes shows the temperature (OC). 

6.3.1.3 Effect of magnesium concentration 

Stable triplex formation normally requires the addition of divalent metal ions to screen 

the charge interaction between the three polyanionic backbones. This was not required 

for the formation of these triplexes, presumably due to the presence of multiple positive 

charges within the TFO on the BAU residues. Representative melting profiles showing 

the interaction of TFO-1 with duplex 1 at pH 7.0 in the presence of varying 

concentrations of magnesium are shown in the right hand panel of Figure 6.5. The Tm 

values calculated from the first derivatives of these profiles were 48.8,49.2,50.9,51.8, 

53.4 and 55.2 °C in the presence of 5, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 mM magnesium chloride. 

This increase in Tm can be attributed to the increase in ionic strength, and is much less 

than typically seen with TFOs containing natural bases. As the concentration of 

magnesium increases it can be seen that the overall level of fluorescence decreases; a 

decreased of about 60 % is observed in the presence of 50 mM magnesium chloride. 

This effect is most likely attributed to quenching effects of these divalent ions on 

fluorescein. 
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Figure 6.5 Fluorescence melting curves showing the interaction of TFO- l with duplex I at pH 7.0 in the 

presence of various concentrations of magnesium. The y-axes shows the normalised fluorescence 

(arbitrary units), whereas the x-axes shows the temperature (OC). 

6.3.1.4 Triplex specificity 

The sequence specificity of triplex formation was examined by determining the melting 

profiles of TFO-2 with a further 12 duplexes, each of which differed from duplex 1 by a 

single base pair opposite one of the modified nucleotides. Duplexes 2, 3,4 and 5 shown 

in Figure 6.2 were used to assess the selectivity of S, BAD, Mep and App respectively, in 

the context of this sequence. Each duplex, therefore, generated a single triplet X.YZ, 

where X is BAD, Mep, S or App, and YZ is each base pair in tum. The fluorescent 

melting profiles of these complexes at pH 5.0 are shown in Figure 6.6, and at pH 7.0 in 

Figure 6.7. Tm values, together with those determined at other pHs, are shown in Table 

6.1. 

It can be seen that the sequence specificity of BAD is maintained over the entire pH 

range; BAD always produced the most stable triplex when positioned opposite an AT 

base pair (blue line) and each single base pair mismatch decreased the Tm by at least 10 

DC, an effect that was greater at higher pHs. A similar effect is seen with Mep which 

always generated the most stable triplex when positioned opposite a GC base pair 

(green line), and exhibited at least a 15DC decrease in Tm for each of the triplet 

mismatches. However, App always fonned the most stable triplexes with CG (black 
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Figure 6.6 Fluorescence melting curves showing the interaction of TFO-l with duplexes that differ by a 

single base pair opposite each synthetic third strand nucleotide at pH 5.0. Duplex 3 was used for BAU, 

duplex 2 for S, duplex 4 for Mop and duplex 5 for App. The y-axes shows the normalized fluorescence 

(arbitrary units) , whereas the x-axes shows the temperature (0C). 
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Figure 6.7 Fluorescence melting curves showing the interaction ofTFO-J with duplexes that differ by a 

single base pair opposite each synthetic third strand nucleotide at pH 7.0. Duplex 3 was used for BAU, 

duplex 2 for S, duplex 4 for Mep and duplex 5 for App. The y-axes shows the normalized fluorescence 

(arbitrary units) , whereas the x-axes shows the temperature 
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Line) but its selectivity for the other 3 base pair was dependent on the pH. Examination 

of the bottom left hand graph of Figure 6.6 (pH 5.0) reveals that the next most stable 

triplex was generated with App positioned opposite a GC base pair (green line), the T m 

for this complex was 13°C lower showing a high level of discrimination. In contrast, 

examination of the bottom left hand graph of Figure 6.7 (pH 7.0) reveals that the next 

most stable triplex was generated with a TA base pair (red line). This pH dependent 

selectivity indicates protonation plays a role in the recognition of GC at lower pH. This 

effect was previously observed in the context of an unmodified sequence (see Section 

5.4.3). The monomers BAU, Mep and App therefore retain exquisite sequence selectivity 

and the stability of these 19mer triplexes decreases by -1 SOC for single mismatches at 

pH 7.0. 

Conversely, the nucleotide S exhibited a much lower level of selectivity; at low pH 

there was just a - 6 °C difference between the best and the worst complexes formed by 

this base. Also at low pH S recognises a CG base pair (black line) with a greater affinity 

than a TA base pair (green line), exhibiting a difference of - 3 °C in Tms. This result 

was unexpected. At higher pHs the discrimination of this base increases and at pH 7.0 

produced higher Tms with TA and CG than with GC and AT, although the S.CG triplet 

was still as stable as the S.TA . To gain a greater insight into whether the triplets 

flanking S affect its affinity for CG, the interaction of TFO-2 with a further duplex was 

examined. Duplex 6, which is shown in Figure 6.2A, differs to duplex 1, the intended 

target, by a CG base pair at the 3 '-end of the sequence. Upon triplex formation this 

positions the second S substitution opposite this base pair. At both positions S is flanked 

by different base triplets; at the Y-end these are BAU.AT triplets whereas at the 3 '-end 

these are T.AT and Mep.GC triplets. The Tms calculated for the new triplex were 66.5, 

66.8,65.2, 60.8 and 51.2 °C at pH 5.0, 5.5, 6.0, 6.5 and 7.0 respectively. A comparison 

with the Tms obtained for the triplex containing the S.CG at the 3'-end (Table 6.1) 

shows the new triplex is of identical thermal stability. It is therefore evident that the the 

stability of the S.CG triplet is not dependent on the flanking base triplets. 

Overall, these data clearly show that TFO-l forms a stable triplex at pH 7.0 with its 

intended mixed sequence duplex target containing four pyrimidine inversions and four 

GC base pairs. This compares with the unmodified TFO-2, where triplex formation was 

not observed even at pH 5.0. 
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X 
pH ZY BAU JVIep App S 

AT 63.5 (63.5) 43.9 (43.5) 48.3 (48.3) 61.5 (61.9) 

5.0 TA 53.6 (53.2) 49.8 (49.0) 48.4 (48.3) 63.5 (63.5) 
GC 53.3 (52.6) 63.5 (63.5) 50.8 (49.0) 60.4 (60.4) 
CG 53.6 (53.0) 47.2 (45.8) 63.5 (63.5) 66.5 (66.6) 
AT 63.9 (63.8) 43.7 (42.6) 48.1 (48.2) 62.0 (62.8) 

5.5 TA 52.8 (52.2) 49.5 (49.0) 48.3 (48.2) 63.9 (63.8) 
GC 53.0 (52.5) 63.9 (63.8) 48.1 (48.0) 60.6 (60.4) 
CG 51.5 (50.5) 46.3 (46.2) 63.9 (63.8) 66.4 (66.7) 
AT 62.4 (62.4) 40.4 (40.1) 45.7 (45.3) 60.5 (60.6) 

6.0 TA 50.7 (49.6) 47.0 (46.2) 46.4 (46.0) 62.4 (62.4) 
GC 49.0 (48.9) 62.4 (62.4) 45.3 (44.7) 57.7 (57.0) 
CG 48.0 (47.0) 44.5 (43.3) 62.4 (62.4) 64.5 (64.3) 
AT 58.2 (57.6) n.d 38.8 (37.5) 54.1 (53.1) 

6.5 TA 42.9 (41.8) 39.1 (38.0) 40.4 (39.5) 58.2 (57.6) 
GC 42.6 (41.6) 58.2 (57.6) 37.3 (36.5) 50.3 (49.6) 
CG 40.2 (39.2) 37.7 (36.6) 58.2 (57.6) 59.6 (59.0) 
AT 48.8 (47.4) n.d n.d 43.2 (41.5) 

7.0 TA n.d n.d n.d 48.8 (47.4) 
GC n.d 48.8 n.d 39.7 (37.9) 
CG n.d n.d 48.8 49.8 (48.3) 
AT 37.4 (36.0) n.d n.d n.d 

7.5 TA n.d n.d n.d 37.4 (36.0) 
GC n.d 37.4 (36.0) n.d n.d 
CG n.d n.d 37.4 (36.0) 37.8 (37.4) 

Table 6.1 Tm values determined by fluorescence melting for triplexes formed by the fully modified 

oligonucleotide TFO-I at different pHs using a temperature gradient of 0.2 °C min-I. The values in bold 

correspond to those for TFO-I at its intended target site (employing BAU.AT, S.TA M"P.GC and App 

triplets). For all the other cases, I bp in the target was changed opposite one of the modified bases, as 

shown in Figure 6.1 using duplexes 2-5 (1.2 opposite S, duplex 2; 3.4 opposite BAU, duplex 3: 5.6 

opposite M"P, duplex 4; 7.8 opposite App, duplex 5). Tm values in parenthesis were calculated from the 

annealing phase. Each Tm value was repeated in triplicate and usually differed by less than 0.5 °C. 
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6.3.2 DNase I footprinting experiments 

The affinity and selectivity of these modified oligonucleotides was further assessed by 

DNase I footprinting, using DNA fragments that contained similar targets sites. For 

these experiments the same third strand oligonucleotides were used as in fluorescence 

melting studies. The interactions of TFO-1 and TFO-2 with the perfect match target site 

at different pHs are shown in Figure 6.8 and the Cso values calculated from these are 

summarised in Table 6.2. It can be seen that TFO-2, which contains only natural 

nucleotides, does not affect the cleavage pattern, even at the highest oligonucleotide 

concentration (30 11M). In contrast, clear footprints are evident with TFO-1 at the 

intended target site, with the remainder of the cleavage pattern remaining unaltered. At 

pH 5.0, the footprint persists to concentrations < 10 nM and although higher 

oligonucleotide concentrations are required at elevated pH values, a footprint is still 

evident at micromolar concentrations even at pH 7.0. It was not possible to obtain an 

accurate Cso value for the interaction of TFO-1 at pH 5.0, but it can be estimated as 

being < 0.01 11M. Quantitative analysis of the bands within the remaining footprints 

yielded Cso values of 0.011 ± 0.002 11M and 1.1 ± 0.1 11M for the interaction of this 

TFO at pH 6.0 and 7.0. It is therefore evident that increasing the pH from 5.0 to 7.0 led 

to a 100-fold decrease in the Cso for the interaction of this oligonucleotide. As with 

fluorescence melting studies, divalent metal ions were not required for binding, though 

these are present for a short while during the DNase I digestion. 

The next step was to study selectivity of these modified TFOs. Four further footprinting 

substrates were prepared, which contained single base pair substitutions opposite one of 

the novel nucleotides, generating S.AT, BAU.TA, Mep.TA and ApP.TA triplets in tum. 

The results of these experiments at pH 5.0, 6.0 and 7.0 are shown in Figure 6.9 and 

6.10. The Cso values, at all pH values, are summarised in Table 6.2. The left hand panel 

of Figure 6.9 shows the cleavage patterns for the four mismatch targets in the presence 

of the unmodified TFO-2 at pH 5.0. In each instance it is clearly seen that the 

oligonucleotide does not bind at TFO concentrations as high as 30 11M. This is as 

expected as no interaction was seen with the intended target site. The right hand panel 

of Figure 6.9 shows the cleavage pattern of the four fragments in the presence of TFO-1 

at pH 5.0. In each case, a clear footprint is evident at the target site. It was not possible 

to quantify the bands in the footprint generated by the triplex containing an S.A T 

mismatch. It is therefore estimated that the Cso for this interaction was < 0.01 !lM. 
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Figure 6.8 DNase I footprinting experiments showing the interaction of the oligonucleotides TFO-I (B) 

and TFO-2 (A) with their intended duplex target sites. The experiments were performed at pH 5.0, 6.0 

and 7.0 in appropriate buffers. The oligonucleotide concentrations (J.lM) are shown at the top of each gel 

lane. Tracks labelled 'GA' are Maxam-Gilbert markers specific for purines, while 'con' indicates DNase I 

cleavage in the absence of added oligonucleotide. The filled boxes show the position of the triplex target 

site. 
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Quantitative analysis of the bands within the footprint for the triplexes containing 

BAU.TA and Mep.TA mismatches yielded C50 values of 0.013 ± 0.002 11M and 0.0019 ± 

0.005 11M. An unusual effect is seen with the combination generating an ApP.TA triplet 

at low pH, for which a partial footprint is evident, covering only the upper part of the 

target. This suggests partial binding of the TFO 

C50 (11M) 
pH 5.0 pH 6.0 pH 7.0 

Perfect match <0.01 0.011 ± 0.002 1.1 ±0.1 
S.AT <0.01 0.020 ± 0.005 4.5 ±0.7 

BAU.TA 0.013 ± 0.002 0.04 ± 0.02 n.d 
Mep.TA 0.019 ± 0.005 n.d n.d 
ApP.TA a a n.d 

a For this target, TFO-I only produced a partial footprint that did not cover the entire site. 
n.d. indicates that no footprint was detected. 

Table 6.2 C50 values determined by DNase I footprinting for the interaction of the modified 

oligonucleotide TFO-I with target sites that differed by a single base pair, generating a triplex mismatch 

opposite one of the novel nucleotides. The identity of the mismatch (S.AT, BAU.TA, M"P.TA or ApP.TA) 

is indicated. The experiments were performed at pH 5.0, 6.0 and 7.0 in an appropriate buffer containing 

50 mMNaCI. 

The cleavage pattern of the four fragments in the presence of the modified 

oligonucleotide at pH 6.0 is shown in the left hand panel of Figure 6.10. A clear 

footprint is evident for the interaction of the TFO generating a S.AT mismatch. While a 

footprint that persists to a lower TFO concentration is also evident for the combination 

producing a BAU.TA mismatch. No interaction is observed for the Mep.TA mismatch 

and a similar partial footprint is observed for the ApP.TA combination as seen at pH 5.0. 

The C50 values for the S.AT and BAU.TA triplexes were 0.020 ± 0.005 11M and 0.04 ± 

0.02 11M. Again it can be seen that the mismatch reduces the binding affinity of the 

TFO, requiring higher oligonucleotide concentrations to generate a footprint. The 

triplex containing the BAU.TA triplet generates a C50 value 4-fold lower than that with 

the perfect match, whilst, the triplex with the S.AT triplet generates a C50 2-fold lower. 

The cleavage pattern of the four fragments in the presence of the modified 

oligonucleotide at pH 7.0 is shown in the right hand panel of Figure 6.10. It can be seen 

that at this pH single base pair changes opposite BAU, Mep and App abolished the 

footprint, however a footprint is still present for S. The C50 for this footprint is 4.5 ± 0.7 

11M and is therefore 3-fold lower than that obtained for the interaction of this TFO with 

its intended target. This highlights that the selectivity of TFO-1 is less pronounced at 
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Figure 6.9 DNase I footprinting experiments showing the interaction of TFO-2 (left panel) and TFO-I (right panel) with four different target sites that contain I bp change relative to 

the intended target site, generating the mismatches (shown beneath the gel in bold) . The experiments were performed at pH 5.0. The oligonucleotide concentration (11M) is shown at 

the top of each gel lane. Tracks label led 'GA' are Maxam-Gilbert markers specific for purines, while 'con' indicates DNase I cleavage in the absence of added oligonucleotide. The 

filled boxes show the position of the triplex target sites. 
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Figure 6.9 DNase I footprinting experiments showing the interaction of TFO- I with four different target sites that contain I bp change relative to the intended target site, generating 

S.AT, BAUTA, MCPTA and ApP.TA triplet (shown beneath each gel in bold). The experiments were performed at pH 6.0 (left panel) and 7.0 (right panel) . The oligonucleotide 

concentration (11M) is shown at the top of each gel lane. Tracks labelled 'GA' are Maxam-Gilbert markers specific for purines, while 'con' indicates DNase I cleavage in the absence 

of added oligonucleotide. The filled boxes show the position of the triplex target sites. 
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lower pH values although at pH 7.0 triplex specificity is high for all of the monomers 

apart from S. 

These results, together with fluorescence melting studies, demonstrate that triplex 

formation can be achieved at this mixed sequence target site at pH 7.0, and that BAU, 

Mep and App are highly selective. S permits stable triplex formation at T A inversions but 

shows much less discrimination between the 4 base pairs. 

6.4 Discussion 

The formation of stable triple helices at mixed sequence target sites, at physiological pH 

is a major challenge for the general use of the anti gene triplex strategy. The results 

presented in this chapter unambiguously show that, by incorporating several different 

synthetic nucleotides in a single a TFO, it is possible to form stable triplexes at a mixed 

sequence duplex targets that contain four pyrimidine inversions at physiological pH. 

6.4.1 Triplex stability 

The triplexes formed at this target site have similar T m and Cso values to those generated 

at similar length uninterrupted oligopurine sites using third strands containing only C 

and T, for which Tm values between 63 and 67°C are observed at pH 5.0 (see Section 

3.3.5). However, since the results presented in Chapter 4 show that the inclusion of a 

single BAU residue increases the Tm by -5°C, it might be expected that the stability of 

the triplexes formed with this multiply modified oligonucleotide would be greater than 

that observed. This emphasizes that the ApP.CG and S.TA triplets have a lower stability 

than C+.GC and T.AT. This is to be expected, because these triplets are not 

isomorphous with each other or with the BAU.AT and Mep.GC triplets. The stability of 

the modified triplex was clearly still dependent on the pH; Tm and Cso values 

determined for the triplex at pH 5.0 and 6.0 were similar, whilst those determined at pH 

7.0 were much lower as evidenced by a 15°C drop in Tm or a 100-fold decrease in the 

Cso value. This is presumably because the pKa of Mep is between 6.5 and 7.5 in this 

system and is consistent with the reported pKa of 6.86 for the similar 2-aminopyridine 

(Albert et ai., 1948). Although the affinity of the Mep.GC triplet is enhanced by the 

presence of the very strong BAU.AT triplet at pH 7.0, there is clearly still need for 

further cytosine derivatives. 
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The formation of this triplex was not dependent on any other stabilising factors, such as 

high concentrations of divalent metal ions or the addition triplex binding ligands. A 

similar observation was noted for the formation of triplexes containing one or more 

BAD substitutions (see Section 4.4.1.1) and is attributed to the presence of the positive 

charges on this nucleoside. In this instance it is also likely that Mep and App will 

contribute, as these nucleosides also contain positive charges. Interestingly, the addition 

of relatively high concentrations of magnesium resulted in an increase in triplex 

stability; a T m increase of 6 °c was observed for the addition of 50 mM magnesium 

chloride. This is to be expected due to the increase in ionic strength. Even with 18 

positive charges within the TFO, when Mep is protonated, there will still be an overall 

negative charge. 

Several groups have recently suggested that the 2'-aminoethoxy modification, which is 

present in BAD, can stabilise a range of triplets, and it has been suggested that 

contiguous 2'-aminoethoxy modifications further increase triplex stability (Cuenod et 

aI., 1998; Buchini & Leumann, 2004; Puri et al., 2004). This has been attributed to its 

effect on oligonucleotide conformation (DNA versus RNA), as well as the presence of 

the positive charge. The oligonucleotides used in the present study did not contain any 

contiguous BAD residues, and these were all separated by at least one other base. It is, 

therefore, possible that further improvements in triplex affinity might be achieved by 

either increasing the number of BAD modifications or by changing their distribution 

within the oligonucleotide. Further improvement might also be possible by using the 2'

aminoethoxy derivative of S in place of S. 

6.4.2 Triplex specificity 

Several control experiments were performed to ensure parallel triplex formation was 

being observed in the fluorescence melting experiments. These indicated that the TFO 

was not forming Watson-Crick, Hoogsteen or reverse Hoogsteen duplexes with the 

purine-containing strand. This was to be expected for the W-C duplex for several 

reasons; (i) protonation of Mep would disable recognition of G (Hildbrand et aI., 1997); 

(ii) App would require protonation to recognise cytosine; (iii) S is incompatible for the 

recognition of T. The lack of formation of a Hoogsteen duplex was surprising, 

especially at low pH, since these had been observed previously (see Section 3.4.2) and 

suggests highly specific interactions between third strand and TFO. 
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Interestingly, the selectivity of BAU, Mep and App within the context of the multiply 

modified TFO was enhanced. At pH 5.0, a difference of 10, 14, 13 °C drop in Tm was 

observed when positioning each base opposite a mismatch. This compares to 8, 11, 1 °C 

in the context of the previously studied CT -containing TFOs. A similar effect was 

previously reported for a nucleoside within the context of 2' -aminoethoxy-TFOs 

(Buchini & Leuman, 2004). Although a mismatch in any sequence context is likely to 

disrupt the cooperative interaction between neighbouring triplets, this may be greater 

for 2'-aminoethoxy-modified nuclesides since any alteration in the position of the third 

strand is likely to disrupt the positioning of the charge, resulting in a loss of favourable 

charge-charge interactions. As expected increasing the pH of the solution also enhanced 

the selectivity of the nucleosides of BAU, Mep and App displayed a decrease in T m of 

-15°C for triplexes containing the most stable and second most stable triplet formed by 

each base. 

At all pHs the S monomer, which is designed to recogmse T A inversions, also 

recognised CG base pairs with a similar affinity and at pH 5.0 the S.CG triplet was 

actually more stable than S.TA. These results are similar to those obtained previously, 

however, in that instance S.CG was only ever as stable as S.TA. It was suggested that 

CG recognition involves protonation of the thiazole nitrogen and consequent hydrogen 

bonding to 06 of guanine (Figure 5.21). An increase in the pKa of this nucleoside 

within the context of this TFO might therefore be the reason for the increased affinity 

for CG. It is obvious that there is the need for further development of monomers 

designed to recognise TA base pairs. It would be interesting to see what improvement 

might be obtained by using 2'-aminoethoxy S as this base was shown to offer enhanced 

selectivity against CG base pairs. 

In a similar manner the selectivity of App was also dependent on the pH. At pH 5.0, the 

second most stable triplet generated by this base was opposite a GC base pair, whereas 

at pH 7.0, this was with a TA base pair. This effect is most likely to be attributed to a 

protonation event at N3 of the base, which can participate in the formation of a second 

hydrogen bond with N7 of guanine. In each case these triplets were much less stable 

than the triplets generated at CG. Another unusual effect was observed in footprinting 

the triplex containing the mismatched App.T A triplet. A pmtial footprint was evident, 

covering only the upper part of the target. This is most likely an effect of the position of 

the mismatch and not the specificity of the base. This mismatch is 8 triplets from the 
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triplex termini, and would still allow the formation of a relatively weak triplex 

composed of 11 triplets. This suggests that increasing the length of the modified TFO 

may also decrease its selectivity, more work should be undertaken to delineate this 

effect. 
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7 TRIPLEX FORMATION AT TARGET SITES CONTAINING 

DUPLEX MISMATCHES OR 5-AMINOURACIL 

7.1 Introduction 

The binding of a triplex-forming oligonucleotide within the DNA major groove IS 

highly asymmetric; the bases of a TFO usually only make contacts with the bases on the 

purine strand of the duplex and not its partner on the opposing pyrimidine strand. 

Recognition of the duplex purine strand may therefore be insensitive to the identity of 

the base to which it is paired, i.e. whether it is paired with its Watson-Crick partner or 

forms a mismatch base pair. Previous studies suggested that triplets formed at duplex 

mismatches can have increased stability and T.AC and C.GA triplets were shown to be 

more stable than the standard T.AT and C+.GC triplets (Sun et aZ., 1991). (The notation 

N.XZ refers to a triplet, in which the third strand base N interacts with the duplex XZ 

base pair, forming hydrogen bonds to base Z). This increase in stability was attributed 

to the greater structural flexibility of the mismatched base pair, allowing for more 

favourable interactions with the third strand. In this chapter we have examined the 

stability of all 64 possible triplet combinations (N.XZ, where Y and Z are each base in 

turn), using fluorescence melting experiments. These studies were extended to examine 

the interaction of the nucleoside analogues S (for recognition of TA interrptions) and 

BAU (for recognition of AT base pairs) with duplex mismatches. 

Several base analogues have been examined for their effect on triplex stability when 

positioned in the purine-containing strand of a duplex (Robles et ai., 2003). Generally, 

these bases retain the Watson-Crick face of a standard base but incorporate additional 

hydrogen bonding sites available for binding in the major groove. The 8-amino 

derivatives of A and G were shown to enhance triplex stability when substituted for A 

and G within the T.AT and C+.GC triplets, respectively (Giiimil-Garcia et ai., 1999; 

Soliva et aZ., 2000; Cubero et aZ., 2001). The pyrimidine analogue pseudouridine (~) 

was also shown to form a stable triplets when positioned in the central strand of a 

triplex (Trapane et aZ., 1994). More recently, the T analogue 5-amino-dU (UA
; Figure 

7.1A), which is derived from a simple replacement of the hydrophobic 5-methyl group 

of T by the hydrophilic 5-amino group, was shown to bind to TFOs containing C, T and 

A (Rana & Ganesh, 2000). This result is interesting because unlike T a third strand G is 

not recognised by UA. The second part of this chapter further examines the binding 
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properties of this analogue under different sequence contexts using fluorescence melting 

and circular dichroism. 

7.2 Experimental design 

The sequences of the oligonucleotides used in the fluorescence melting experiments are 

illustrated in Figure 7.1. The purine strand of the duplex (boxed) was labelled at the 5'

end with a fluorophore (F; fluorescein), while the third strand was labelled at the 5'-end 

with a quencher (Q; methyl red). Melting temperatures (Tm) for these intermolecular 

triplexes were determined as described in Chapter 3 using a rate of temperature change 

of 0.2 °C min-I. Recordings were taken during both the heating and cooling steps and no 

significant hysteresis was observed. As the 18mer third strands contained several 

cytosine residues triplex formation using these oligonucleotides was pH dependent and 

was restricted to low pH conditions (pH < 6.0). All melting experiments were 

undertaken in 50 mM sodium acetate buffer containing 200 mM sodium chloride at a 

pH 5.5. The concentration of duplex was 0.25 flM and the concentration of third strand 

was 3 flM. T m values were calculated from the first derivatives of the melting and 

annealing profiles. Each value was recorded in triplicate and usually differed by less 

than 0.5 0c. 

The sequences of the oligonucleotides used in circular dichroism (CD) experiments are 

shown in Figure 7.1 B(ii). The purine strand of the duplex (boxed) was labelled at the 

5'-end with a fluorophore (F; fluorescein), while the third strand was unlabelled. The 

CD spectra for each triplex were determined as described in Chapter 2. The triplexes 

were first heated to 95°C then allowed to cool slowly to room temperature, to ensure 

correct annealing of the complex. All experiments were undertaken in 50 mM sodium 

acetate buffer containing 200 mM sodium chloride at pH 6.0. The concentration of 

duplex was 1 flM and the concentration of third strand was 5 flM. Each spectrum was 

accumulated 16 times, smoothed and the buffer spectrum subtracted. 

7.3 Results 

The oligonucleotides illustrated in Figure 7.1 were used to generate 64 different triplex 

combinations, each varying by a single triplet N.XZ, where N, X and Z are each base in 

tum. 16 of these combinations contain standard Watson-Crick (WC) base pairs in the 
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A 

B 
(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

5'-Q-TCTCTCTTNTCCTCCTCC 
5'-F-AGAGAGAAXAGGAGGAGG 

3'-TCTCTCTTZTCCTCCTCC 

5'-Q-TCTCTCTTNTCCTCCTCC 
5'-F-AGAGAGAAXAGGAGGAGG 

3'-TCTCTCTTATCCTCCTCC 

5'-Q-TCTCTCTCNCCCTCCTCC 
5'-F-AGAGAGAGXGGGAGGAGG 

3'-TCTCTCTCACCCTCCTCC 

Figure 7.1 Chemical structure of the 5-amino-dU.adenine base pair and sequence of oligonucleotides 

used in Chapter 7; A) The analogue 5-aminouracil (UA) generating a base pair with adenine; B) Sequence 

of the oligonucleotides used in fluorescence melting experiments: the duplexes are boxed and were 

labelled with fluorescein (F) at the 5 '-end of the purine strand, whilst the third strands were labelled with 

methyl red or pyrene (Q) at an identical position; (i) oligonucleotides used for Watson-Crick mismatch 

studies, where N, X and Z are each base in turn, generating 64 triplet combinations; (ii) oligonucleotides 

used to examine the specificity of 5-amino-dU in triplex formation when flanked with T.AT triplets, 

where N is A, G, C or T and X is T or UA; (iii) oligonucleotides used to examine the specificity of 5-

amino-dU in triplex formation when flanked with C+.GC triplets, where N is A, G, C or T and X is T or 

UA. 
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duplex and the data for these were presented in Section 4.6.3.1, while the remaining 48 

combinations contain mismatched base pairs in the duplex. 

7.3.1 Triplexes containing c.XZ triplets 

Representative melting profiles for triplexes containing cytosine in the third strand are 

shown in Figure 7.2. For each panel, the N.X bases of the N.xZ triplet are constant, 

whilst the base Z is substituted with each base in tum. The T m values determined for 

these profiles, which were performed at pH 5.5, are shown in Table 7.1. The values in 

parentheses show the differences in Tm between the triplet fOlmed at a Watson-Crick 

base pair (e.g. C.AT) and the triplet containing a duplex mismatch (e.g C.AG). The 

profiles obtained for the triplexes containing C.AZ triplets are shown on the top left 

hand panel. It can be seen that more stable triplexes were generated with cytosine was 

positioned opposite a mismatch AZ base pair than opposite a standard AT bp (black 

line). This was most notable for the triplex containing a C.AA triplet (blue line) for 

which the T m is 4.4 °C higher than for C.A T. 

N 
XZ A G C T 
AA 43.5 (-0.9) 44.3 (+5.3) 44.2 (+4.4) 50.4 (-4.1) 
AG 46.6 (+2.2) 41.3 (+2.3) 39.2 ( -0.8) 51.6 (-2.9) 
AC 47.0 ( +2.6) 40.7 (+1.7) 41.4 (+1.6) 52.1 ( -2.4) 
AT 44.4 39.0 39.8 54.5 
GA 44.1 (-3.9) 43.6 (-0.4) 53.4 (-3.2) 43.2 (-0.5) 
GG 43.7 ( -4.7) 45.2 (+1.1) 51.1 ( -5.5) 43.6 (-0.1 ) 
GC 48.4 44.1 56.6 43.7 
GT 45.7 (-2.7) 43.8 (-0.4) 51.9 (-4.7) 44.4 (+0.8) 
CA 43.9 (+2.2) 44.8 (+2.9) 47.0 (+3.3) 44.8 ( +0.3) 
CG 40.7 41.9 43.7 44.5 
CC 43.1 (+2.4) 44.3 (2.4) 45.5 (+ 1.8) 42.3 (-2.2) 
CT 41.3 (+0.6) 41.9 (0.0) 44.2 ( +0.5) 40.5 ( -4.0) 
TA 40.7 47.3 38.7 37.8 
TG 41.5 (+0.8) 41.3 ( -6.0) 40.3 (+1.6) 40.3 (+2.5) 
TC 42.3 (+1.6) 42.1 ( -5.2) 39.4 (+0.7) 40.2 (+2.4) 
TT 4l.3 (+0.6) 41.3 ( -6.0) 39.0 (+0.3) 39.8 (+2.0) 

Table 7.1 Tm values for different triplet combinations determined by fluorescence melting. Experiments 

were performed in SO mM sodium acetate pH S.S containing 200 mM NaCI. Each Tm value was repeated 

in triplicate and differed by less than O.S°c. The purine strand of the duplex was labelled with fluorescein 

while the third strands were labelled with methyl red. The values in parentheses show the differences in 

Tm between the triplet formed at a Watson-Crick base pair and the triplet containing a duplex mismatch. 

The values in bold correspond to the well known C+.GC, T.AT, G.TA, G.GC, T.CG and C.CG triplets. 
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Figure 7.3 Fluorescence melting curves for different triplexes containing the base cytosine opposite each 

poss ible standard or mismatched base pair (C.ZY). The experiments were performed in 50 mM sodium 

acetate, pH 5.5 containing 200 mM NaCI. The y-axis show the normalised fluorescence (arbitrary units), 

while the x-axis shows the temperature (0C). The samples were heated at a rate of 0.2 °C/min. 
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The top right hand panel shows the profiles for the triplexes containing c.GZ triplets. In 

this instance the triplex containing the C+.GC triplet (green line) was more stable than 

any of the triplexes containing c.GZ mismatches, with a Tm 3.2 °C higher than the next 

most stable. As expected, these C.GZ triplets were more stable than all the other C.xZ 

triplets. Further examination of the melting profiles reveals a secondary transition at 

lower temperatures. This is most likely to be attributed to the formation of a Hoogsteen 

duplex between the third strand and the purine-containing strand of the duplex (see 

Section 3.4.2). It is also noteworthy that the T mS determined for these transitions (- 40 

°C) are the same irrespective of the duplex pyrimidine strand, which again suggests this 

interaction occurs between the third strand and purine-containing strand of the duplex. 

The bottom panels show the profiles for the triplexes containing C.CZ or C.TZ triplets. 

In all cases the triplexes generated with C against a mismatched base pair were more 

stable than with a standard base pair (CG or TA). It is interesting to note the increased 

affinity of C for CA relative to CG, as C has been proposed for recognition of CG base 

pairs. 

7.3.2 Triplexes containing T.xZ triplets 

Representative melting profiles for the triplexes containing thymine in the third strand 

are shown in Figure 7.3. The top left panel shows the profiles for the triplexes 

containing T.AZ triplets. The most stable triplex was generated with T opposite an AT 

base pair, forming the usual T.A T triplet (black line) rather than with an AZ mismatch. 

The T.AA triplet (blue line) was the least stable, with a Tm 4.1 °c lower than T.AT 

(black line). The melting curves obtained for the triplexes containing T.GZ triplets are 

shown in the top right hand panel. All these triplexes exhibited similar T m values (- 44 

°C), irrespective of the base that is paired with G. 

The bottom right panel shows the profiles for triplexes containing T.CZ triplets. In this 

instance the triplexes containing T.CT and T.CC triplets are between 2 and 4 °c less 

stable than T.CG and T.CA. The most stable triplets produced similar Tm values to the 

T.GZ triplets. The melting profiles for the triplexes containing T.TY triplets are shown 

in the bottom right panel. The triplets containing mismatched base pairs are more stable 

than the T.TA triplet displaying ~n values between 2 and 5 °c higher, though these 

triplets are less stable than T.A T. 
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Figure 7.4 Fluorescence melting curves for different triplexes containing the base thymine opposite each 

possible standard or mismatched base pair (T.ZY). The experiments were performed in 50 mM sodium 

acetate, pH 5.5 containing 200 mM NaCI. The y-axis show the normalised fluorescence (arbitrary units) , 

while the x-axis shows the temperature (0C). The samples were heated at a rate of 0.2 °C/min. 
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7.3.3 Triplexes containing G.xZ triplets 

Representative melting profiles for the triplexes containing guanine in the third strand 

are shown in Figure 7.4. The top left hand panel shows the profiles for the triplexes 

containing G.AZ triplets. It is evident that the triplexes generated opposite a 

mismatched base pair are more stable than against AT. The G.AA triplet (blue line) was 

the most stable, exhibiting a Tm that is 5.3 °C higher than that observed with G.AT 

(black line). The top right hand panel shows the profiles obtained for the triplexes 

containing G.GZ triplets. These all have similar stabilities, exhibiting Tms of about 44 

°C. 

The bottom left panel illustrates the profiles for the triplexes containing G.CZ triplets. 

The triplex containing a G.CG (red line) triplet exhibited a Tm of 41.9 °C, while the 

triplexes with duplex mismatches were more stable; G.CA (blue line) and G.CC (green 

line) triplets exhibited Tm values of about 44.5 °C. The bottom left hand panel shows 

the profiles for the triplexes containing G.TZ triplets. In this instance the most stable 

triplex was generated with G opposite a TA base pair (generating the well-known G.TA 

triplet) with a Tm of 47.3 °C. This triplet was at least 6 °C more stable than with any TZ 

mismatch. 

7.3.4 Triplexes containing A.XZ triplets 

Representative melting profiles for the triplexes containing adenine in the third strand 

are shown in Figure 7.5. The top left hand panel shows the profiles obtained for 

triplexes containing A.AZ triplets. It can be seen that the most stable triplexes were 

generated with adenine positioned opposite an AC (green line) and AG (red line) duplex 

mismatch; these complexes exhibited Tms of about 47°C. This compares to a Tm of 

about 44°C for the A.AT triplet (black line). In contrast, the triplex containing the 

A.AA (blue line) triplet was no more stable than A.AT. 

The top right hand graph shows the profiles obtained for the triplexes containing A.GZ 

triplets. The most stable triplex was generated with adenine opposite a standard GC 

base pair, exhibiting a Tm of about 48°C. Substituting the three remaining bases at 

position Z produced triplexes that were at least 2 °C less stable. The bottom panels 

show the profiles obtained for the triplexes containing either A.CZ or A.TZ triplets. In 
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Figure 7.3 Fluorescence melting curves for different triplexes containing the base guanine opposite each 

poss ible standard or mismatched base pair (G.zY). The experiments were performed in 50 mM sodium 

acetate, pH 5.5 containing 200 mM NaCI. The y-axis show the normalised fluorescence (arbitrary units), 

while the x-axis shows the temperature (0C) . The samples were heated at a rate of 0.2 °C/min. 
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Figure 7.6 Fluorescence melting curves for different triplexes containing the base adenine opposite each 

possible standard or mismatched base pair (A.ZY). The experiments were performed in 50 mM sodium 

acetate, pH 5.5 containing 200 mM NaCI. The y-axis show the normalised fluorescence (arbitrary units), 

while the x-axis shows the temperature (DC). The samples were heated at a rate of 0.2 DC/min. 
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both cases positioning A opposite a duplex mismatch generated a complex of greater 

stability than opposite a standard base pair; this was most evident for the triplexes 

containing A.CA and A.CC triplets (green and red lines). The triplexes formed with 

these base pairs were less stable than those generated with the above AZ and GZ base 

pairs. 

7.3.5 Triplex containing BAU.xZ triplets 

We examined the stability of triplexes containing the modified nucleoside BAU 

opposite each possible mismatched base pair. Representative melting profiles for the 

triplexes containing this analogue are shown in Figure 7.6. The T m values determined 

from these profiles, which were performed at pH 5.5 are shown in Table 7.2. The top 

left hand panel shows the profiles obtained for triplexes containing BAU.AZ triplets. It 

can be seen that the most stable triplex is formed with BAU opposite the W-C AT base 

pair (black line) with a Tm of 59.5 DC. Substituting T of the BAU.AT triplet with A, G 

and C resulted in complexes with T m values that are all about 4 °c lower. The top right 

hand panel shows the melting curves obtained for the triplexes containing BAU.GY 

triplets. It can be seen that BAU displayed a lower affinity for a GZ mismatch than a 

GC base pair (green line), generating triplexes with Tm values 1.6-5 °C lower. This 

destabilisation was greatest for triplex containing the BAU.GA triplet. The melting 

profiles obtained for the triplexes that contained BAU.CZ and BAU.TZ triplets are 

illustrated in the bottom graphs. The T m data reveal that all CZ mismatches generated 

triplexes with Tm values that are 1.4-3.2 °C higher than CG, the degree of stabilisation 

was greatest for CA, with a T m of 45.2 dc. All TY mismatches were also stabilising 

relative to TA, but to a lesser extent than CY, with an increase in Tm of between I-2°C. 

7.3.6 Triplex containing S.xZ triplets 

Representative melting profiles for the triplexes containing the nucleoside analogue S in 

the third strand are shown in Figure 7.7 and the Tm values determined from these are 

shown in Table 7.2. The top left hand panel shows the profiles obtained for triplexes 

containing S.AZ triplets. It can be seen that with S in the third strand the most stable 

triplexes are formed opposite the three mismatches with Tm values between 2.4 and 3.4 

°C higher than the triplex containing an AT base pair. The top right hand panel shows 

the profiles obtained for triplexes containing S.GZ triplets. Again, triplexes generated 
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Figure 7.6 Representati ve fluorescence melti ng curves fo r different triplexes containing BAU positioned 

opposite each poss ible standard or mismatched base pair (BAU.ZY). The experiments were performed in 

50 mM sod ium acetate, pH 5.5 containing 200 mM NaCI. The y-ax is show the normalised fluorescence 
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with duplex mismatches were more stable than with a GC base pair, with a difference of 

between 3.2-4.0 DC, which was greatest for the S.GC triplet. The melting temperatures 

determined for these triplexes are similar to those obtained for S.AZ triplexes. 

The bottom left hand panel shows the profiles obtained for triplexes containing S.CZ 

triplets. The triplexes generated with triplexes are between 1.6-3.6 DC more stable than 

those generated with S.CG. This was most notable for the S.CA and S.CC triplet which 

exhibited Tms of about 53DC. The bottom right hand panel shows the melting curves 

obtained for triplexes containing S.TZ triplets. Again, the triplex generated with the 

mismatch base pairs are more stable than with the standard T A base pair, though the 

difference was less pronounced. The greatest increase was for the S.TT triplet which 

exhibited a Tm of 52.5 DC compared to 51.2 DC for S.TA. Overall, it can be seen that the 

triplexes formed by S differed in Tm values between 46.8 and 53.1 DC. The most stable 

triplexes were generated with S.CA, S.CC and S.TT triplexe 

N 
XZ BAU S 
AA 55.7 (-3.8) 50.9 (+3.4) 
AG 55.2 (-4.3) 49.9 (+2.4) 
AC 55.4 (-4.1) 50.2 ( +2.7) 
AT 59.5 47.5 
GA 46.8 ( -5.0) 50.0 (+3.2) 
GG 49.8 ( -1.9) 50.1 (+3.3) 
GC 51.8 46.8 
GT 49.9 ( -1.6) 50.7 (+4.0) 
CA 45.2 (+3.2) 53. 1 (+3.6) 
CG 42.0 49.5 
CC 44.3 (+2.4) 53.0 (+3.5) 
CT 43.4 (+1.4) 51.1 (+1.6) 
TA 41.8 51.0 
TG 42.9 (+1.1) 51.9 ( +0.9) 
TC 43.3 (+1.5) 51.2 (+0.2) 
TT 42.8 (+1.0) 52.5 (+1.5) 

Table 7.2 Tm values determined by fluorescence melting for triplexes composed of different triplet 

combinations containing the analogues BAU and S opposite duplex mismatches using a temperature 

gradient of 0.2 °C min-' and the quencher methyl red at pH 5.5_ Each Tm value was repeated in triplicate 

and usually differed by less than 0.5 0c. 
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Figure 7.7 Fluorescence melting curves for different triplexes containing the nucleoside S opposite each 

possible standard or mismatched base pair (S.zY). The experiments were performed in 50 mM sodium 

acetate, pH 5.5 containing 200 mM NaCI. The y-axis show the normalised fluorescence (arbitrary units), 

while the x-ax is shows the temperature (0C). The samples were heated at a rate of 0.2 DC/min. 
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7.3.7 Triplex formation with 5-amino-dU in the purine strand 

5-aminouracil (UA) is a pyrimidine analogue of T in which the 5-methyl group is 

replaced by a 5-amino group. This analogue retains the required contacts to form a base 

pair with adenine but positions two additional hydrogen bonding sites within the major 

groove. The stability of triplexes in which this base (and T) were positioned in the 

purine-containing strand of a duplex were examined by determining the melting 

temperatures of the fluorescently-labelled triplexes shown in Figure 7.1B(ii), where N is 

A, G, C or T and X is UA or T. Representative melting temperatures for these triplexes 

at pH 5.5 are illustrated in Figure 7.8. The Tm values determined from these and other 

experiments performed at pH 5.5 are shown in Table 7.3. 

N 
ZY pH A G C T 

TA 
5.5 44.4 (44.4) 50.5 (50.4) 41.4 (42.8) 42.6 (42.7) 
6.0 30.1 (30.3) 37.1 (37.1) 28.4 (46.8) 29.6 (30.2) 

UAA 5.5 46.6 (46.8) 47.7 (47.9) 44.0 (44.1) 44.6 (44.9) 
6.0 33.6 (33.8) 34.4 (34.5) 30.5 (30.7) 30.0 (30.3) 

Table 7.3 Tm values determined by fluorescence melting for triplexes containing 5-amino-dU in the 

purine strand of the duplex, flanked by T.AT. Values were obtained using a temperature gradient of 0.2 

°C min" and the quencher methyl red. Values in parenthesis were calculated from the annealing phase. 

The left hand panel of Figure 7.8 shows the interaction of TFOs containing each of the 

four natural bases with the TA-containing duplex target. Examination of these curves 

reveals that, as expected, the least destabilising base positioned opposite a T A base pair 

was guanine (red line). At pH 6.0, the triplex containing this triplet is about 7 °C more 

stable than the second most stable complex generated with T A. The order of selectivity 

of this base pair was G > A > T = C and was not affected by the pH. 

The melting profiles obtained for the interaction of TFOs containing each of the four 

natural bases with the UA A-containing duplex target are shown in the right hand panel 

of Figure 7.8. It can be seen that the most stable triplexes were generated with G and A 

positioned opposite the UA A base pair (red and blue lines). The triplexes generated by 

these combinations were of similar stability but were 3 °C less stable than the triplex 

containing G.T A. This suggests that guanine has lower affinity, while adenine has a 

greater affinity for a UA A base pair relative to T A. The low T mS obtained for these 
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triplexes relative to triplexes containing T.AT or C+.GC triplets (see Section 3.3.6.1) 

suggests that the only a single hydrogen bond is forming between UA and the third 

strand base. Examination of the T mS obtained for the triplexes positioning C and T 

opposite U A reveals that both were more stable than when positioned opposite T, by 2-3 

DC. The overall affinity of U A was therefore G = A < C = T in this sequence context. 

The selectivities determined in this study are different to those obtained previously by 

Rana & Ganesh (2000) and will be discussed later. 
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Figure 7.8_ Representative fluorescence melting curves for triplexes containing X.T A (left) or X.VA A 

(right) triplets, where X is A, G, C or T. Each triplet was flanked by T.AT triplets. The experiments were 

performed in 50 mM sodium acetate, pH 5.5 containing 200 mM NaCI. The y-axis show the normalised 

fluorescence (arbitrary units), while the x-axis shows the temperature (0C). The samples were heated at a 

rate of 0.2 DC/min. 

We also determined whether the selectivity of this base was affected by the nature of the 

flanking bases. This was investigated by determining the melting temperatures of the 

fluorescently-Iabelled triplexes shown in Figure 7.1B(iii). These sequences contained 

C+.GC triplets flanking the X.T A or X.UA A triplets. Representative melting profiles for 

these triplexes are illustrated in Figure 7.9. These experiments were determined at pH 

5.5 and pH 6.0. The Tm values determined for these complexes are shown in Table 7.4. 

The left hand panel of Figure 7.8 shows the interaction of TFOs containing each of the 

four natural bases with the duplex target containing a T A base pair. It can be seen that 

the difference in T m between each of the triplexes is much lower than observed 

previously (when this triplet is flanked by T.AT triplets). At pH 5.5, the triplexes 
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containing A.TA, C.TA and T.TA triplets were more stable than previously and the 

magnitude of this increase was greatest for C (I1T m -7°C). In contrast the triplex 

containing the G. T A triplex was less stable than before, with a T m decrease of 2 0c. At 

pH 6.0, a similar selectivity is observed. 
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Figure 7.9 Representative fluorescence melting curves for triplexes containing X.T A (left) or X .V A A 

(right) triplets, where X is A, G, C or T. Each triplet was flanked by C+.GC triplets. The experiments 

were performed in 50 mM sodium acetate, pH 5.5 containing 200 mM NaCI. The y-axis show the 

normalised fluorescence (arbitrary units), while the x-axis shows the temperature (OC). The samples were 

heated at a rate of 0.2 °C/min. 

N 
ZY pH A G C T 

TA 
5.5 46.3 (46.6) 48.4 (48.6) 48.3 (48.5) 45.0 (45.1) 
6.0 29.9 (30.1) 32.3 (32.3) 32.2 (32.2) 29.1 (29.4) 

UAA 5.5 47.0 (46.8) 50.1 (50.2) 47.4 (48.2) 46.3 (46.7) 
6.0 31.4 (31.7) 34.4 (34.5) 31.0 (31.3) 31.3 (31.3) 

Table 7.4 Till values determined by fluorescence melting for triplexes containing 5-amino-dV in the 

purine strand of the duplex , flanked by C+.Gc. Values were obtained using a temperature gradient of 0.2 

°C minot and the quencher methyl red. Values in parenthesis were calculated from the annealing phase. 

The right hand panel of Figure 7.9 shows the interaction of TFOs containing each of the 

four bases with the duplex target containing a UA A base pair flanked by GC base pairs. 

An increase in triplex stability is also observed and is most notable for the triplexes 

containing G. UA A, C. UA A and T. UA A triplets, with little difference in the stability of 

the triplex containing A.UA A. In this sequence context, the G.UA A triplet is more stable 
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than the G.TA triplet, exhibiting a difference in Tm of 2°C; however, it is still 3 °C less 

stable than G.TA when flanked with T.AT. At pH 6.0 the triplexes were of similar 

stability to the previous triplexes with one exception, the triplex containing A UA A was 

3 °C less stable than in the previous sequence context. 

Taken together these data indicate sequence dependent differences in the selectivity of 

the base pairs T A and UA A for each of the natural bases when positioned in a TFO. 

When flanked by TAT both triplets generate the most stable triplets with G, though 

UAA also shows a similar affinity for A The G.TA triplet is more stable than G.UAA In 

contrast, when flanked by C+.GC triplets UA A produces more stable triplets with G than 

TA, an effect that is greater at higher pH. Interestingly, increasing the pH also decreases 

the stability of the AUA A triplet. 

To further investigate these findings circular dichroism was performed on the triplexes 

containing X.UAA triplets. These experiments were performed at pH 6.0 in the same 

buffer as used in fluorescence melting. The CD spectra were first determined for the 

duplex and single strands separately and these are shown in Figure 7.lOA It can be seen 

that the UAA-containing duplex (dashed line) exhibits a negative band at 245 nm and 

positive band at 280 nm, suggesting no perturbation from the standard B-type duplex 

(Gray et al., 1978, Gray et al., 1992). The coloured lines represent the spectra obtained 

with the single strand labelled oligonucleotides and as expected, the spectra are different 

to those obtained for the duplex. An intense positive band is observed at 290 nm and a 

negative band is observed at 260 nM. Interestingly, the intensity of the band at 290 nm 

is different for the four oligonucleotides. It is greatest for the C-containing TFO, 

followed by T, and then the purine-containing TFOs. The CD spectra of cytosine-rich 

oligonucleotides are known to show evidence of helicity at low pH. 

We next determined the CD spectra of the triplexes generated by addition of each of the 

third strands to the UA-containing duplex, and these spectra are shown in Figure 7.10B. 

The spectra obtained are, as expected, different to those observed for the individual 

components of each triplex. Most notably, an increased negative band is observed 

below 220 nm. This is a characteristic that has been associated with A-like DNA 

conformations and the formation of triplex structures (Gray et al., 1978; Rana et al., 

2000; Bernal-Mendez & Leumann, 2002). Interestingly, the intensity of this negative 

peak is greatest for the A- and G-containing TFOs, which may suggest a greater 
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Figure 7.10 CD spectra of duplexes and triplexes formed by 5-amino-dU. A) CD spectra of target UA
_ 

duplex (dashed line) and third strands containing A (light blue), G (green), C (blue), and T (red) at a 

central position; B) CD spectra of target UA -duplex and triplex strutures containing a single A.UA A (light 

blue) , G.UA A (green), C.UA A (blue), and T.UA A (red) triplets. The experiments were performed in 50 

mM sodium acetate, pH 6.0 containing 200 mM NaCI. 
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proportion of triplexes formed with these oligonucleotides. The positive maXIma 

observed with the duplex alone is also shifted to a higher wavelength upon triplex 

formation. 

7.4 Discussion 

The results presented in this paper demonstrate that triplex stability is affected by the 

identity of the base that is paired with the recognised duplex base; in some instances a 

duplex mismatch increase triplex affinity, while others show a decrease in stability. The 

affinity and specificity of each natural base and the analogues BAU and S for each of 

the duplex mismatches is discussed. 

7.4.1 Natural bases 

With cytosine in the third strand the most stable triplet was generated opposite a GC 

base pair, generating the familiar C+.GC triplet. Substituting the duplex with A, G or T 

destabilised the triplet by at least 4 °c and this effect was greatest against GG. This 

contrasts the findings of Sun et al. (1991) which suggested that C.GA is more stable 

than c.Gc. This difference is presumably due to the different sequence contexts in 

which these triplets have been assessed. In the present study the N.XZ triplets are 

flanked by T.AT triplets, whereas the previous study had a C+.GC triplet on the 3 '-side 

of the triplet. The C.AZ, C.CZ and C.TZ triplexes were all more stable when Z was a 

mismatch instead of a W-C base pair. In particular C.CA and C.AA triplets displayed 

Tms which are 3.3 and 5°C higher than C.CG and C.AT respectively. 

With thymine in the third strand the most stable triplex was generated with the AT

containing target, generating the T.A T triplet. Substituting the duplex T led to a 

decrease in Tm of between 3-4 0c. Again this contrasts with the results previously 

obtained by Sun et al. (1991) which suggested that the T.AC triplet is more stable than 

T.AT. T also recognised GC and CG base pairs with moderate affinity. Replacing the G 

of T.CG decreased the stability of this triplet, whilst replacing the C of T.GC had little 

effect. This suggests that the interaction of T with GC is flexible and can tolerate some 

structural flexibility. The weaker binding of T to CA than to CG contrasts with C, for 
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which e.CA is more stable than e.CG. This difference is surprising since both T and C 

are thought to interact with CG, via the 2-carbonyl groups. 

With G in the third strand it was seen that the most stable triplexes were generated with 

the target containing a T A base pair. Positioning this base opposite a TZ mismatch 

decreased the T m of this triplet by about 6°C. The stability of the G.TA triplet is known 

to be dependent on the formation of an additional hydrogen bond to the T of an 

adjacent T.AT triplet (Radhadkrishnan & Patel, 1991), and it is possible that this 

contact is not made when G is positioned opposite a mismatched T. G is also known to 

form a parallel triplet with GC base pairs, though this isolated triplet is less stable than 

G.TA. Substituting the C of the G.GC triplet for the three other bases leads a decrease 

in triplex stability, though the destabilisation is less than that with G.TZ mismatches. 

This suggests that the affinity of G for GC is less dependent on the position of G. The 

triplexes generated with G opposite AZ and CZ triplexes were more stable when Z was 

a mismatch and was greatest for the G.AA, G,CA and G.CC triplets. 

With adenine in the third strand the most stable triplexes were generated with a standard 

GC base pair. Replacing the C of the A.GC base pair with A, G and T decreased the 

stability and this was greatest for the purines, presumably due to their larger size, 

distorting the triplex structure. The triplexes generated with A opposite the remaining 

AZ, CZ and TZ base pairs were more stable when Z was a mismatch than the correct 

base and was greatest for the A.AC and A.AG triplets. 

Overall, it can be seen that the most stable triplexes were generated when Twas 

positioned opposite T A and C opposite a GC base pair. The next most stable triplexes 

generated contained the triplets G.TA, e.CA, C.CC, A.GC, A.AG and A.AC which 

were all of similar stability; e.CA and C.CC were more stable than e.CG, whilst, A.AG 

and A.AC were of a similar stability to A.Ge. It is clear that, within this sequence 

context, there were no triplet combinations that produced triplexes of greater stability 

than those containing standard C+.GC and T.AT triplets. 

7.4.2 Modified nucleosides 

This study was then extended to assess the effect of duplex mismatches on the stability 

of triplexes containing modified bases in the third strand. The analogue BAU was 
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previously shown to form more stable and selective triplets with AT than T, whilst S 

recognises T A base pairs with a higher affinity than G. 

Replacing the T of the BAU.AT triplet with A, G and C led to a decrease in triplex 

stability in a similar manner to that observed with TAT. A Tm decrease of 4 °c was 

evident in each case, which is slightly more than that observed with TAZ, for which 

there was a Tm decrease of 2-4 DC. Replacing C of the BAU.GC triplet was also 

destabilising, with a Tm decrease of 2-5 DC, whereas the stability of T.GC was unaltered 

by replacement of C. In contrast, positioning BAU opposite a CZ or TZ mismatch led to 

an increase in triplex stability relative to CG and T A. This was greatest with the CZ 

mismatches and was most notable for the BAU.CA triplet, with a Tm increase of 3 Dc. 

Again this is different to the results with the T.CZ triplets, where the mismatches were 

destabilising. Previous results have demonstrated that BAU binds to AT and GC base 

pairs with a higher affinity than T. This was attributed to the suitable positioning of the 

5-propargylamino and 2' -aminoethoxy groups so as to interact with the negative 

phosphate residues at these base pairs. The greater destabilisation exhibited by BAU 

against A Y and GY mismatches is likely to be a consequence of altering the positioning 

of these groups, disrupting the favourable charge-charge interactions. Previous results 

also demonstrated that BAU exhibited an enhanced discrimination against CG base 

pairs, in this instance it is likely that the propargylamino and aminoethoxy groups are 

not ideally positioned. The increase in affinity of BAU for a CY mismatch, compared to 

T which is destabilising at a CY mismatch, is likely to be the results of more suitable 

positioning of these moieties due to the increased structural flexibility of the duplex at a 

mismatch. 

Positioning S opposite any duplex mismatch increased triplex stability, in contrast to 

any other base studied. This was most evident for S.CA and S.CC triplets were 4 °C 

more stable than S.CG. The S.GZ and S.AZ triplex mismatches were the next most 

stabilising, increasing stability by 2-3 DC, depending on the mismatch. The least 

stabilising mismatches were formed at S.TZ, where a difference in Tm of only 1 °c was 

observed relative to interaction with the W-C base pairs. Overall, it can be seen that the 

triplexes formed by S differed in Tm values between 46.8 and 53.1 dc. The low 

selectivity of this base was previously noted in Chapter 5 and 6 and was attributed to 

possible protonation effects, the conformational flexibility of this analogue, an 
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intercalative mode of binding or the presence of hydrogen bond contacts that span the 

entire major groove. 

7.4.3 The analogue 5-aminouracil in the central strand of a triplex 

The thymine analogue 5-amino-dU (UA) contains a 5-amino group in place of the 5-

methyl group of T. When substituted for T in a TA base pair this analogue presents an 

additional two hydrogen bond donor sites in the major groove. The triplex-forming 

properties of this base were examined by fluorescence melting and compared to T in the 

same position. When flanked by T.AT on both sides the most stable triplets generated 

by this base were with A and G, exhibiting Tms of 34°C at pH 5.5. Whilst, as expected, 

the G.TA triplet was the most stable triplet generated by T, with a Tm of - 37°C. These 

results differ from those obtained by Rana and Ganesh (2000) who showed that A 

offered the highest affinity for UA A. In the binding scheme proposed by the authors, the 

4-carbonyl and 5-amino group of UA form hydrogen bonds to the N1 atom and 6-amino 

group of A (Figure 7.11A). As the A.UAA triplet was less stable than T.AT, displaying 

a Tm 5 °C lower, it is unlikely that two hydrogen bonds are forming between the third 

strand and duplex. It is more likely that a single hydrogen bond forms between the N1 

atom of A and the exocyclic 5-amino group of UA (Figure 7.11B). This also gives a 

better backbone geometry than in the previously scheme. The decreased stability of the 

G.UAA triplet relative to the G.TA triplet suggests that G is no longer suitably 

positioned to form an additional H-bond with the adjacent T.AT triplet, as mentioned 

above. However, it is still likely that G recognises UA in a similar manner to T (Figure 

7.11C). 

In contrast, the selectivity of both UA and T was altered when these bases were flanked 

by C+.GC triplets on both sides. UA generated less stable triplets with A (f."T m 3°C) 

whilst its affinity for G was unchanged. Conversely, T generated less stable triplets with 

G (f."Tm 5 °C) when flanked by C+.GC triplets and confirms previously reported results 

(Kiessling et aI., 1993). This suggests that in a similar manner to G and its interaction 

with T A, the stability of the A. UA A triplet is dependent on interactions other than just 

hydrogen bonding. The remaining triplets formed by these bases were more stable at 

low pH, presumably due to the increased stability of C+.GC relative to T.AT. Under 

these conditions, G.UAA was more stable than G.TA, however, the difference was not 
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Figure 7.11 Chemical structure and proposed hydrogen bonding patterns for the triplets generated with 

the base analogue 5-aminouracil; A) A.UAT B) A.UAT and C) G.UAT. 
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substantial. These results indicate that 5-aminouracil does not possess useful 

recognition properties. 
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8 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

In recent years triplex-forming oligonucleotides (TFOs) have received extensive 

research interest for their application in such diverse areas as gene-based therapeutics, 

functional genomics and molecular biology (Rice et aI., 2001; Seidman & Glazer, 2003; 

Potaman, 2003). The most encouraging advances have shown that TFOs can be used to 

elicit site-specific mutagenesis and to inhibit tumour growth in mice (Vasquez et al., 

2000; Re et aI., 2004). Despite this, triplex formation is hampered by several 

restrictions; (i) there are no stable means for recognising TA or CG base pairs 

(pyrimidine interruptions) using natural DNA bases; (ii) formation of the C+.GC triplet 

requires conditions of low pH « 6.0), necessary for protonation of the third strand 

cytosine; (iii) the binding of the third strand may not be strong, due to electrostatic 

repulsion between the three polyanionic DNA strands. The work described in this thesis 

examined the triplex-forming properties of several novel nucleoside analogues that 

might be used to overcome each of these restrictions. From this study we propose the 

first generation of modified nucleotides for forming stable triple helices at mixed 

sequences at physiological pHs. 

8.1 Techniques 

DNase I footprinting and thermal melting (fluorescence and UV) experiments were 

used to determine the specificity and affinity of the modified TFOs examined in this 

thesis. At the start of this work the fluorescence melting technique had not been applied 

to the study of intennolecular triplex formation. Before applying this technique to the 

study of modified triplexes its validity was assessed and the results of which were 

presented in Chapter 3. In these experiments oligonucleotides were suitably labelled 

with a fluorophore and quencher so as to produce intermolecular triplexes with a low 

fluorescence upon formation. Heating these complexes led to an increase in 

fluorescence signal which translated to a melting profile for each complex. It was 

initially anticipated that the slow nature of triplex formation would limit the ability to 

determine accurate T mS under equilibrium conditions. It was found that by adjusting 

several experimental parameters (i.e. pH, ionic conditions) the complexes associated 

and dissociated at a suitable rate. The LightCycler could also be programmed to heat 

and cool in a slow enough fashion so that triplex formation was completely reversible. 
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To further validate this method the stability of all possible combinations of natural 

bases opposite each base pair was investigated and showed good agreement with 

previously reported data (Griffin & Dervan, 1989; Yoon et aI., 1991; Mergny et al., 

1991). There was also a good correlation between footprinting and fluorescence melting 

experiments despite several experimental differences (constant vs variable temperature, 

differences in buffer conditions, sequence length effects). The results obtained by UV 

melting on unlabelled TFOs were the same as those obtained using fluorescence melting 

on labelled TFOs. This highlights that the reporter groups did not significantly affect 

triplex specificity. 

8.2 Nucleoside analogues for stabilising DNA triplexes 

Several studies have suggested that at low pH the C+.GC triplet is more stable than 

T.AT due to the presence of the positive charge (Roberts & Crothers, 1996; Keppler et 

a!., 1997; James et aI., 2003). With this in mind the thymine analogue 5-

propargylamino-dU was synthesised (Bijapur et al., 1999) and later its 2'-aminoethoxy 

derivative (Sollogoub et aI., 2002). Both analogues contain positively charged amino 

functions suitably positioned to interact with the negative phosphodiester residues 

within the duplex purine-strand and/or the TFO. The results presented in Chapter 4 

further investigated these analogues alongside several of their derivatives. Fluorescence 

melting showed that modifications at the 5-position of dU increased triplex stability in 

the order prop argyl amino = propargylguanidino > dimethylpropargylamino. At pH 6.0 

an increase in T m of 2, 4 and 4 °c per modification was observed for the dimethylamine, 

guanidine and amine derivatives respectively. As each modification contains a positive 

charge in a similar position it is likely that the lower stabilisation afforded by the 

dimethyl amine is a result of a loss of hydrogen bonding contacts within the major 

groove. Conversely, the methyl groups may result in a steric clash with the triplex 

backbone. The results obtained with the 2'-aminoethoxy,5-propargylamino (BAU) and 

2'-guanidinoethoxy,5-propargylguanidino analogues also suggest that replacement of 

each amine with a guanidine does not alter triplex stability. In both instances an 

increase in T m of 8 °c was observed. As a guanidine is protonated over a greater range 

than the amine this modification is likely to offer greater stabilisation at higher pH 

values. 

It was also observed that all of the nucleosides were highly selective for AT relative to 
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all other Watson-Crick DNA base pairs. Furthermore, each analogue exhibited 

enhanced discrimination against pyrimidine-purine base pairs (X.TA and X.CG), as the 

triplets formed by them were similar or less stable than those formed by unmodified T. 

The reason for this enhanced discrimination is unclear and is especially noteworthy 

since T.CG is the most stable natural triplet at CG inversions. Footprinting studies were 

also undertaken to examine whether BAU could stabilise triplexes that were formed in 

the GT -motif, since these structures are known to be less stable than parallel (CT

containing) triplexes. Triplex formation was not detected in either binding orientation. 

This confirms that stabilisation of parallel triplexes by this analogue results from 

specific interactions with the amino substituents, and not from non-specific charge 

interactions. 

8.2 Nucleoside analogues for decreasing the pH dependence of DNA triplexes 

The requirement for low pH in the parallel binding motif, necessary for protonation of 

third strand cytosines, has led to the synthesis of a variety of cytosine mimics. Two 

bases that have been designed for the pH independent recognition of GC are N7 -dG 

(Hunziker et ai., 1995) and 6-oxo-dC (Xiang et ai., 1994). Both bases were shown to 

offer a lower affinity than C for GC under low pH conditions, presumably due to the 

lack of a positive charge. The 2'-aminoethoxy derivative of each base was examined in 

Chapter 4 by fluorescence melting. Again, it was seen that both derivatives produced 

less stable complexes with GC than C at pH 5.0 but were of a similar stability at pH 6.0. 

These results are similar to those obtained with the deoxyribose variants (Hunziker et 

ai., 1995; Xiang et ai., 1994). The lack of stabilisation is likely to stem from structural 

effects; AEN7G is not isostructural within the surrounding parallel triplets, whilst 6-oxo

C may suffer from unfavourable stacking interactions and/or steric hindrance due to the 

6-carbonyl group. In both cases the altered N-type conformation of the sugar may 

further contribute to these sequence effects. 

The analogue 2-aminopyridine and its 3-methyl derivative (Mep) were investigated. The 

addition of the 3-methyl group did not affect the affinity of this base, consistent with the 

findings of a previous report (Hildbrand et aI., 1997). It was seen that triplexes 

containing Mcp were more stable than C at pH 6.0 with a 6Tm increase of 3.5 °C per 

modification but did not form at pH 7.0. A better approach was achieved by combining 

Mep with BAU within the same TFO. A complex containing three substitutions of each 
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analogue exhibited nanomolar binding affinity at pH 7.5. However, the affinity 

depended on the number of substitutions and their arrangement; oligonucleotides in 

which these analogues were evenly distributed throughout the third strand bound much 

better than those in which they are clustered. There are several potential reasons for this; 

(i) repulsion may occur between adjacent charges; (ii) pseudonucleosides such as Mep 

are expected to adopt an S-type sugar pucker in contrast to C which adopts a more 

favourable N-type conformation upon triplex formation (PI avec et aI., 1994; Imanishi et 

aI., 2002); (iii) base stacking interactions between the 3-methyl group of Mep and the 5-

propargylamino group of an adjacent BAU may alter the positioning of the amine 

unfavourably. The last point could be assessed by replacing 3-methyl,2-aminopyridine 

with 2-aminopyridine within the TFO. 

8.4 Nucleoside analogues for recognising pyrimidine interruptions 

The use of C and T to recognise a CG base pair is limited as both bases also generate 

C+.GC or T.AT triplets which have a higher stability. 5-propargylamino-dC was 

investigated in Chapter 5 because the addition of the prop argyl amino group should 

lower the pKa of the ring nitrogen, thereby decreasing its recognition of Gc. However, 

the extent of this destabilisation was not as dramatic as initially anticipated; at pH 6.0 a 

T m decrease of 4 DC was observed against a GC base pair. There are several potential 

reasons for this; (i) the propargylamino group may stabilise the CP.GC triplet, as 

previously shown for the formation of the Up.GC triplet (ii) the electron withdrawing 

property of the amino group is partially lowered due to electrostatic interactions with a 

positively charged phosphate residue (iii) the pKa of cP is higher upon triplex formation 

as previously shown for C (Raj opal & Feignon, 1989; Asensio et al.,1999). 

Interestingly, the addition of the propargylamino chain stabilised the interaction with 

CG by just 2 DC per modification. This is consistent with the above findings suggesting 

the 5-propargylamino modification is most suited for increasing stability at RY base 

pairs. 

The base 1-isoquinolone was also investigated as its 2'-aminoethoxy ribose derivative. 

At all pH values this analogue effectively acted as a 'null base' in which it made little or 

no contribution to the affinity or specificity of the TFO. In previous studies this base 

had shown good CG recognition properties when incorporated into LNA, indicating that 

the stabilisation previously afforded by this base stemmed predominantly from the 
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sugar modification (Hari et aI., 2003). As both modifications lock in the same sugar 

pucker it is not clear why each exhibits different affinities. It is possible that this base 

prefers to generate a syn conformation when the aminoethoxy modification is 

introduced into the sugar. 

The most successful analogues designed for the recognition of CG were based on the 

pyrrolopyrimidin-2-one ring system. These nucleobases are similar in structure to T but 

lack the 4-carbonyl and 3-NH groups, both of which are required in the recognition of 

AT. In this configuration, these bases are capable of forming a hydrogen bond involving 

N3 and the free C4-amino proton of the duplex C. The 2-carbonyl group is also free to 

form an unconventional C-H ... O bond at the 5-position of C (Prevot-Halter & 

Leumann, 1999; Marfut & Leumann, 1998). Of the 10 derivatives studied, the analogue 

App was the most stabilising. However, there was very little difference in stability 

between each of the derivatives. At pH 6.0 the ApP.CG triplet was 3 °C more stable than 

T.CG. Again, the 2' -aminoethoxy derivative of App exhibited a greater affinity for AT 

than CG suggesting that this modification favours recognition of RY base pairs. 

As the G.TA triplet is the most stable triplet generated at TA by any natural base, 

several deoxyguanosine derivatives were examined for their ability to recognise this 

base pair. The addition of a propargylamino chain to the 7 position of the base or an 

aminoethoxy group to the 2 position of the sugar did not increase affinity for TA, rather 

a slightly increased affinity for GC was observed (f'."Tm = 2-5 °C). This is consistent 

with each modification favouring a R Y base pair. 

Lastly, the analogues S and its 2'-aminoethoxy derivative were investigated. S has 

previously been shown to generate stable triplexes at TA base pairs (Guinvarc'h et al., 

2001). The presence of two G.T A triplets was sufficiently destabilising to prevent 

triplex formation above 28°C at pH 6.0. In contrast, a complex containing two S.TA 

triplets displayed a T m of 32.1 °C, and the stability was further enhanced by 

incorporation of two AES residues (T m = 36.3). This demonstrates a T m of 2 °C for each 

addition of AES relative to S. Furthermore, AES was more selective than S, 

discriminating between TA and CG by 3 0c. It is likely that the low selectivity of these 

bases is attributed to protonation effects, the conformational flexibility of each 

analogue, and an intercalative mode of binding or the presence of hydrogen bond 

contacts that span the entire major groove. 
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8.5 Four base recognition by triplex-forming oligonucleotides 

There have been many studies investigating the effects of single nucleotides on triplex 

stability, each addressing one or other aspects of the problem (pH dependency, affinity 

and recognition of pyrimidine inversions). Chapter 6 examined the ability of a TFO 

containing multiple substitutions of the previously studied BAU, Mep, Sand App to 

selectively target a mixed sequence duplex target at physiological pHs. With this 

combination it was possible to generate a triplex footprint at a 19-mer target site that 

contains four pyrimidine interruptions. As expected the complex was sensitive to pH, 

since it contained several Mep.OC triplets, but it formed at low micromolar 

concentration at pH 7.0 and exhibited a Tm of 37°C at pH 7.5. Footprinting and melting 

experiments demonstrated that this heavily modified oligonucleotide retains its 

sequence specificity and that changing one of the base pairs opposite anyone of the 

modified nucleoside leads to a large decrease in affinity. The only exception is S which 

appears to form stable complexes opposite both TA and CO base pairs. These results 

show a good correlation with the results presented for each analogue in previous 

chapters. 

8.5 Implications and future work 

The results presented here on BAU, alongside those of Sollogoub et af. (2002), 

highlight that this nucleoside needs no further optimization. There are, however, several 

sequence composition effects that need to be assessed, such as the effect of clustering or 

separating substitutions. It has recently been shown that very stable triplexes are 

obtained if all the sugars in the TFO are 2'-aminoethoxy-substituted (Puri et af., 2004) 

this may also be the case with this analogue. 

Recent studies have suggested that the association rates of TFOs correlate better with 

their bioactivity than Tm values (Puri et af., 2004). It has been postulated that fast 

association rates are required for TFOs to compete with DNA binding proteins (e.g. 

transcription factors) and will increase the probability of TFOs rebinding after elution 

by cellular mechanisms. Preliminary temperature jump experiments have been 

performed on BAU, the results of which suggest that the affinity of BAU is 

predominantly the result of a much slower dissociation rate. It would therefore be 
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interesting to determine the kinetic parameters associated with other modified analogues 

and to see how this affects triplex stability. 

Although M has good recognition characteristics it does not bind tightly to GC at pHs 

above 6.0. A more useful base to use would be pseudoisocytosine, as this base offers pH 

independent recognition of Gc. It is not possible to synthesise its 5-propargylamino 

derivative but the 2'-aminoethoxy variant (AE\{'; Figure 8.1) may prove useful for 

applications alongside BAU. 

NH2 

N=< 

~
N-H 

RO 
o 0 

RO~ 

(i) (ii) (iii) 

Figure 8.1 Potential nucleoside analogues for triplex formation; (i) 2'-aminoethoxy pseudoisocytosine; 

(ii) abasic 2 '-aminoethoxy; (iii) 2HT. 

Although AES provides the most stable means for recognising T A interruptions, the 

AES.TA triplet is still less stable than T.AT or C+.Gc. There is still therefore a need for 

further nucleotides capable of recognising T A with high affinity and specificity. 

The initial attempts to further enhance the affinity of the pyrrolopyrimidin-2-ones by the 

introduction of pendant protonated amino groups was not successful and requires 

further investigation. A significant problem with targeting pyrimidine inversions is the 

lack of isomorphism of the triplets generated with these base pairs. It may therefore be 

worthwhile studying a base that could generate a more isomorphous triplet. A potential 

base that could do this may be 2HT (Figure 8.1(iii)). This base is capable of forming a 

hydrogen bond involving the 4-carbonyl and the free C4-amino proton of the duplex C. 

In this configuration the N3 atom is also free to form an unconventional C-H ... N bond 

at the 5-position of C. 

The results presented in this thesis suggest that the 2'-aminoethoxy modification 

favours stabilisation at purine. pyrimidine base pairs. It is therefore likely that this 

modification will have more success when introduced into nucleosides designed to 
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target AT or Gc. Synthesis and evaluation of a 2'-aminoethoxy abasic monomer 

(Figure 8.1(ii» may provide further insight into the binding properties of this particular 

modification. 
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APPENDIX 

Representative footprinting plots generated by the oligonucleotide 5'

TCTCTTTXTTCT, where X is A, G, C or T with different fragments derived from 

tyrT(43-48). 
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The chemical structures of the analogues prepared by the Brown group, Chemisty Dept, 

Southampton University and examined within this thesis; 
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